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Sorting of carbon nanotubes by their chirality is the current bottleneck in the way
to their broad employment based on their exceptional electronic and optical
properties. Despite the extensive effort, there is no known method, which would
result in really pure chirality ensembles. Previously reported sorting protocols
result in enrichment rather than in sorting, alter electronic structure, and suffer
from low yield. This is mostly due to the statistical approach, where the nanotubes with mixed chiralities are treated as a set. In this thesis, we propose a new
sorting technique based on nanotube-by-nanotube compartmelization, characterization, and sorting in a continuously running droplet-based microfluidic device.
A new microfluidic platform for droplet-based experiments in femtoliter
scale has been fully developed in this work. We report manufacture of full-glass
spectroscopy-friendly microfluidic chips with the characteristic length of channels below 3 μm. A novel procedure for immersed planar metallic electrodes suitable for the harsh glass processing is introduced. Selective treatment of the channels with a hydrophobic self-assembled monolayer is implemented for stable water-in-oil droplet microfluidics.
Several unique properties of the system: the size, the unorthodox capacity
of low droplet formation frequency, effective trap system, and tailored fluorescence detection system, were developed with the aim of lowering the detection
limit down to single nanotube level. The automated processing of fluorescence
spectra triggers the dielectrophoretic sorting valve deflecting the nanotube carrying droplets to either the reservoir or to the waste. Besides the primary goal,
this microfluidic platform represents a powerful experimental tool to be employed in various fields of research.
A method of individualization of carbon nanotubes in an aqueous dispersion based on sonication and centrifugation is systematically addressed in this
thesis. The purity, level of individualization, quality of individualized nanotubes,
and long-term stability are found to be critically dependent on the sonication parameters, mainly the sonication power. For the purpose of water-in-oil droplet
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microfluidics, a unique protocol for depletion of the surfactant at unaltered level
of individualization is reported.
The development described in this thesis brought the project to the very
doorstep of automated carbon nanotubes sorting, one nanotube at the time. We
believe that successful realization of the sorting would allow a major breakthrough in small-scale applications of single nanotube devices with precise chirality requirements for achieving the desired behavior.
Keywords carbon nanotubes, sorting, individualization, dispersion, SDBS, sonication, centrifugation, long-term stability, near-infrared fluorescence, microfluidics, glass microfabrication, wet etching, metallic electrodes, TADB, silinization,
droplet-based, water-in-oil, decane, Span 80, low droplet formation frequency,
passive trapping, dielectrophoresis, sorting, droplet stability, surface tension, interfacial tension
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Introduction

The miniaturization has been the driving force for the Third Industrial Revolution, an unprecedent raise of information technology, user electronics, and connectivity in the digital world of today. The technology, which is largely based on
the transistor effect – an effect inherently existent only in microscale – triggered
the boom of development, wealth, and well-being as we know it in nowadays
society. Furthermore, the miniaturization is an inevitable prerequisite for the already present Fourth Industrial Revolution as an era, where the fusion of technologies blurs the borders between the physical, biological, and digital worlds.
For decades, the performance of digital electronics was steadily growing as
a result of denser integration of components in integrated circuits, following the
famous Moore's law [1]. This was possible mainly by progressing miniaturization of circuit's components. However, the pace is slowing down as the aggressively scaled-down components starts to hit the physical limits of conventionally
used materials.

1.1 Carbon nanotubes
Since their discovery in 1993 [2], the single-walled carbon nanotubes have attracted attention as promising candidates to overcome the scaling limitations of
silicon-based electronics [3]. With excellent thermal and mechanical stability,
these hollow cylinders made out of a planar hexagonal carbon matrix offer a wide
set of properties uniquely suitable for implementation to integrated circuits. The
main lure, besides the nanometer-scaled dimensions, is the geometry dependent
conductivity ranging from fully metallic to semiconducting behavior with
bandgap up to 1.8 eV [4]. The utilization of semiconducting properties of carbon
nanotubes is especially tempting, as the wide selection of bandgaps would allow
to replace virtually any conventional semiconductor with nanotubes. This fact
makes the application of nanotubes essentially limitless, spanning from sensors
and probes to solar cells and displays [5].
Unfortunately, the strict relationship between the geometry and the bandgap of a nanotube is both a blessing and a curse. The methods of carbon nanotubes production are inherently incapable of manufacturing nanotubes with a
single arbitrarily chosen bandgap [6]. This remains, despite certain progress in
bandgap specific synthesis [7] and post-synthesis sorting [8], the main bottleneck
hindering a broader deployment of carbon nanotubes to everyday life.
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1.2 Microfluidics
The drive towards miniaturization has also positively affected the fields of biology and chemistry. The advancements in the fields of microanalytical methods,
in situ diagnostics, and genomics would not be possible without the development
of high-throughput screening, reduction of sample volumes, and reaction
times [9]. These became possible in large scale by down-scaling of the processed
volumes, eventually leading to the manipulation of fluids in micrometer scales.
The boom of microfluidics is directly linked to the miniaturization in the electronics, as the silicon processing technology allowed the manufacture of precise
yet complex capillaries. The full potential of microfluidics got under way with
introduction of droplet-based microfluidics [10]. The elaborate manipulation
with discrete droplets in continuous phase brought the possibility to conventionally work with unprecedently small volumes [11].
The state-of-the-art microfluidic systems work with droplets ranging from
2 pL to 4 nL (15 to 200 μm in diameter) [12]. Nevertheless, further miniaturization of microfluidic systems is needed for highly sensitive detection and highthroughput sorting techniques based on confocal fluorescence microscopy [13,14]. A droplet volume matching the fluorescence microscope excitation
volume not only allows to exploit the capabilities of the system to its fullness, but
the smaller droplets also generally result in a higher signal-to-noise ratio [15].

1.3 The aim and content of the thesis
The envisioned mass utilization of single-walled, single- bandgap carbon nanotubes and even more single nanotube devices does not seem to be anywhere in
sight. Nevertheless, the new protocols for chirality-selective synthesis and sorting have been growing dramatically in the last couple of years [8]. The goal of
this work is to contribute to this effort with a new sorting protocol, which does
not necessarily provide high yields but aims for 100 % purity and eased manipulation of individual nanotubes. The secondary goal is to develop a previously
non-existing universal microfluidic platform for the further enrichment of inhouse experimental techniques.
The scheme of the envisioned sorting protocol is visualized in FIGURE 1.1.
The aqueous dispersion of individualized carbon nanotubes is injected to a microfluidic channel. In the moment of contact with an immiscible fluid, small
droplets are created. The tailored concentration of carbon nanotubes in the dispersion and known size of the droplets can lead to a single nanotube in every
droplet on average. As the droplets proceed forward in the channel, their content
is characterized by the means of fluorescence spectroscopy. The spectroscopy result further triggers the sorting, deflecting the droplets with the desired content
to the reservoir while letting all the others to pass to the waste channel.
The research described in this thesis is based on pioneering work of three
master students, who explored the possibilities in microfluidic chip manufacture [16,17] and light spectroscopy in microfluidic channels [18]. Further
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FIGURE 1.1: An illustrative scheme of the microfluidic system for spectroscopy and sorting
of carbon nanotubes.

miniaturization, deepening the understanding of many related processes, the dynamics of microfluidic systems scaled down to the largely unexplored femtoliter
regime and confidence levels in operations are among the issues addressed in
this work. The thesis is naturally divided into three books.
1.
2.
3.

BOOK I – Carbon nanotubes
BOOK II – Microfluidics
BOOK III – Carbon nanotubes in microfluidic system

In its first part, BOOK I address the topic of carbon nanotubes with a review-like
approach. General properties of carbon nanotubes are discussed together with
the obstacles inhibiting their massive deployment. The reported approaches for
overcoming these obstacles are discussed in detail. In the second part, the preparation of an aqueous dispersion of carbon nanotubes is investigated both theoretically and experimentally.
BOOK II describes in its first part the basic theory of microfluidics with focus on the behavior of systems scaled down to the femtoliter regime. Since no
essential discrepancy in the functionality of the femtoliter system compared to
conventional system was found, the second and third part of the book experimentally address the manufacture and operation of a femtoliter microfluidic system.
BOOK III merges the knowledge gained in the previous books and reports
the work on introducing the carbon nanotubes to the microfluidic system. Relevant results, challenges, and strategies how to overcome them are extensively
discussed.

BOOK I – CARBON NANOTUBES

2

Carbon nanotubes – A review

2.1 Introduction
The physics of one-dimensional (1D) systems has been theoretically studied already for several decades. The results were predicting exciting new physics originating from the specific properties of quantum-restricted electron gas. Despite
the fact that reduction of dimensionality appears almost in every solid-state
physics textbook as an approximate approach to analytical calculation of electronic structure, the lack of instrumentation as well as computational resources
postponed the experimental verification till late 1970s. With the development of
methods for both production and characterization of predicted systems, the era
of conductive polymers, engineered DNA1, nanowires, nanorods and nanotubes
has begun.
The first observation and characterization of carbon nanotubes (CNT, pl.
CNTs), a tubular form of 1D carbon sheet, is often attributed to the work of S.
Iijima from 1991 [19], even though the observation of tubular graphitic objects
can be documented back to early 1950s [20]. The observed objects were concentric
tubes placed one within the other with the spacing of 3.4 Å, a typical value for
the distance between single carbon layers in graphite. The first synthesis of single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs) broadly noticed by the scientific community followed in 1993 [2], although their history reaches at least back to 1976 [21].
SWCNTs with diameters in units of nanometers have become very popular in the
field of 1D nanostructures. With their stability and clearly defined crystallographic structure, they started to be considered an ideal candidate for practically
exploitable 1D carbon system [22].
The interest in SWCNTs is not based only on their extraordinary mechanical
properties but mainly on excellent conductivity of metallic and controllable
bandgap of semiconducting nanotubes. While some properties can be easily explained macroscopically, e.g. the elasticity by the model of a homogeneous cylinder, most of them crucially depend on atomic configuration. For example, the
band structure or density of states and associated electronic and optical properties are directly defined by the diameter and chirality of the nanotube (see
FIGURE 2.1). This straightforward dependence of geometrical properties on
atomic configuration is rather unique in solid-state physics and it brings motivation for the development of new production methods. Novel manufacture processes could allow use of such objects in devices where exactly defined (electronic)
properties of nanotubes are required. One of the examples could be a complex
1

deoxyribonucleic acid
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manufacture of logical circuits with components in nanometric scale. And indeed,
the first computer with logical units constructed from CNTs was reported in
2013 [23] and new applications keep coming.
Despite stormy development in the field of carbon nanotubes since their
discovery, most of the applications are at the stage of prototypes - or even worse
- only ideas [3,5]. Commercially available solutions are only known in applications where bulk properties of CNTs can be utilized, such as composites, transparent electrodes (replacement for ITO2), microwave shielding , and nanotube
based mode locks. Possible future applications, however, lie in the areas with
huge technological impact as scanning microscope tips, semiconductor technology (integrated circuits [23], thin film transistors [24], and single nanotube transistors [25]), and electron and photon sources [7] promising improvements for
many applications, from electron microscopes and medical imaging [26] to
screens and lighting systems. In energetics, the concept of solar cells [8], hydrogen storage inside of the CNTs and large surface area used for improvement of
lithium accumulators and supercapacitors are very promising. One should also
remember, that since CNTs already significantly entered the commercial sphere
it is difficult if not impossible to follow the newest applications as the newest
technologies often become the subject of a trade secret.

2.2 Atomic structure
The SWCNTs are formed by one-layer hexagonal carbon lattice rolled to hollow
cylinder of diameter in units of nanometers and large length to diameter ratio
(FIGURE 2.1). According to the aim of the research or particular application, one
can describe CNTs as single molecules or quasi 1D crystals with translational
symmetry along their axis. Because of basically infinite number of ways how to
roll a sheet into a cylinder there is a large ensemble of nanotubes differing in
chiral geometry, or in other words, in diameter and microscopic structure.
For clarity, the SWCNTs are defined with the use of nomenclature, which is
customary for graphene lattice. The descriptive geometrical idea how the nanotube is formed by rolling a graphene sheet is plotted in FIGURE 2.1. Its structure
is defined by chiral vector ⃗⃗⃗
ch , which connects two crystallographically equivalent
points A and A' and represents the circumference of the nanotube. Consequently,
the geometry of a CNT is fully defined by a pair of integers (n,m) denoting the
relative position of two atoms on the graphene surface, which overlap when the
graphene sheet is ‘rolled’ to the shape of a cylinder. The chiral vector is then defined:
ch = 𝑛a⃗⃗⃗1 + 𝑚a⃗⃗⃗⃗2 ,
⃗⃗⃗

(2.1)

where ⃗⃗⃗
a1 and ⃗⃗⃗⃗
a2 are the basis vectors of a hexagonal graphene sheet.
Whereas the chiral vector represents the circumference of the nanotube, its
diameter can be formulated as
2

indium tin oxide
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FIGURE 2.1: Graphene hexagonal structure with lattice vectors ⃗⃗⃗
a1 and ⃗⃗⃗⃗
a2. The chiral vector
c⃗⃗⃗h = 5 ∙ ⃗⃗⃗
a1 + 3 ∙ ⃗⃗⃗⃗
a2 represents one of the possible rollings of 2D lattice to 1D cylindrical form.
Reprinted with permission from [22]. Copyright 2007 by the American Physical Society.

𝑑=

|c⃗⃗⃗h | 𝑎
= √𝑛2 + 𝑛𝑚 + 𝑚2 ,
𝜋
𝜋

(2.2)

where 𝑎 is the lattice parameter of a hexagonal structure: 𝑎 = √3 ∙ 𝑎C−C and
𝑎C−C ≅ 1.44 Å, corresponding to the bond length between two carbon atoms.
The nanotube can be also defined by chiral angle 𝜃 situated between ⃗⃗⃗
ch and
a1 (so-called ‘zig-zag’ direction, FIGURE 2.1). The 𝜃 and ⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗
a1 are related by
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 =

c⃗⃗⃗h ∙ ⃗⃗⃗
a1
2𝑛 + 𝑚
=
.
|c⃗⃗⃗h | ∙ |a⃗⃗⃗1 | 2√𝑛2 + 𝑛𝑚 + 𝑚2

(2.3)

The value of the chiral angle is within interval 0 ≤ |θ| ≤ 30°, which arises
from the hexagonal graphene structure. Accordingly, this angle determines the
rotation of hexagons in relation to the nanotube axis.
The SWCNTs are sorted to three basic groups according to their geometry.
The nanotubes with indices (n,0) (θ = 0°) are called zigzag nanotubes, because of
the zigzag pattern of carbon atoms along their circumference (vertical edges of
graphene lattice in FIGURE 2.1). Zigzag nanotubes have carbon bonds parallel to
the CNT axis. On the other hand, the nanotubes (n,m = n) (θ = 30°) are called
armchair nanotubes, because of the armchair pattern of carbon atoms along their
circumference (horizontal edges of graphene lattice in FIGURE 2.1). Their carbon
bonds are perpendicular to the CNT axis. Both zigzag and armchair nanotubes
are achiral in contrast to all the other (n,m ≠ n ≠ 0) chiral nanotubes (FIGURE 2.2).

2.3 Electronic structure
Similarly to graphene, CNTs are characterized by two types of chemical bonds,
which show so called planar sp2 hybridization [22,27,28]. First three out of four
carbon valence orbitals (2s, 2px, 2py and 2pz,where z is perpendicular to the plane
of the lattice) form localized bonding and antibonding orbitals in the plane of 2D
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FIGURE 2.2: The structure of (12,0) zigzag, (6,6) armchair, and (6,4) chiral CNT. Reprinted
with permission from [22]. Copyright 2007 by the American Physical Society.

hexagonal lattice, σ and σ* respectively. σ orbitals form strong covalent bonds,
which are responsible for most of the bonding energy and the mechanical properties of the honeycomb lattice. The 2pz orbital – pointing out of the lattice plane
– cannot bond with the σ states considering the symmetry of the system. Lateral
bonding between adjacent 2pz orbitals form delocalized bonding and antibonding
orbitals, π and π* respectively. π bonds are normal to the surface and they are
responsible for the weak van der Waals interactions between SWCNTs, similar
to the interaction of single graphene sheets in graphite. In terms of energy, the
energy levels related to σ bonding are far away from the Fermi level (> 10 eV at
Γ, FIGURE 2.3(a)), therefore their contribution to electronic properties is negligible. On the other hand, bonding and antibonding π bands cross Fermi level exactly at the K point of the first Brillouin zone of hexagonal carbon lattice (FIGURE
2.3(b)), virtually defining the electronic properties of carbon nanotubes.
Allowed 1D quantum states of a carbon nanotube defined by chiral vector
ch can be determined from periodic boundary conditions
⃗⃗⃗
ch ∙ ⃗k = 2𝜋𝑞 ,
⃗⃗⃗

(2.4)

where q is an integer. For the meaning of ⃗k, see FIGURE 2.4. As long as one of the
allowed states crosses one of the K points, the nanotube is metallic along its axis
(zero bandgap), otherwise semiconducting (non-zero bandgap). The graphical
interpretation for metallic (9,0) and semiconducting (10,0) nanotubes is plotted
in FIGURE 2.4. The condition for metallic nanotubes takes the form

FIGURE 2.3: Band structure (a) and first Brillouin zone (b) of hexagonal carbon lattice. There
is always wide bandgap between σ and σ*, while 𝜋 and 𝜋* meet at the K point of Brillouin
zone. Reprinted with permission from [22]. Copyright 2007 by the American Physical Society.
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FIGURE 2.4: Allowed states on the 𝜋/𝜋* carbon lattice. (a) Allowed states for metallic (9,0)
CNT, crossing the K point. (b) Allowed states for semiconducting (10,0) CNT, not crossing
the K point. Reprinted with permission from [22]. Copyright 2007 by the American Physical
Society.

ch ∙ ⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗
k 𝐅 = 2𝜋𝑞 .

(2.5)

In this approximation, all the nanotubes where (𝑛 − 𝑚)⁄3 is an integer are metallic. All the other nanotubes are moderate semiconductors (< 2 eV) and their
bandgaps decrease with increasing nanotube diameter not depending on its chirality.
In reality, the chirality of the nanotube partially influences the bandgap by
an effect called trigonal warping [29]. In addition, the curvature of the CNTs
leads to mixing of carbon 𝜋/σ bonding and 𝜋*/σ* antibonding orbitals. This results in a slight shift of the degenerate point out of the K point and thus in opening of a narrow bandgap in some of the metallic nanotubes. The width of this
very small bandgap (~meV) drops with growing nanotube diameter [30]. This
applies to all metallic SWCNTs except armchair nanotubes, which are always
truly metallic because the σ and σ* orbitals are too far in energy from the 𝜋 and
𝜋* orbitals and cannot influence the position of the allowed states. Hence, an improvement to the rule is made. If (𝑛 − 𝑚)⁄3 is an integer for chiral or zigzag
nanotubes the nanotubes are quasi-metallic with tiny bandgap, otherwise semiconducting with bandgap dependent on diameter/chirality.

2.4 Band structure
The allowed electronic states in solid-state matter create band structure and related density of states (DoS). DoS describes the number of available electronic
states in certain interval of energies. In contrast to isolated systems (atoms, molecules), the DoS of macroscopic systems is continuous. A high DoS then means
there are many available states to be occupied, while zero DoS conversely means,
there is no electronic state available for certain energy. With reduced dimensionality of a macroscopic system, the DoS gradually reduces from continuous to
(semi)discrete one. For 1D structures, like CNTs, the DoS(𝐸)~√𝐸 with sharp
change with every new electronic state (FIGURE 2.5).
The simple model of a pure 1D quantum system holds very well for
SWCNTs [4]. Computations using tight-binding [27,31] and zone-folding [22] approximations result in band structure and DoS(E) plot expected for a 1D system
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FIGURE 2.5: Comparison of DoS(E) for 3D – 0D structures.

(FIGURE 2.6). However, these approximations, similarly to the discussion above,
are not able to recognize the existence of quasi-metallic CNTs. The presence of
their meV bandgap was later successfully verified by ab initio calculations [30,32].
Obviously, this small bandgap can be observed only at very low temperatures,
where the bandgap is not blurred by thermal broadening.
The previous discussion of electronic and band structure of SWCNTs considers idealized model of individual, defect-free, infinitely long nanotube, not affected by the material environment or physical fields. Actual CNTs have, naturally, finite length and their end caps act as defects in the crystallographic structure. Similarly, defects in the hexagonal lattice may be formed during the manufacture process. Due to van der Waals interactions, the nanotubes bundle together or create bonds with molecules in their surroundings. In addition, electric

FIGURE 2.6: Atomic structure, band structure and DoS of (a) semiconducting (5,0) and (b)
metallic (5,5) nanotube. Fermi level is located at 0 eV. Reprinted from Open Access [31].
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and magnetic fields are often present to some extent. All of these effects more or
less influence electronic and related optical properties of nanotubes. A comprehensive description of many possible factors influencing electronic structure can
be found in [22]. It must be also mentioned, that previous considerations, except
the case of ab initio calculations, fail in the case of nanotubes with very small diameter, where the curvature effect starts to dominate over the properties of a
plain carbon sheet.

2.5 CNT characterization
2.5.1 Direct characterization
The experimental characterization of individual CNTs is a complicated task
mainly due to their dimensions and related challenges with manipulation. Direct
observation of the atomic structure of a nanotube is possible via some scanning
probe microscopy techniques. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) [33,34] similar to
state-of-the-art Scanning Electron Microscopy [27] can only provide information
about nanotube diameter (FIGURE 2.7(a) and FIGURE 2.7(b), respectively). Scanning Tunneling Microscopy or Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy [27,28] are able

FIGURE 2.7: Direct imaging of CNTs. (a) Atomic Force Microscopy. The scale bar is 1 µm. (b)
Scanning Electron Microscopy. The scale bar is 6 µm. (c) Scanning Tunneling Microscopy.
The scale bar is 1 nm. (d) Transmission Electron Microscopy. Figures (a) and (b) reproduced
from [34] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies. Figure (c) reprinted from [32]
with permission from AAAS. Figure (d) reprinted by permission from [36]. Copyright
Springer Nature, 2011.
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to provide full atomic resolution (FIGURE 2.7(c)) together with partial information about the electronic structure. Electron Diffraction [35] and aberration
corrected Transmission Electron Microscopy [36] (FIGURE 2.7(d)) are able to provide exact structural information routinely.
2.5.2 Indirect characterization
Indirect characterization of carbon nanotubes utilizes their geometry-dependent
optical or electronic properties. This enables to link the measured values to particular (n,m) indices. While measurement of Ohmic behavior alone is not able to
provide any information except the metallicity/semiconductivity of the nanotube, the optical methods allow direct determination of structural indices. Moreover, optical methods are non-invasive, can be done in short time, require minimal sample preparation, and make use of common, relatively inexpensive equipment. A description of commonly used optical methods for characterization of
CNTs follows below.
Raman spectroscopy
In general, Raman spectroscopy measures the energy difference between vibrational states. In the case of SWCNTs, the geometry-dependent vibration unique
for nanotubes is the so-called radial breathing mode (RBM) (FIGURE 2.8(a)). This
mode is diameter-dependent, which is described by the empirical equation [37]:
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(2.6)
√1 + 𝐶𝑑 2 ,
𝑑
where 𝜔RBM is the RBM frequency in cm-1, d is the diameter of the nanotube in
nm, and C = 0.05786 nm-2 is a correction constant, which takes into account the
effect of the CNT curvature on RBM position. Employing resonance Raman effect,
the signal from individual SWCNTs is readily achievable [38]. A comprehensive
theoretical and experimental review on Raman spectroscopy of SWCNTs can be
found in [39].
𝜔RBM =

Absorption spectroscopy
Absorption spectroscopy measures the energy of photons absorbed by the system. For a quantum system, the energy of an absorbed photon must exactly
match the energy difference between allowed electronic states. This difference is
unique for a given system and therefore allows to characterize it. For individual
SWCNTs, the highest probability of transition is between the valence and conduction bands from the van Hove singularities (FIGURE 2.6), mirrored across the
Fermi level. This is due the symmetry of the system. The transitions are usually
S
S
M
denoted E11
, E22
, E11
, … with index S for semiconducting and M for metallic nanotubes (S11, S22, M11, … in some sources). Since this energy difference is chirality
dependent, the peaks in absorption spectra allow to determine the presence of a
nanotube with certain chirality. The direct link between the chirality and the position of the absorption peak was first time observed by Kataura et al. [40], leading to the well-known Kataura plot in both graphical (FIGURE 2.8(b)) and tabulated [4] form. The absorbance spectrum is then a true fingerprint for particular
chirality (FIGURE 2.9).
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FIGURE 2.8: (a) Experimental radial breathing mode frequency as a function of tube diameter. (b) Calculated energy separations between van Hove singularities in the 1D electronic
density of states of the conduction and valence bands for all (n, m) values versus nanotube
diameter 0.4 < dt < 3.0 nm. Figure (a) reprinted with permission from [37]. Copyright 2008
by the American Physical Society. Figure (b) reprinted from [39]. Copyright 2002, with permission from Elsevier.

Fluorescence spectroscopy
The last indirect characterization method to be mentioned is fluorescence spectroscopy. Fluorescence occurs when a system absorb energy in the form of a photon and an electron-hole pair (exciton) is formed. The system is then trying to return to its ground state. In certain systems, radiative transition is the deexcitation
pathway with the highest probability and the system in question returns to the
ground state via emitting a photon.
The fluorescence pathway for SWCNTs goes as follows: an exciton is
S
formed in a nanotube by absorbing a photon via E22
(or higher) transition. Both
electron and hole rapidly relax via non-radiative transitions to LUMO and
HOMO, respectively. Since in this situation no other competing pathway exists
in individual semiconducting SWCNT, the hole and electron recombine across
the bandgap emitting a photon with the energy of the band-gap. The energy of
an emitted photon directly points out the presence of a nanotube with certain
chirality. The efficiency of this process is naturally strongly enhanced if the exciS
tation wavelength exactly matches the energy of the E22
transition (FIGURE
2.9(a)). This results in an excitation/emission plot, which allows clear assignment
of the chiralities present in the sample (FIGURE 2.9(b)) [41]. On the other hand,
no excitonic fluorescence can be observed from metallic nanotubes. The electron
can be excited via absorption of a photon, but the resulting hole is immediately
filled by another electron from the electron gas and radiative transition is not
possible.
The basics of fluorescence spectroscopy characterization of SWCNTs were
published in the early 2000s. The first individual nanotube fluorescence spectrum [42] was rapidly followed by structure-assigned fluorescence spectra [43]
and later by experimental observation and empirical relationships (2.7) - (2.10)
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FIGURE 2.9: (a) Absorption and fluorescence spectra of HiPco™ nanotubes. (b) Near-infrared fluorescence map of SWCNTs. Figure (a) from [42]. Reprinted with permission from
AAAS. Figure (b) reproduced from [41] with permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry.

for the first and second van Hove transition of a wide range of semiconducting
SWCNTs [4]. They have form
𝜈̅11 (mod1) =

[cos(3𝜃)]1.374
1 ∙ 107 cm−1
− 771 cm−1
157.5 + 1066.9𝑑
𝑑 2.272

(2.7)

𝜈̅11 (mod2) =

[𝑐𝑜𝑠(3𝜃)]0.886
1 ∙ 107 cm−1
−1
+ 347 cm
157.5 + 1066.9𝑑
𝑑2.129

(2.8)

𝜈̅22 (mod1) =

[𝑐𝑜𝑠(3𝜃)]0.828
1 ∙ 107 cm−1
+ 1326 cm−1
145.6 + 575.7𝑑
𝑑1.809

(2.9)

[𝑐𝑜𝑠(3𝜃)]1.110
1 ∙ 107 cm−1
−1
𝜈̅22 (mod2) =
− 1421 cm
,
145.6 + 575.5𝑑
𝑑 2.497

(2.10)

where ν11 and ν22 are the energy differences for first and second van Hove transition, respectively. The mod1 and mod2 are modulos of (𝑛 − 𝑚)⁄3 where n and
m are indices of the chiral vector. The equations (2.7) - (2.10) clearly show the chirality dependent nature of the transition energies with both diameter d and chiral
angle θ influencing the resulting value. These equations are conventionally used
for identification of nanotubes till these days.
One of the crucial parameters, when it comes to optical detection of individual nanotubes is the quantum yield. The first reported values were very low,
showing yields of only about 0.01 % [44]. Later on, the quality of the nanotubes
as well as the degree of interactions with the environment, especially with another nanotubes and substrate, were shown to be the main limiting factors when
it comes to the fluorescence efficiency. As it was shown, the excitons are delocalized over the bundle [45] and the presence of a single metallic nanotube will provide a faster non-radiative deexcitation pathway [42], similarly to a nanotube in
contact with the substrate [46]. By improving both the manufacturing methods
and individualization of nanotubes, the quantum yield was reported to be
~1 % [47] using gradient centrifugation, ~3 % [48] using ultracentrifugation,
~8 % [49] using ultralow sonication doses, and the highest value of ~20 % [50]
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using special surfactant restricting contact with oxygen. The improvements in the
individualization together with the advent of superresolution microscopy allowed direct fluorescent observation of individual nanotubes [49,51-53].
There has been a lot of effort in further understanding how environment,
nanotube length, presence of defects, and mechanical strain influence the fluorescence spectra. While bundling to semiconducting nanotubes or contact with
semiconducting substrate results in shift of emission peaks [45,46], the bundling
with metallic nanotubes or close proximity of a substrate leads to significant
quenching of the emission [42,46,53]. The fluorescence intensity is generally increasing with the length of the nanotube, however, the published relationship
varies from exponential [54] to linear [52,55], with latter results supporting the
linear dependence. This implies a nearly constant fluorescence quantum yield
and constant absorption cross section per carbon atom. The defects in SWCNT
structure (both deviations from hexagonal lattice and nanotube ends) are known
to decrease the fluorescence intensity [52,53], while the strain was measured to
have little to no influence on fluorescence intensity [53].
Conclusion on indirect characterization methods
Direct characterization methods of SWCNTs allow straightforward determination of the atomic properties of a nanotube. The indirect methods, on the other
hand, rely on secondary properties, which are direct consequence of the atomic
structure. Nevertheless, the indirect methods are able to reliably determine the
chirality of the investigated nanotube. All the above mentioned indirect characterization methods of SWCNTs - Raman, absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy - have indisputable advantage over direct characterization methods in their
simplicity. They usually do not require complicated sample preparation and are
significantly less time-consuming and less costly. However, these methods are
not equally suitable in every situation as their different properties may favor or
disqualify them for certain applications.
The common property of all three spectroscopies is the alignment of transition dipole moment along the nanotube axis [39]. It means that only light polarized along the nanotube axis can be absorbed or cause Raman scattering. It results
in a situation, where many nanotubes, especially in a 3D scenario, will pass the
characterization process unnoticed. In the same way, the inelastically scattered
photons and fluorescence emission are linearly polarized in the direction of the
nanotube axis. In some cases, this can be utilized for determination of the orientation of the nanotube.
Absorption spectroscopy suffers from several serious drawbacks. Firstly,
the always-present background makes it difficult to distinguish the real contribution of SWCNTs to the absorption. Secondly, the absorption spectroscopy is
not a very sensitive technique, considering the challenges of numerical comparison of two very close values - reference and sample. From the nature of the experiment it is not common to perform microscopy and thus the examination is
limited to relatively large volumes. This favors absorption spectroscopy for bulk
characterization and experiments with larger volumes.
Both Raman and fluorescence spectroscopy are conveniently used in microscope configuration, which allows high spatial resolution and thus favors these
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techniques for single nanotube experiments. Employing the resonance process [56], single molecule detection and characterization is achievable. With the
combination of RBM position and used excitation wavelength one can reliably
determine the chirality of the excited nanotubes. However, this is possible only
for a limited subset of nanotubes, for which electronic transition energy exactly
matches the excitation wavelength. In addition, Raman spectroscopy inherently
suffers from low sensitivity compared to fluorescence spectroscopy due to low
efficiency of inelastic scattering.
The only serious drawback of fluorescence spectroscopy is its inherent incapability of detecting metallic nanotubes [7] compared to Raman [39] and absorption [57,58] spectroscopy, as these do not discriminate nanotubes by being
metallic or semiconducting. The single fluorescence spectrum is less congested
compared to absorption spectrum due to the enhanced emission of SWCNTs
nearly resonant with the excitation wavelength. At the same time, the fluorescence spectroscopy is not as ‘picky’ as Raman spectroscopy, because the resonant
spectral window for fluorescence excitation is much broader. The sideband and
off-resonant absorption together with wide fluorescence dynamic range and
spectral separation then allows minor emitting species to be distinguished from
dominant emitters and a relatively wide subset of (n,m) can be detected [59].
Since the fluorescence signal is directly linked with nanotube atomic structure,
the fluorescence spectroscopy is particularly useful for characterization of isolated individual semiconducting SWCNTs. In another words, it is a useful tool
when it comes to determination of whether the examined nanotube is truly not
bundled (at least with metallic nanotube) or in contact with substrate. Due to its
great sensitivity, it is possible to reach single-nanotube detection limit.

2.6 CNT manufacture
Various production methods have been systematically developed and improved
since the discovery of SWCNTs [3,5,60,61]. In majority, nanotubes are grown on
metallic catalyst particles with a suitable source of atomic carbon (FIGURE
2.10) [62]. The most used method is CVD3, where a carbon-containing gas is thermally decomposed, and the carbon adsorbs on edges of metallic nanoparticles

FIGURE 2.10: Snapshots of the growth process of a SWCNT on a 1 nm Fe nanoparticle (55
atoms), as observed in ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. Reprinted with permission
from [62]. Copyright 2005 by the American Physical Society.
3 chemical vapour deposition
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forming the nanotubes. Another approach utilizes chemical-based methods as
catalytic decomposition of hydrocarbons, electrolysis, thermal decomposition of
polymers, low temperature pyrolysis, and CCVD4. This approach uses catalysts
to speed up the reaction rate as compared to conventional CVD. Also, more rare
methods like synthesis in plasma flame, by electric arc in controlled atmosphere
or in water, by pulsed or continuous laser radiation, and growth in microgravitational environment should be mentioned. All these methods vary in cost, quality and purity of produced nanotubes, and in the level in which the properties of
nanotubes can be controlled.
One manufacture methods should be highlighted for the purpose of this
manuscript. The high pressure carbon monoxide (HiPco™) method [63,64] uses a
flow of Fe(CO)5 mixed with CO through heated reactor at high pressures. Both
precursors thermally decompose with iron pentacarbonyl providing iron for formation of nucleation clusters and carbon monoxide supplying carbon for the
growth of nanotubes. With properly tuned parameters, a production of SWCNTs
with purity up to 99.9 % is achievable. The HiPco™ nanotubes are nowadays
commercially available with diameter within interval 0.8 – 1.2 nm and length
100 – 1 000 nm. While nanotubes manufactured by this method are generally too
short for applications exploiting the mechanical properties of CNTs, the high
quality HiPco™ nanotubes are often considered a quality standard in studies
dealing with electronic and optical properties of SWCNTs.

2.7 Application issues
Despite the enthusiasm started after SWCNTs discovery and peaking with every
reported application, the nanotubes are not a part of our everyday life even 27
years later. The main challenge impeding their broad application lies in the heterogeneity of the produced nanotubes. Every current production method, except
cloning, produces nanotubes mixed with various crystalline and amorphous impurities as graphitic nanoparticles, amorphous carbon, and catalyst particles. The
degree and nature of impurities varies with growth method. The presence of such
impurities makes as-produced SWCNTs basically impossible to use as it generally leads from erroneous behavior to total failure of a nanotube-based device.
The process of removal impurities from as-grown product is called purification.
Purification usually consist of a combination of steps [6]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
4

dispersion – to access impurities inside of the bundles
dry oxidation OR
rapid thermal annealing [65] – to remove carbonaceous catalyst encapsulation
wet oxidation – to etch away the catalysts
filtration – to remove the etching products
vacuum annealing – to restore possible damages in CNT structure

catalytic CVD
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The obvious harsh treatment of SWCNTs during purification necessarily
damages also the nanotubes themselves. Therefore, some milder protocols were
reported, including magnetic or electrophoretic purification and
centrifugation [6]. Nowadays, the purification process of as-grown nanotubes is
well established even in large scale and products with less than one weight
percent of metal catalyst impurity are commercially available [66].
Besides the impurities, as-manufactured SWCNTs inherently contain a mixture of different chiralities/diameters. These geometry variations result in
changes of their electronic and optical behaviors of the ensemble. The close proximity of other nanotubes leads to shifts in electronic spectra and thus to change
of required properties for given application. This brings inevitable decrease of
the performance of as-designed device due to the bandgap position and width
variation whether it comes to electronic, optical, biomedical, solar cell, or sensing
applications [8]. The process of separation of nanotube mixture into different
grades is called sorting.
Moreover, the nanotubes readily form bundles due the surface van der
Waals force [67]. Since the nanotubes bundle randomly with other chiralities,
every successful sorting procedure must be preceded by debundling - individualization. This step, along with another challenging task, manipulation of individual nanotubes, has to be mastered on the way towards the realization of SWCNTs
potential, the single nanotube devices.
While the outstanding properties of many single SWCNT devices have been
experimentally proven (single nanotube FET5 [25], single nanotube memory [68],
single photon source [7], single metallic nanotube interconnects [69], just to name
a few), the way of obtaining nanotube with appropriate properties is everything
but easy and straightforward. Even nowadays, the way how to build a single
SWCNT device goes as follows: a small number of nanotubes are grown directly
on a substrate, or a mixture of purified and individualized nanotubes are dispersed on a substrate. Consequently, all the nanotubes are characterized. If a
nanotube with needed properties/chirality is found (which is far from a rule),
the rest of a device is actually build around it. This complicated, time-consuming,
and difficult to scale-up process is the main bottleneck in broader deployment of
single SWCNT based technology.
2.7.1 Sorting
Nanotubes can be sorted according to several parameters, namely the length,
electronic type, diameter and chirality. Two major approaches exist in the community. The first focuses on property selective synthesis and consequent purification while the second one works on sorting from ensemble of purified nanotubes with varying properties [6-8,70,71].
The length of the nanotube is important when it comes to its application.
While shorter nanotubes are needed for nanoelectronic devices, long ones are a
necessity for structural applications and composites. The length of nanotubes can
be controlled by tuning the synthesis parameters, however the purification and
5

field-effect transistor
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individualization often results in breaking of the SWCNTs. Therefore, the postpurification sorting is usually used for length sorting. The field-flow fractionation, capillary electrophoresis, and size-exclusion chromatography are just some
of the techniques used with the last one resulting in length variation less than ten
percent [6].
Sorting by electronic type is needed especially when pure fractions of metallic nanotubes are needed for application utilizing their mechanical and optical
properties together with high conductivity. A pure fraction of semiconducting
nanotubes is used in applications, where the performance of the device is not
significantly affected by mixture of bandgaps present in the sample. Highly selective sorting protocols, relying mostly on in situ selective etching were reported
for both enriched metallic (>88 %) [72] and enriched semiconducting
(>97 %) [7,62] SWCNTs. From the sorting methods, electronic type selective surface interaction leading to change of density, AC dielectrophoresis, DNA assisted
separation, and surface discriminating surfactant should be mentioned [6,8,70].
All of these methods, however, result rather in enrichment than in real separation.
Chirality-selective synthesis
Due to the outstanding knowledge of the properties of SWCNTs with particular
chirality and related simplicity and repeatability of devices based on such nanotubes, a remarkable effort has been made in the field of exact chirality selective
synthesis or chirality selective sorting. The chirality of a nanotube is believed to
be set at the nucleation step on the catalyst particle, therefore, controlling the nucleation step at the beginning of nanotube growth is crucial [7]. There are many
parameters, which control the nucleation and consequently the chirality including catalyst types, sources of carbon, system temperature and pressure, carrier
gas composition, growth time, and so forth. From the results reported so far, the
catalysts have the most deterministic role on the chirality of as-grown SWCNTs [73,74]. Highly sophisticated metallic nanoparticles were used for producing carbon nanotubes with very narrow diameter distribution [64,75]. Development in this field led to CoMoCAT method [76], which is able to synthesize a
mixture of SWCNTs with 55 % share of (6,5) nanotubes. It was a big challenge to
engineer catalysts for nanotubes with larger diameters, but recent research has
resulted in bimetallic atomic cluster catalysts able of selective synthesis of (12,6)
(>92 % purity) and (16,0) (>79 % purity) [7]. This concept provides nearly single
chirality nanotubes in industrial scales, but it still suffers from insufficient selectivity, limited choice of chiralities and post-purification caused damage, which
decrease the quality of this product.
Another sub-field of the chirality selective synthesis is so-called cloning. In
this method a short piece of nanotube is used as a precursor for further growth
by vapour-phase epitaxy [77] (FIGURE 2.11(a)). It was shown, that nanotubes
synthesized in this way keep the chirality of a seed along its axis and thus very
long nanotubes with known chirality can be prepared. Since then, other ways to
prepare suitable growth templates were reported, including one hexagon wide
ring for production of armchair SWCNTs and self-closing end caps [78] synthesized via organic chemistry methods (FIGURE 2.11(b)). The effectivity and yield
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of this method, capable of producing single chirality nanotubes is, unfortunately,
still very low [7,8].
Chirality selective sorting
The post-production chirality selective sorting of as-grown SWCNTs is another
approach for obtaining nanotubes with single chirality. Many different protocols
were developed in last two decades. Their common feature is individualization
of the SWCNTs in a dispersion prior to the separation. Five successful methods
have established in the field of sorting to this day [7,8,70].
•

•

•

•

•

DGU: In density gradient ultracentrifugation method, SWCNTs with different structure have different densities due to the selective adsorption of
surfactants onto them. In the environment of competing buoyant and centrifugal forces, nanotubes with specific chirality move towards the place
with matching density in a medium with linear change of density. More
than 97 % purity of nanotubes in 0.02 nm interval of diameters was
achieved by this method [79].
IEX (DNA wrapping): Ion exchange chromatography is a method separating ions and polar molecules based on their affinity to the ion exchanger.
Usually DNA molecules are used to wrap around the SWCNTs and their
mutual structure-dependent affinity results in different adsorption onto
the exchanger. In the newest update of this method, single-stranded DNA
sequences were tailored to selectively wrap around nanotubes with specific chirality. In this way, all 12 semiconducting species from HiPco™
nanotubes were separated with purity varying from 60 % to 90 % and
yield 0.1 % [57,80] (FIGURE 2.11(c)).
Gel chromatography: Compared to traditional use of gel chromatography in
molecular biology for sorting of molecules by size, gel chromatography
for carbon nanotubes sorting uses selective affinity of surfactant molecules
to nanotubes with different chirality and minimal interaction of wellwrapped nanotubes with gel medium. By this method >93 % pure fraction
of (9,4) and >96 % pure fraction of (10,3) nanotubes in significant amounts
(1.2 mg∙day-1) were sorted [81,82] (FIGURE 2.11(d)).
(Co)polymer isolation: In this method, tailored polymers selectively wrap
around different-structure SWCNTs, making them soluble in organic solvents, while nanotubes not being wrapped remain insoluble. Different
polymers have been proposed. The best work using this method reported
60 % purity of (7,5) chirality [70]. DNA was also used as a highly tailorable
polymer for this type of sorting [8]. This method benefits from its simplicity, however, the cost of tailoring polymers for selective wrapping limits
its broad deployment.
ATPE: Aqueous two-phase extraction is the latest technique successfully
used for SWCNTs sorting. It utilizes spontaneous separation of aqueous
solutions of polyethylene glycol and dextran when mixed together. The
difference in hydrophilicity of these two separated phases and fine tuning
of the surfactant concentration, which influence the structure-dependent
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FIGURE 2.11: (a) Vapour-phase epitaxy cloning of SWCNT seeds. (b) Chirality specific
growth from self-closing nanotube end cap. (c) UV-VIS-NIR absorption spectra of sorted
S
semiconducting SWCNTs. In some tubes (8,3), (9,4), (7,6), (8,6) and (8,7) even E44
transition
can be seen at the highest energies. (d) Single chirality CNT dispersions sorted by gel chromatography. Figures (a), (b), and (c) reprinted by permission from [77], [78], and [57]. Copyright Springer Nature, 2012, 2014, and 2009. Figure (d) re printed with permission from [82].
Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

hydrophilicity of the SWCNTs leads to distribution of nanotubes to the
different aqueous phases. More than 84 % purity of (9,8) SWCNTs were
achieved by this method. The ATPE seems to be very promising in terms
of efficiency, tunability, scalability and low cost. However, there are some
obstacles to overcome, mainly the sensitivity to experimental conditions
and difficulties with removal of the used chemicals from the surface of the
nanotubes [70].
The chirality-selective sorting methods offer better results compared to chiralityselective synthesis so far. While 90 % purity is easily achievable by sorting, it
stays elusive for synthesis. The main difference lies in the active length of the
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reaction. While in synthesis, the chirality is defined on the size of a catalyst nanoparticle, the region for dispersant molecule to wrap around the nanotube is
along the whole nanotube. A small difference in binding energy per unit length
can be amplified to a large difference on the whole length of the nanotube resulting in high selectivity of the separation [7]. However, all the sorting processes
inherently suffer from low yield, mainly due to the iterative process, which is
needed to reach reasonable purity of the chosen chirality. On the other hand,
SWCNTs prepared in this way usually possess less internal damage as the sorting
process is usually capable of removing damaged nanotubes. Nevertheless, the
ultimate goal of pure chirality SWCNTs is still too far away to grab even when
considering all the methods known to date.
2.7.2 Individualization
Prior to basically any kind of handling of nanomaterials including SWCNTs, they
are usually dispersed in liquid phase. This allows safer and easier manipulation,
handling and processing. It can be seen e.g. from the previous section, where all
the sorting methods utilize nanotubes dispersed in the liquid phase. However,
two fundamental challenges arise when it comes to dispersing SWCNTs in any
kind of solvent.
•
•

Carbon nanotubes naturally come entangled in bundles and ropes.
All carbon materials (except fullerenes) are inherently hydrophobic and
insoluble [83].

Due to the negative influence bundling has on electronic and optical properties,
most applications require full individualization, if they aim to take full advantage
of SWCNT's potential [84]. Hence, some energy has to be delivered to the system
in order to separate the bundles. In addition, pristine nanotubes can be only dispersed in solvent, never truly dissolved [85], with the fundamental unit to disperse being one nanotube. There are very few exceptions to this rule, e.g. bile salt
surfactants [86] or electrically charged systems [87,88], which do not need energy
from outside to individualize nanotubes from bundles, or special synthesis processes producing individual nanotubes rather than bundles [75].
The SWCNTs are tightly bound in bundles by van der Waals attraction energy of about 500 eV∙μm-1 of nanotube-nanotube contact [89]. Therefore, rather
vigorous mechanical actuation has to be performed to individualize the nanotubes. Sonication followed by centrifugation is the most widespread method, but
also other ways to deliver energy to the system were reported [85]. It is commonly accepted that debundling happens via process, where the energy delivered from outside frays the end of the bundle, allowing adsorption of surfactant
molecules in the open cleavage and continue in so-called unzipping [90] (FIGURE
2.13(a)).
Although insoluble, SWCNTs can be relatively well dispersed in several organic solvents. 1,2-dichlorobenzene, chloroform, or 1-methylnaphthalene were
shown to have the best affinity to graphenic nanotube surface [91]. However, the
concentrations of dispersed nanotubes are very low (~10 μg∙mL-1) and the
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rebundling happens relatively fast (~4 – 72 hours). To increase the concentration
and prevent reaggregation, a system which makes them repel each other or at
least prevents them from coming in contact with each other, has to be introduced.
The most straightforward way is to introduce some charge to the nanotube either
via reduction or oxidation. The resulting charged macromolecules are soluble in
some organic solvents or acids, respectively. It must be noted here, that this treatment fundamentally changes the electronic structure of the nanotube (in the language of physics, reduction results in n-doping and oxidation/protonation in
p-doping). Although it allows the formation of a true thermodynamically stable
solution with high degree of individualization, the electronic properties are different from pristine SWCNTs and thus of limited use. A typical example of a reduction is the formation of a lithium salt of carbon nanotubes and dissolving in
tetrahydrofuran [87]. On the other side, an oxidative treatment or protonation in
strong acids leads to good solution of SWCNTs [88,90]
The most used systems, however, are aqueous dispersions. Safe and easy
manipulation, low cost, achievable high concentrations, and plenty of interesting
ready-to-be-used biological techniques developed for water-based solutions are
very attractive. Due to the intrinsic hydrophobicity of the SWCNTs, the surface
of the nanotubes must be functionalized, and the nanotubes must be protected
from rebundling. Both covalent or noncovalent functionalization are used but the
noncovalent systems are generally preferred. The reason is the typical low surface functionalization, irreversibility and modification of the electronic structure
of covalently functionalized nanotubes [85]. On the contrary, it was shown that
noncovalent functionalization have little effect on the electronic properties of
SWCNTs [92] and can form dispersions which are stable for more than a year [85].
The vast family of materials used to disperse SWCNTs are shown in FIGURE 2.12.

FIGURE 2.12: Various types of materials used for the aqueous dispersions of CNTs. Figure
reprinted with the permission from [85]. Copyright John Wiley and Sons, 2012.
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2.8 Aqueous dispersions of SWCNTs
The aqueous dispersions of SWCNTs are very popular, especially for spectroscopic investigation of carbon nanotubes. In addition, the systems water-surfactant-nanoparticle are widely used and well understood. Due to the intrinsic hydrophobicity of SWCNTs, amphiphilic nature of surfactants is considered an advantage, as the hydrophobic side adheres on the nanotube surface and hydrophilic side orients itself towards the water. This situation not only allows the water phase to wet the nanotube covered with surfactant but also prevents the rebundling of once individualized nanotube. Since SWCNTs with larger diameters
are active further in near-infrared (NIR) region, where water strongly absorbs,
some papers report use of heavy water D2O to avoid this obstacle [48,93-95]. Nevertheless, both systems (H2O and D2O) are addressed as aqueous solutions.
2.8.1 Choice of surfactant
Surfactants are traditionally divided to four groups according to the charge on
their hydrophilic head (FIGURE 2.12). Some representatives from every group
were found to support the dispersion of SWCNTs but generally, ionic surfactants
are preferred for aqueous dispersions of SWCNTs. Interestingly, there is not a
clear conclusion on superiority of either cationic or anionic surfactants [96]. This
is an important observation, since it implies the fact that the surface charge of an
individual nanotube, which interacts with the surfactant tail, is defined during
the purification and wall-functionalization process rather than by the nature of
the nanotube [83]. Despite this fact, the most commonly used surfactants in the
(fluorescence) spectroscopy field, sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS) [9395,97,98] and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) [97,99,100] are from the group of anionic surfactants having negative charge on their head. More systematic studies [97,101,102] revealed superior performance of SDBS among all the other commonly used ionic surfactants with the best surface coverage and with the highest
mass of nanotubes dispersed in the water. The benzene ring in the SDBS structure
was proposed to be the main reason for superior behavior of SDBS due to the 𝜋-𝜋
interaction between the CNT surface and the ring [96,97]. The surfactant self-assembly was thought to play critical role during individualization and consequent
stability of the SWCNT dispersion (FIGURE 2.13(b)&(c)). It seems, however, that
the surfactants adsorb on the surface of the nanotube in a more or less random
way [103] (FIGURE 2.13(d)). This conclusion further supports the contribution of
the benzene ring in the SDBS structure to the final stability of the dispersion.
2.8.2 Concentration of nanotubes
The amount of the nanotubes at the beginning of the individualization process
does not significantly affect the resulting dispersion. The only condition is to supply enough nanotubes to cover the needs of the process before the concentration
of dispersed nanotubes reaches saturation. The usual amounts of as-produced
SWCNTs added to the water vary in different studies (0.1 mg∙mL-1 [101],
0.4 mg∙mL-1 [100], 0.006 to 5.0 mg∙mL-1 [94], and 0.2 to 0.6 mg∙mL-1 [95]) but the
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general conclusion is that 0.1 to 0.5 mg∙mL-1 is a reasonable amount. The dispersion will not reach its full potential below these values and it is a wasting of
SWCNTs above these values. The more important value, however, is the amount
of nanotubes, which can be well individualized and dispersed in the aqueous surfactant solution. The reported values are in the interval of 0.025 mg∙mL-1 [42] –
0.07 mg∙mL-1 [94] with an outstanding record of 3.35 mg∙mL-1 when using sucrose as viscosity modifier [93].
2.8.3 Amount of SDBS
The critical micellar concentration (CMC) is an important characteristic of every
surfactant. When surfactant is added to the water, it is automatically driven to
the surface and interfaces. When the created layer saturates, the free surfactant
molecules start to self-assemble to micelles – spheres with hydrophobic tails hidden inside and hydrophilic heads heading outside6. The concentration of SDBS
does not seem to play a role in the quality of dispersion with >1xCMC7, and the
micelles are expected to act as reservoirs supplying surfactant molecules. However, at too high surfactant concentrations depletion-driven aggregation significantly decreases the SWCNTs dispersibility. The top limit for SDBS was reported
to be ≥10xCMC [97] or >2 % (w/w) [102]. Accordingly, the amount of SDBS reported throughout the literature varies within these borders (0.1 % [104],
0.5 % [102,104], 0.7 % [98], 1 % [49,51,52,94,105], and 2 % [93], all (w/w)), with
the 1 % (w/w) considered as a standard value.
2.8.4 Sonication
Sonication is the usual procedure when it comes to individualization of SWCNTs
from the bundles and the kinetically stable colloidal dispersion is formed (FIGURE 2.13(a)) [90,97]. Three types of sonicators are used; bath-type [97], horncup [42], and finger-type [52]. Unfortunately, the main parameter of a sonicator,
the sonication power, has different meaning and effect in all three sonicator types.
In general, finger-type sonicators are preferred as they usually work at lower frequency of ~20 kHz, compared to ~40 kHz for the other types. Lower sonication
frequency creates larger cavitational bubbles – the main driving force of unzipping – and thus greater forces as they collapse [95]. However, there is one noteworthy disadvantage of finger-type sonicators. The cavitational bubbles driving
the individualization also cause damage to the sonication tip and the efficiency
of the debundling decreases with time [95]. Therefore, the tip has to be regularly
polished to obtain comparable results.
The sonication parameters using finger-type sonicators vary vastly among
the reported protocols. In addition, important parameters are often missing,
causing the comparison of results close to impossible. However, a general agreement exists among authors of sonication parametric studies [95,104]:

6
7

This happens in reverse order when surfactants are added to oil-based solvent.
CMC for SDBS in water is 0.05 % (w/w).
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•

•
•

Increasing the power density and sonication time creates dispersions with
higher SWCNTs concentrations, reduced bundle sizes and higher fraction
of individual tubes.
Increasing the power density and sonication time causes shortening of the
SWCNTs and introduction of structural defects.
The mechanical energy introduced to the system via sonication is partially
converted into heat. The heat must be allowed to dissipate quickly out of
the system as increase of the temperature over 30 °C causes the SDBS to
lapse and prevents proper coverage of the nanotubes [95].

The clear contradiction in first two conclusions results in a trade-off, where the
amount of individual tubes has to be balanced with acceptable amount of defects [95,97,100]. In order to properly classify the sonication process, several parameters have to be defined:
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Sonicator power (W): The highest power a finger-type sonicator is able to
deliver to sample at optimal conditions.
Sonotrode diameter (mm): The diameter of the end of the probe, which
delivers mechanical waves to the sample.
Sonotrode end: Flattened tip of the electrode, perpendicular to the sonotrode axis. All the power is delivered to the sample via sonotrode end.
Amplitude (μm): Vertical displacement of the sonotrode end, equal to the
amplitude of acoustic waves in the sonotrode material. A parameter provided by manufacturer. Besides the sonication time, this is often the only
tunable parameter of the sonication process.
Sonication time (s): The duty time of sonication. Since the sonicators often
offer the possibility of cycling, the sonication time includes only the time,
when the sonicator is on.
Acoustic power density (W∙cm-2) The power delivered through the surface
of the sonotrode end. A parameter equal to intensity, provided by manufacturer. Since intensity and amplitude are linearly dependent, the acoustic power density changes proportionally to the amplitude.
Delivered power (W): Acoustic power density divided by the sonotrode
end surface. It represents the real power delivered to the sample.
Delivered energy (J): Delivered power multiplied by sonication time.
Proportional delivered power (W∙mL-1) Delivered power divided by sample volume.
Proportional delivered energy (J∙mL-1) Delivered energy divided by sample volume.

At least two papers, investigating the influence of sonication on resulting
SWCNT dispersion conclude that the crucial parameter is the proportional delivered energy. For finger-type sonicator, the optimal value was found to be
530 J∙mL-1 [97] and 450 J∙mL-1 [95] with recommended proportional delivered
power <0.5 W∙mL-1 in order to prevent structural damage of the SWCNTs [95],
while for bath-type sonicator the optimal value was found to be 2 250 J∙mL-1 [104].
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Despite these conclusion, some authors argue, that shorter sonication at high
acoustic power density causes more structural defects than longer sonication
time at low acoustic power density [93,95,97,98]. The latter approach takes place
mainly when high(er) concentration of SWCNTs in dispersion is requested. Conversely, when concentration does not play a role and only a few high quality
nanotubes are needed, mostly for fluorescence spectroscopy, the high acoustic
power density and ultrashort sonication times with thorough consequent centrifugation is preferred [49,52,94,102].
2.8.5 Centrifugation
Centrifugation commonly follows the sonication process. The centrifugation utilizes the difference in density between individualized nanotubes and bundles,
both covered by surfactant molecules. The centrifugation force applied on the
sample effectively accelerates the natural process of sedimentation with components denser than the environment migrating away from the axis of the centrifuge, while components less dense than the environment migrate towards the
axis. For a spherical particle, the sedimentation rate can be derived from the
Stokes equation as
𝑑2 (𝜌P − 𝜌M )𝑔
𝑅=
,
18𝜂

(2.11)

where R is the sedimentation rate, d the diameter of the particle, 𝜌P the density of
the particle, 𝜌M the density of the medium, g is the gravitational acceleration, and
η is the dynamic viscosity of the medium. The gravitational acceleration depends
on angular velocity expressed as revolutions per minute (RPM). The effective
centrifugal force, however, depends on the radius of the rotor. The centrifugal field
is therefore better value to compare results from different centrifuges. The centrifugal field is commonly expressed in multiples of g, where 1g is regular gravitational acceleration. The term ultracentrifugation is often used in available literature. The ultracentrifugation, however, only addresses high centrifugation
forces applied and therefore, the term centrifugation with specified field will be
used from here.
The SWCNTs dispersion after sonication still contains significant amount
of small bundles and other impurities, mainly remaining metal catalyst particles.
The density of surfactant-wrapped individual nanotubes differs from bundles or
catalyst particles. While the density of individual tubes wrapped by SDS surfactant was reported to be ~1.0 g∙cm-3, the typical 7-tube bundle has a density of
~1.2 g∙cm-3, and catalyst particle ~2 – 3 g∙cm-3 [42] (FIGURE 2.13(e)). Individual
SWCNTs in Sodium cholate system shows a density of ~1.06 g∙cm-3 versus
~1.15 g∙cm-3 for bundles [45]. The values reported for SDBS surfactant system are
1.07 g∙cm–3 for individual SWCNT and decreasing from 1.65 to 1.20 g∙cm-3 with
decreasing bundle size [98]. Since the settling velocity of a particle is a complex
function of its shape, size, centrifugal field, the density difference between the particle and the environment, viscosity of the environment, and volume fraction of
the particles, the separation of bundles and individual SWCNTs can be conveniently done by proper choice of centrifugal field and time. This will result in a
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precipitate (pellet, sediment) formed mainly from bundles and other impurities,
while the supernatant will be highly enriched in individual SWCNTs.
Similarly to sonication, the parameters of centrifugation significantly vary
across the literature. It is difficult to find any optimal values, with the reported
centrifugal field varying from 1 700g [94] to 300 000g [26] and time from
3 minutes [98] to 4 hours [42,93]. Nevertheless, one interesting correlation can be
found. The works utilizing absorption spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy,
and/or AFM analysis generally conclude that low centrifugal fields (thousands
of g) and relatively short times (minutes) are sufficient to separate individual
nanotubes from the bundles [94,97,102,104], while studies utilizing fluorescent
emission report both much higher fields (>100 000g) and times
(hours) [26,42,93,98]. It seems, as Raman spectroscopy, absorption spectroscopy,
and AFM are not very sensitive when it comes to distinguishing between individual nanotubes and small bundles, the works using weak centrifugation include also solutions containing small bundles to the category of well individualized dispersions. There are naturally some exceptions, e.g. [95,102] using strong
centrifugation and characterization of the dispersion using only absorption and
Raman spectroscopy. This approach, however, does not interfere with the previous statement. On the other hand, studies [49,52] use only weak centrifugation
for dispersions investigated by fluorescence spectroscopy. Both of them, however, apply only very short sonication, which may suggest that there are only a
few individual nanotubes and plenty of relatively large bundles. Therefore, even
weak centrifugation can be sufficient to prepare dispersion of well individualized
SWCNTs. For the samples investigated by fluorescence spectroscopy, one set of
parameters is particularly popular: the centrifugal field 122 000g and time from 1
to 4 hours [42,93,95,102]. However, it is difficult to conclude if this particular set
of values was found to be the best, simply sufficient, or it was an instrumental
limit.
There are two more noteworthy details. As reported in [95], too long centrifugation time removes longer individual nanotubes preferentially over the
short ones. It also seems, that centrifugation followed by filtration with a fine
membrane can further improve the fluorescent quality of SWCNT dispersion [95].

FIGURE 2.13: (a) Proposed unzipping mechanism [90] during sonication process. (b) – (d).
Possible mechanisms of surfactants wrapping a nanotube. (e) Comparation of a density of
the surfactant wrapped individual nanotube and the nanotube bundle. Figures (b) – (d) reprinted with permission from [103]. Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society. Figure (e)
from [42]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

3

Carbon nanotubes – The dispersion

The goal of the experimental part was to develop a protocol, which will fit the
needs of single SWCNT spectroscopy in the femtoliter-sized droplets. In other
words, a step-by-step guide for preparation of concentrated SWCNT dispersion
with nanotubes of unaltered properties and minimum contaminants was needed.
In order to achieve a dispersion of required properties, all reagents and parameters of the process had to be carefully considered.
An aqueous system was more or less a necessity due to the aim for waterin-oil droplet-based system and SDBS was the surfactant of choice for its superior
qualities in dispersing the SWCNTs in water and preventing them from rebundling. In addition, there was already some history of using this system at the
Nanoscience Center [17,18,106]. The characterization of the samples was performed using Raman and UV-VIS-NIR absorption spectroscopy in the beginning
of the project. After the NIR fluorescence setup was build, it became the main
instrument for characterization of the nanotube dispersions and the UV-VIS-NIR
absorption and Raman spectroscopy were used only as complementary methods.
The NIR fluorescence was chosen as the main technique for its inherent sensitivity, lower sensitivity to exact excitation wavelength, capability to detect individual nanotubes (or very small semiconducting bundles) and sensitivity for presence of bundles via quenching.

3.1 Reagents
Only three reagents are needed in preparation of aqueous dispersions of
SWCNTs: water, surfactants, and nanotubes. The water used in this work was
Type II purified water from Millipore Elix UV 3 system with resistivity >10 MΩ∙cm and TOC8 <30 ppb without any further treatment. The SDBS was
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. The chosen nanotubes were
Purified HiPco™ SWCNTs purchased from NanoIntegris Technologies. According to the product datasheet [107], the diameter of individual HiPco™ nanotubes
lies in the interval 0.8 – 1.2 nm with the mean diameter 1.0 nm and their length is
between 100 – 1000 nm. The properties of SWCNTs in this range are plotted in
FIGURE 3.1 and TABLE 3.1 and TABLE 3.2.
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FIGURE 3.1: Chiral vector indices of SWCNTs with diameters from 0.75 nm to 1.25 nm, covering HiPco™ nanotubes. The red hexagons highlight the positions of metallic nanotubes,
green hexagons highlight the positions of semiconducting nanotubes, and pink hexagons
highlight the positions of quasi-metallic nanotubes. The quasi-metallic nanotubes behave
like metallic at room temperature.
TABLE 3.1: Calculated electronic and optical properties of metallic HiPco™ nanotubes. QM
M
states quasi-metallic and M metallic CNT. Diameter from eq. (2.2), RBM from eq. (2.6), E11
from [108].
(n,m)

Type

(7,4)
(6,6)
(10,1)
(9,3)
(8,5)
(12,0)
(7,7)
(11,2)
(10,4)
(9,6)
(13,1)
(12,3)
(8,8)
(11,5)
(10,7)
(15,0)
(14,2)
(13,4)
(9,9)

QM
M
QM
QM
QM
QM
M
QM
QM
QM
QM
QM
M
QM
QM
QM
QM
QM
M

d
(nm)
0.766
0.825
0.836
0.859
0.902
0.953
0.963
0.963
0.992
1.038
1.074
1.091
1.100
1.126
1.175
1.191
1.199
1.222
1.238

RBM
(cm-1)
303.0
281.6
277.9
270.8
258.2
244.8
242.3
242.3
235.4
225.1
217.8
214.4
212.8
208.1
199.7
197.1
195.8
192.2
189.9

M
E11
(eV)
2.98
2.90
2.69
2.66
2.60
2.40
2.51
2.38
2.35
2.29
2.15
2.13
2.21
2.10
2.04
1.96
1.95
1.93
1.98

M
E11
(nm)
416.3
427.8
461.2
466.4
477.2
517.0
494.3
521.3
528.0
541.8
577.1
582.5
561.4
590.8
608.2
633.0
636.3
642.8
626.6
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TABLE 3.2: Calculated electronic and optical properties of semiconducting HiPco™ nanoS
S
tubes. Diameter from eq. (2.2), RBM from eq. (2.6), E11
and E22
from eq. (2.7) – (2.10).
(n,m)
(6,5)
(9,1)
(8,3)
(10,0)
(9,2)
(7,5)
(8,4)
(11,0)
(10,2)
(7,6)
(9,4)
(11,1)
(10,3)
(8,6)
(9,5)
(12,1)
(11,3)
(8,7)
(13,0)
(12,2)
(10,5)
(11,4)
(9,7)
(10,6)
(14,0)
(13,2)
(12,4)
(14,1)
(9,8)
(13,3)
(11,6)
(12,5)
(15,1)
(10,8)
(11,7)
(14,3)

d
(nm)
0.757
0.757
0.782
0.794
0.806
0.829
0.840
0.873
0.884
0.895
0.916
0.916
0.936
0.966
0.976
0.995
1.014
1.032
1.032
1.041
1.050
1.068
1.103
1.111
1.111
1.120
1.145
1.153
1.170
1.170
1.186
1.201
1.232
1.240
1.248
1.248

RBM
(cm-1)
306.2
306.2
296.8
292.4
288.2
280.4
276.7
266.4
263.3
260.2
254.4
254.4
249.0
241.5
239.2
234.7
230.4
226.4
226.4
224.5
222.6
219.0
212.3
210.7
210.7
209.2
204.7
203.3
200.6
200.6
197.9
195.4
190.6
189.5
188.4
188.4

S
E11
(eV)
1.27
1.36
1.30
1.07
1.09
1.21
1.12
1.20
1.18
1.11
1.13
0.98
0.99
1.06
1.00
1.06
1.04
0.98
0.90
0.90
0.99
0.91
0.94
0.90
0.96
0.95
0.92
0.83
0.88
0.83
0.89
0.83
0.87
0.84
0.82
0.86

S
E11
(nm)
976.2
912.1
951.6
1155.7
1137.6
1023.7
1111.4
1036.9
1053.4
1119.8
1100.6
1264.8
1249.1
1173.0
1241.5
1169.7
1197.1
1264.5
1383.6
1378.4
1249.1
1370.8
1321.5
1377.1
1295.1
1307.1
1341.9
1501.6
1409.9
1497.9
1397.2
1499.2
1426.3
1469.6
1515.9
1447.1

S
E22
(eV)
2.19
1.79
1.86
2.31
2.25
1.92
2.11
1.67
1.68
1.92
1.72
2.03
1.96
1.73
1.85
1.55
1.57
1.70
1.83
1.81
1.58
1.74
1.56
1.65
1.44
1.45
1.45
1.66
1.53
1.62
1.45
1.56
1.35
1.43
1.48
1.35

S
E22
(nm)
566.1
691.3
665.4
537.5
550.8
645.3
588.9
744.6
736.7
647.6
722.4
610.2
631.5
718.0
671.9
798.9
792.6
728.5
677.0
686.1
787.7
712.5
793.0
754.0
859.1
857.5
855.2
748.3
808.9
763.7
857.6
793.3
920.5
869.4
835.5
920.2

The semiconducting nanotubes naturally attract more interest than the metallic
ones due to their anticipated impact on semiconducting industry. In addition,
only the semiconducting SWCNTs can be characterized with fluorescence microscopy. It would seem advantageous to use SWCNTs enriched in semiconducting tubes. Despite these facts, the presence of metallic nanotubes is actually very
beneficial, at least it was in the early stages of this work. During the development
of the protocol for preparation of SWCNT dispersion, the rate of rebundling after
the individualization is an important parameter determining the stability of prepared dispersion. One third of metallic or quasi-metallic nanotubes in HiPco™
gives significant possibility of bundling previously individual and fluorescently
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active SWCNT with nanotube with metallic behavior. In such a bundle, the deexcitation would proceed in non-radiative way. The drop in fluorescent activity
of a well individualized sample therefore confirms ongoing rebundling and decreasing quality of the dispersion.

3.2 Instrumentation
3.2.1 Preparation of CNT dispersion
The finger-type sonicator (dr. Hielscher UP200S ultrasonic processor with 3 mm
titanium tip) was used for SWCNT individualization. The tip was re-polished in
regular intervals to prevent decrease of its performance due to cavitation. To prevent surfactant degradation during the sonication, the glass vial with sample was
always submerged in icy cold water ~0 °C. The characteristics of the sonicator
are summarized in TABLE 3.3. For some special treatments in the processing of
SWCNT dispersion also bath-type sonicator was used. The finger-type sonicator
was used for all experiments and it will be further addressed simply as a sonicator. If the bath-type sonicator was used, it will be highlighted in the text.
TABLE 3.3: Characteristics of the dr. Hielscher UP200S sonicator with S3 sonotrode [109].
Working
frequency
(kHz)
24

Sonicator
power
(W)
200

Sonotrode
diameter
(mm)
3

Amplitude
(µm)
210

Amplitude
control
(%)
20 – 100

Acoustic
power density
(W∙cm-2)
92 – 460

Delivered
power
(W)
6.5 – 32.5

The Beckman-Coulter Optima L-90K Ultracentrifuge was used to remove the
bundles and other impurities from the sample. The Thinwall polyallomer tubes
were placed in Type 70.1 Ti Rotor [110]. The centrifugations were performed at
room temperature (~20 °C) with maximum acceleration (~300 RPM∙s-1) and slow
braking at the beginning and end of the process, respectively.
3.2.2 Characterization
A home-build Raman table-top setup with back-scattering geometry was used
for Raman spectroscopy. The setup is equipped with a 532 nm Alphalas MLL532 laser. The 532 nm edge filter reflects the laser beam to the Olympus Plan
N 10x/0.25 NA microscope objective and the cuvette is placed in the focal point
of the objective. The laser power in the sample space is ~18 mW. The inelastically
scattered photons were collected by a microscope objective and passed through
the edge filter to a spectrometer. The spectrometer was Acton SP2500i with
600 l∙mm-1 or 1200 l∙mm-1 grating and Andor Newton 940N CCD camera. The absorption measurements in NIR region were performed with FTIR Nicolet MagnaIR 760 ESP Spectrometer and in UV-VIS region with Perkin Elmer Lambda 850
spectrometer.
A home-build NIR fluorescence microscope was used for the fluorescence
measurements. The setup was constantly developed from the beginning of the
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project according to the needs of the microfluidic part of the project. Most of the
optical elements were upgraded and the whole optical layout was changed several times. Therefore, recorded intensities cannot be compared between different
sample batches. The most recent setup is based on an inverted Nikon
Eclipse TE2000-U microscope, which serves as a base for further optical components. The excitation branch starts with a 632.8 nm continuous Thorlabs HRP120
laser and the laser power in the sample space is 5.42 mW. The setup is equipped
with Acton SP2150i spectrometer with 150 l∙mm-1 grating. The Andor iDus
1.7 µm camera with InGaAs linear detector is designed to be used in the spectral
S
region from 600 to 1700 nm, ideal for observing fluorescence from E11
transition
of SWCNTs with small diameters. The detector was always cooled down to
−50 °C. The optical branch with OV2710 sensor (OmniVision, 30 fps at 1080p,
120 fps at 480p) together with a light source is designed to allow direct observation and computer image processing even with the tightly focused laser beam in
the focal plane. This allows real-time observation of processes in the microfluidic
chip while measuring the content of the droplets. The optical layout of the microscope is plotted in FIGURE 3.2.
3.2.3 Remark on spectra acquisition
For all absorption techniques, a reference spectrum was subtracted from the spectrum of dispersed SWCNTs. The reference spectrum was measured from aqueous SDBS solution with the same concentration of SDBS as in the SWCNT sample.
Neither water nor SDBS are significantly Raman active in RBM or G band regions,

FIGURE 3.2: Optical layout of the NIR fluorescence setup. M1 & M2 – broadband mirrors,
F1 – Thorlabs FGS900 filter, F2 – C3C20 & C3C9 laserline filters, F3 – HKC7 laserline filter,
DB1 – longpass dichroic beamsplitter Semrock FF605, DB2 – longpass dichroic beamsplitter
Semrock FF685, DB3 – shortpass dichroic beamsplitter Thorlabs DMSP805, FL1 – focusing
lens f = 100 mm, FL2 – focusing lens f = 25 mm, MO – microscope objective Nikon LU Plan
50x/0.55 NA, LS – blue LED light source, a – aperture, S – slit.
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therefore, Raman spectra were acquired without background subtraction. Since
S
neither water nor SDBS show any emission in the interval of E11
transitions of
HiPco™ nanotubes, only dark current background spectrum was subtracted
from the fluorescence measurement. Typical spectra of HiPco™ aqueous dispersion obtained by various techniques are plotted in FIGURE 3.3 – FIGURE 3.7.
Deconvolution of the obtained spectra is an important step towards determination of presence of SWCNTs with particular chirality. The fluorescence
peaks have Voigt profile [59], which is a convolution of Gaussian and Lorentzian
profile originating from inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadening mechanisms, respectively. Due to the high computational requirements for deconvolution of a spectrum to Voigt functions, the simpler deconvolution to Gaussian
functions was used in FIGURE 3.3 and FIGURE 3.7.
FIGURE 3.7 represents the fluorescence spectrum obtained upon excitation
with a HeNe laser. The fluorescence of nanotubes, for which electronic transitions
are in resonance with the excitation laser wavelength are strongly enhanced. The
complete spectrum of all semiconducting nanotubes in the sample can be obS
tained either by scanning the excitation wavelength across the E22
interval (see
FIGURE 2.9(b)) or by white light excitation, which would cover all the possible
excitation transitions. It would be indisputably beneficial to see all the semiconducting nanotubes in the sample for the sake of the sorting, however, there are
several technical drawbacks compared to single laser excitation. Scanning
through the excitation wavelengths is very time-consuming and not suitable for
microfluidic detection. On the other hand, the conventional white light sources
are generally non-coherent and thus they cannot be focused tightly enough to
illuminate individual femtoliter droplets and excite solely their content. In addition, they usually exhibit relatively strong activity in NIR region (halogen, LED9),
which interferes with the fluorescence signal. The broad-band coherent light
sources overcome these limitations, but their power density is low compared to
conventional lasers. This limitation is even exacerbated by the power distribution
of broad-band light sources over the wavelength spectrum. Therefore, the power
density per particular wavelength is hardly sufficient for efficient and fast excitation of the SWCNT sample. In addition, the spectrum excited by white light is
rather congested and way more complicated for both visual and automated evaluation.
Therefore, all the fluorescence spectra in this work were measured using
HeNe laser excitation. Since the resonant nanotubes are from relatively wide interval of diameters, the fluorescence spectra measured upon HeNe excitation can
be considered representative for the whole sample and it does not restrict the
development of the protocol for preparation of carbon nanotube dispersion or
first trials in microfluidic sorting. In addition, one or two extra lasers in the setup,
together with the knowledge of the nanotube sample chirality distribution is sufficient for fast and full characterization even of trace amounts of SWCNTs in
aqueous dispersions [59].
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FIGURE 3.3: Absorption of aqueous HiPco™ dispersion in NIR region (sample A). The red
dashed line is from experiment (non-resonant background was subtracted) and black line is
S
the sum of deconvoluted contributions from individual nanotubes via absorption across E11
transition. The position of the transitions is slightly red-shifted (~0.005 eV) from expected
absorption energy [4], which may point at presence of surfactant [92] or, together with
broadening of some features, suggests presence of small bundles [96].
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FIGURE 3.5: Raman spectrum of aqueous HiPco™ dispersion (sample B). A straight baseline
was subtracted from the spectra. Very weak D band (~1300 cm-1) confirms good structural
quality of the sample. G band (~1590 cm-1), iTOLA band (~1930 cm-1), and G' band
(~2630 cm-1) are clearly visible.
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FIGURE 3.6: Raman spectrum of aqueous HiPco™ dispersion (sample B). A straight baseline
was subtracted from the spectra. The (9,6) quasi-metallic (~225.1 cm-1), (10,4) metallic
(~235.4 cm-1), (8,4) semiconducting (~276.7 cm-1), and (10,0) semiconducting (~292.4 cm-1)
SWCNTs can be recognized by combining the RBM position and resonant energies of electronic transitions.
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FIGURE 3.7: Fluorescence spectrum of aqueous HiPco™ dispersion excited by HeNe laser
(sample C). Red dashed line is the experimental measurement, the thin black line is a sum of
deconvoluted contributions. The deconvolution reveals strong fluorescence of (8,3), (7,5),
S
(7,6), (10,3), and (11,1) semiconducting nanotubes (highlighted blue) with E22
transition resonant with excitation wavelength. Compared to Raman spectroscopy, fluorescence of
SWCNTs with non-resonant electronic transitions is also possible via sideband and off-resonant excitation pathways and higher number of present chiralities can be reliably identified.

3.2.4 Processing the spectra
The fluorescence spectra of aqueous HiPco™ dispersion obtained upon HeNe
laser excitation always have the same shape. This is due to the fluorescence activity of individualized nanotubes and virtually no background. Naturally, some
simple parameter describing the fluorescence activity was needed for easier and
more clear quality evaluation of the prepared dispersion, while varying parameters of the preparation protocol. The integrated surface area of the fluorescence
spectrum was found to be a reliable parameter, depending linearly on the height
of the main peaks in the spectrum for particular development stage of the optical
setup (for a certain set of experiments). The dependency for the last modification
of the optical setup (FIGURE 3.2) is plotted in FIGURE 3.8(left). It also means that
the single parameter describing the surface area underneath the curve can be easily used to reconstruct the fluorescence spectrum. Only exception to this rule
comes with too extensive sonication, where debundling selectivity towards certain chiralities starts to play a role and the ratios slightly change.

3.3 Parameters of the process
A set of experiments for investigating the influence of procedural parameters on
quality of SWCNT aqueous dispersions is described in this section. All the
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parameters describing the amount of SDBS surfactant or HiPco™ nanotubes are
given in weight by weight (w/w) proportions.
3.3.1 Amount of surfactant
Several aqueous dispersions of SWCNTs were prepared to investigate the influence of SDBS concentration on the quality of the final dispersion, while other parameters were not altered. 0.1 - 0.5 % with 0.1 % increment of SDBS was added
in the water together with 0.04 % of HiPco™ nanotubes. The samples were sonicated with delivered power of 6.5 W for 3 or 60 minutes leading to proportional
delivered energy of 234 J∙mL-1 or 4,680 J∙mL-1, respectively. Consequent sonication took 70 minutes at 3 000g, 20 000g, and 126 000g. All prepared samples
showed the same quantitative relationship within the increasing surfactant concentration sets, independently on other preparation parameters. An illustrative
example is plotted in FIGURE 3.9.
Too low surfactant concentration is not able to sufficiently stabilize the dispersed SWCNTs, even at relatively high proportional delivered power. The ability to disperse nanotubes increases with increasing SDBS concentration, however,
for the price of extensive growth of the non-resonant background, most likely
originating from bigger dispersed bundles and non-nanotube carbon. Since the
background can be effectively reduced with the proper settings of centrifugation
process, with respect to the literature and further experiments, the concentration
of SDBS was set to be 1 % and used so for further development of HiPco™ dispersion protocol.
3.3.2 Amount of nanotubes
With the set concentration of surfactant and at steady parameters of the dispersion process, the concentration of nanotubes possible to disperse in certain
amount of water was investigated. 1 % of SDBS was added in the water together
with 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15 % of HiPco™ nanotubes. The samples were sonicated
with delivered power of 6.5 W for 12 hours leading to proportional delivered energy of 28.1 kJ∙mL-1. Consequent centrifugation took 60 minutes at 12 000g. The
integrated fluorescence intensity is plotted in FIGURE 3.8(right). The fluorescence intensity does not grow proportionally with increasing concentration of
nanotubes, which was also observed in other samples (e.g. sample D). The
amount of well-dispersed nanotubes saturates at the concentration above 0.1 %
but even that concentration does not fully utilize the HiPco™ product. According
to this finding, the search for processing parameters were done with 0.05 %
SWCNT powder. In absolute numbers, 10 mL of water was mixed with 100 mg
of SDBS and 5 mg of HiPco™ powder for further processing.
3.3.3 Sonication
Delivered sonication power
The effect of delivered sonication power on the quality of resulting SWCNT dispersion was investigated. High power is expected to significantly speed up the
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and integrated area under the curve of many independently prepared samples. (right) The
effect of increasing nanotube concentration on the integrated fluorescence intensity (sample
E1 – E3). The black line is a least squares fit of a logarithmic function.

unzipping process, however, for the price of shortening of the nanotubes and
possible generation of structural defects. The effect of delivered sonication power
was investigated throughout the range of settings of the used sonicator. The samples were sonicated with delivered power of 13 W, 19.5 W, and 26 W keeping the
proportional delivered energy at constant 2,6 kJ·mL-1 by varying the sonication
time. The samples were subsequently centrifuged for 1 hour at 14 000g and
4 hours at 122 000g. The resonant part of the NIR absorption and integrated fluorescence intensity are plotted in FIGURE 3.10.
The data in FIGURE 3.10(right) show that sonication with lower power for
longer time gives stronger fluorescence than sonication with higher power for
shorter time. The lower sonication power presumably supports debundling process more efficiently, while sonication with higher powers may lead to structural
damage of the nanotubes. Interestingly, the sonication at lower power also causes
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FIGURE 3.9: (left) NIR absorbance of samples with increasing surfactant concentration (sample F1 – F5) sonicated with proportional delivered energy 4.68 kJ∙mL-1 and centrifuged for
70 minutes at 3 000g. (right) NIR absorbance of the same samples with subtracted non-resonant background. The peak at 1 182 nm is an instrumental error.
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sonication power with subtracted non-resonant background. The peak at 1182 nm is an instrumental error. (right) The effect of increasing delivered sonication power to the integrated
fluorescence intensity of two independently processed set of samples (sample G1 – G3) and
(sample H1 – H2).

significant increase of the non-resonant background in NIR absorption. This is
probably due to the good dispersing capability of these settings, when also small
bundles are well dispersed in the water. Further experiments showed even better
dispersing capability of sonication performed at lowest possible power allowed
by the sonicator. This result is in agreement with the findings of the sonicator
manufacturer, reporting optimal amplitude for dispersing to be in the range 10 –
30 µm, while for particle size reduction the optimum is in the range 40 –
120 µm [111]. For the sonicator and sonotrode used in this experiment, these amplitudes correspond to delivered power of 1.5 – 4.6 W and 6.2 – 18.6 W, respectively. That explains lower non-resonant background for samples sonicated at
high powers, where significant structural defects and shortening were introduced to the nanotubes during the debundling process and those were removed
in the centrifugation process. In conclusion, the lowest possible delivered sonication power (~6.5 W) was found to be the most effective for the debundling process, while preserving the quality of the nanotubes. Therefore, the following experiments were performed at sonication power of 6.5 W.
Proportional delivered energy
The time of sonication of known amount of liquid at known power is possible to
state in the form of proportional delivered energy. Prolonged time of sonication
allows more SWCNTs to get debundled, however, it increases the risk of unwanted structural damage and above certain value becomes nonconstructive.
The effect of increasing proportional delivered energy on NIR fluorescence intensity was investigated. The sample was sonicated for 24 hours with a measurement of fluorescence intensity every hour for the first 12 hours and then at the
end of the sonication cycle FIGURE 3.11(left). The data plotted in FIGURE
3.11(left) were measured without usual centrifugation and therefore may not fully
reflect the effect of delivered energy on fluorescence intensity of samples cleaned
by centrifugation. Therefore, another set of samples was prepared, where the
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centrifugation sequence of 1 hour at 12 000g and 4 hours at 113 000g was performed. The fluorescence spectra from these samples are plotted in FIGURE
3.11(right).
The data in FIGURE 3.11(left) shows that the amount of nanotubes and
therefore the fluorescence intensity saturates with proportional delivered energy
of about 25 kJ·mL-1. However, the centrifuged samples show linear growth of
fluorescence intensity at least up to 28 kJ·mL-1 and probably even further. This is
probably caused by the competitive increase of non-nanotube particles in the dispersion and some kind of equilibrium is reached between the increasing number
of well dispersed SWCNTs and possible quenchers [112]. Those are selectively
removed during the centrifugation and the growth of fluorescence intensity may
continue. Nevertheless, the proportional delivered energy 28 kJ·mL-1 was found
sufficient for preparation of SWCNT aqueous dispersion and was used for the
experiments described in BOOK III.
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Remarks on sonication process
Two important effects related to the sonication process should be mentioned here.
The experiment with increasing proportional delivered energy reveals certain selectivity of sonication based on nanotube diameter. FIGURE 3.12(left) shows the
ratio of the leftmost and rightmost peaks in the NIR fluorescence spectra located
at about 950 nm and 1250 nm, respectively. The rise of the peak at 1250 nm is very
fast compared to the peak placed at 950 nm at the beginning of the sonication.
However, at delivered energy of about 15 kJ·mL-1 the rate of the 1250 nm peak
growth is outperformed by the growth rate of the 950 nm peak. At energy of
about 23 kJ·mL-1, the growth of the 1250 nm peak reaches its maximum and from
this moment, its intensity starts to decrease, while the intensity of the 950 nm
peak keeps steadily growing with the increasing energy up to the end of the experiment. This is due the fact that van der Waals forces acting on the surface of
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FIGURE 3.11: (left) The effect of proportional delivered energy to the integrated fluorescence
intensity of sonicated samples (sample I). The solid line is an aid to guide the eye. (right)
Fluorescence intensity of samples (sample J1 – J3) sonicated at various proportional delivered energies and consequently centrifuged. (inset) The effect of proportional delivered energy (x-axis) to the integrated fluorescence intensity (y-axis) of sonicated and centrifuged
samples. The black solid line is least squares linear fit.
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the nanotubes are not constant [89] but vary with the nanotube diameter [67,104].
Generally, the smaller diameter means larger interaction energy. The peaks at
950 and 1250 nm can be identified with (8,3) and (10,3) nanotubes, respectively.
A plausible explanation is that at certain energy all (10,3) nanotubes (and other
bigger diameter nanotubes) are debundled and the fluorescence intensity starts
to drop due the induced structural defects, while (8,3) nanotubes (and other
smaller diameter nanotubes) keeps debundling and increase their part of the fluorescence spectrum.
After the sonication, the transition to the next processing step, centrifugation, should be immediate as relatively fast decay of the fluorescence activity
takes place right after the sonication as depicted in FIGURE 3.12(right). Here, the
sample was sonicated for 5 hours leading to proportional delivered energy of
11.7 kJ·mL-1 with fluorescence spectrum taken every hour. The sonication was
then interrupted for 13 hours and the spectrum taken afterwards shows steep
natural decay of the fluorescence intensity. The sample was sonicated again for
seven more hours leading to delivered energy 28.1 kJ·mL-1 with fluorescence
spectrum taken every hour. The fluorescence intensity rapidly reached its previous values and the growth continued as expected. Another 12 hours of waiting
showed similar decay as in the previous case. Last 4 hours of sonication brought
the fluorescence intensity to its maximum, similarly to the case from FIGURE
3.11(left), with the overall proportional delivered energy of 37.4 kJ·mL-1. The integrated fluorescence intensity started to decay immediately but obvious growth
of intensity was measured in long term observation. This suggests some kind of
time-dependent dynamics in the SWCNT dispersion. This observation is in
agreement with decay of fluorescence intensity of only sonicated samples reported in [99]. Interestingly, a detailed look on the fluorescence spectra shows
that fluorescence from nanotubes emitting at longer wavelengths decays faster
than fluorescence from nanotubes emitting at shorter wavelengths. This is contradictory to the assumption of smaller nanotubes having higher van der Waals
energy and thus rebundling faster. Obviously, also some other process besides
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rebundling must play a role in the decay of the fluorescence intensity. We speculate that some diameter related selectivity in the attachment of the surfactant on
the nanotube surface may play a role here. Last but not least, there is a striking
variability in fluorescence intensity (over 3-times) of samples sonicated with the
very same parameters. This points towards inhomogeneity in the HiPco™ material and the fluorescence activity of the dispersion must always be evaluated even
with well-established preparation protocol.
3.3.4 Centrifugation
Centrifugal field
The SWCNT bundles, metal catalyst particles and non-nanotube carbon particles
have higher density than the well individualized nanotubes and therefore sediment in the aqueous dispersion. This sedimentation is significantly accelerated
by applying a centrifugal field on the sample. It is crucial not to disturb the precipitate while pipetting the supernatant after the centrifugation, as the supernatant contains well individualized SWCNTs needed for further experiments.
Therefore, a two-phase centrifugation was always used. In the first phase, 1-hour
centrifugation at low centrifugal field was used to remove the major part of the
unwanted content. Consequently, a second centrifugation took place with much
less precipitate formed and easier manipulation while handling the supernatant.
FIGURE 3.13(left) shows the evolution of the integrated fluorescence activity of
several samples sonicated under various parameters as a function of the centrifugal field. The starting point at 0 centrifugal field represents as-sonicated dispersion. The pre-centrifugation step was done at 13 200g for 1 hour (FIGURE
3.13(right(a))) and the supernatant was consequently centrifuged for 4 hours at
either 28 100g (FIGURE 3.13(right(b))), 36 700g (FIGURE 3.13(right(c))), 57 400g,
82 700g, 113 000g, or 147 000g.
The data shows that pre-centrifugation and centrifugation up to the fields
36 700g does not significantly affect the fluorescence activity of a dispersion and,
actually, the fluorescence intensity increases in the majority of the cases. This
happens together with removal of significant amount of material from the dispersion as can be seen in FIGURE 3.13(right(a)-(c)). The fluorescently inactive or
fluorescence quenching material is therefore preferentially removed at these low
centrifugal fields. This was confirmed also by examining the precipitate diluted
with water, which was found to have zero fluorescence for the precipitate formed
during pre-centrifugation and nearly zero for precipitates formed during centrifugation at less than 36 700g. Higher centrifugal fields already cause significant
drop in fluorescence activity, which is an evidence for fluorescent active and thus
well individualized SWCNTs being removed from the dispersion. In extreme
cases, with centrifugal fields over 147 000g nearly all nanotubes are removed
from the supernatant. The decrease of the fluorescent activity happens side by
side with constant drop of non-resonant background found in NIR and VIS absorption spectra. The fluorescence spectra taken from water diluted precipitates
from high field centrifugations confirm the presence of a vast amount of fluorescent active nanotubes. The shape of the fluorescent spectra from both supernatants and precipitates does not change and thus, no structure-related selectivity
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FIGURE 3.13: (left) Evolution of fluorescence activity of samples undergoing centrifugation
at different centrifugal fields. Data points at 0g represent as-sonicated dispersion and the
black line is a polynomial fit to the averaged values at every centrifugal field. (right(a)) Precipitate formed during pre-centrifugation (sample D). (right(b)) and (right(c)) Precipitate
formed from pre-centrifuged samples, centrifuged at 28 100g (sample D) and 36 700g (sample Q), respectively.

is found in the centrifugation process. The parameters used for preparation of the
final dispersion used for further experiments are a trade-off between removing
the fluorescent inactive components of the dispersion happening side by side
with the removing of fluorescent active components. The reasonable value used
in further experiments was found to be 82 700g.
Time of centrifugation
A particle with given size and density moves in the solvent with given density
and viscosity with a constant sedimentation rate under constant centrifugal field.
The time of the centrifugation then determines how small particles with certain
density will be given enough time to move along the vial to create the precipitate.
The time evolution of absorbance and fluorescence intensity of various samples
is plotted in FIGURE 3.14.
FIGURE 3.14(top left) shows that the majority of the not individualized absorbing material, causing the presence of the non-resonant background, is removed within the first hour of centrifugation. However, FIGURE 3.14(top right)
and FIGURE 3.14(bottom left) present constant drop of the non-resonant background but on much slower rate. The resonant features remain conserved within
the first 3 hours of centrifugation, later a small drop can be observed suggesting
the beginning of removal of well individualized nanotubes. After 4 hours of centrifugation, the non-resonant background starts to decrease at much lower rate
and there is not much difference between the absorbances of the samples centrifuged for 4 and 20 hours. The fluorescence intensity usually slightly raises after
the first hour of centrifugation. Centrifugation time over one hour has only little
effect on the fluorescence intensity (FIGURE 3.14(bottom right), where only a
subtle drop can be observed. To conclude, the first hour of centrifugation is responsible for the substantial removal of the vast majority of the non-individualized nanotubes and non-nanotube material.
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FIGURE 3.14: (top left) Time evolution of VIS absorbance (samples R1 – R6) centrifuged at
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The first hour essentially sets the fluorescence activity of the ready SWCNT dispersion. Centrifugation up to 4 hours still brings some benefit in lowering the
non-resonant background but centrifugation over 4 hours appears to be redundant. A note has to be done here. As centrifugation at about 120 000g is widely
popular for SWCNT dispersions used for fluorescence spectroscopy [42,93,95,102], these observations had been made for samples centrifuged in
centrifugal field of 122 000g. Indeed, this value gives samples with excellent fluorescent properties, as was confirmed also in our experiments. However, later
experiments showed the drawback of this value - the unwanted removal of fluorescently active and thus well individualized nanotubes FIGURE 3.13(left). For
the deep understanding of the properties of SWCNT dispersion prepared at optimal 82 700g centrifugal field, a similar set of time-dependent centrifugation experiments would be beneficial. However, there is no obvious reason to suspect
the samples centrifuged in this field would show significantly different behavior.
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3.3.5 Filtration
Besides centrifugation, filtration can be used to remove bigger particles from the
SWCNT dispersion and improve its quality. Two types of membrane filters were
used considering the planned dimension of microfluidic system: Chromafil® 1.2 µm PET 25 mm syringe filter and Acrodisc® 0.45 µm PVDF 13 mm syringe filter. As-sonicated nanotube dispersions must be pre-centrifuged prior to
the use of the filter as the undispersed particles (FIGURE 3.13(right(a))) cause
immediate clogging even of the more coarse filter and the material caught in the
filter further removes also well dispersed nanotubes.
The filtration of pre-centrifuged and up to some extent centrifuged samples
always brings increase of the fluorescence intensity (FIGURE 3.15(left)). A pattern can be observed in the improvement of the fluorescence intensity, where the
samples centrifuged at lower centrifugal fields show higher improvement of the
fluorescence signal compared to samples centrifuged at higher fields. This agrees
with the premise of higher centrifugal fields being able to remove smaller and
smaller unwanted particles (bundles), which quench the fluorescence, leaving
less and less particles big enough to be filtered. Interestingly, the 0.45 µm filter
seems to exceed the performance of the 1.2 µm filter, which means that the
quenchers are bigger than 450 nm in contrary to fluorescently active SWCNTs. It
is obvious that filtration cannot replace the centrifugation process. However, it is
useful to know the ability of membrane filters to further clean the nanotube dispersion. This is very handy especially for performing microfluidic experiments
where any bigger particles could cause troubles as well as time saving, since the
filtration takes only a fraction of time of centrifugation.
3.3.6 Properties of the CNT dispersion
Long-term stability
The knowledge of time-dependent behavior of the SWCNT dispersions is interesting from both scientific and practical point of view. The time-dependent
changes in fluorescence intensity point out the dynamics of nanotube-nanotube,
nanotube-surfactant, surfactant-surfactant and surfactant-water interactions. The
understanding of ongoing processes is helpful in order to improve the preparation protocol, while the simple knowledge of shelf-life of SWCNT dispersion determines, how often the new dispersion has to be prepared to ensure the highest
quality.
FIGURE 3.15(right) shows exponential decay of the integrated fluorescence
activity towards ~60 % of the original intensity within first two months. Then the
intensity remains stable for at least two more months. This could be attributed to
slow rebundling, confirming the metastability of this system. The data from both
NIR and VIS absorption spectroscopy show overall drop of the absorbance together with the drop of resonant features. This observation also supports the assumption of ongoing rebundling and slow sedimentation of bigger bundles. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that even highly concentrated SWCNT dispersion
is a relatively stable system, ready to be used for months, especially when filtered
before the immediate use.
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FIGURE 3.15: (left) The effect of filtration on integrated fluorescence intensity of samples
prepared in different ways, in different stages of the preparation process. (right) The integrated fluorescence intensity as a function of time. The solid lines are least squares fits of an
exponential function.

Concentration of the nanotubes
The concentration of SWCNTs in the aqueous dispersion is a crucial parameter
for its further processing. The knowledge of the concentration is especially important in composite materials science, where the concentration determines the
degree of the composite strength improvement [113]. Nevertheless, the concentration is a key parameter when it comes to nanotube-by-nanotube sorting from
the dispersion. Despite its importance, no universal, fast, and reliable protocol is
known. This is mostly due to the way how nanotube dispersions are prepared
and the nature of the SWCNTs. Upon surfactant assisted debundling, nanotubes
are divided between the supernatant and the precipitate together with the surfactant in non-proportional way [113]. In addition, the SWCNTs dispersed in the
precipitate consist from both individual and bundled nanotubes. Since only the
individual nanotubes are interesting for the sorting, not only the absolute concentration of the SWCNTs in the dispersion has to be determined, but also the
quality of their individualization.
Several different approaches to this challenging task can be found in the
literature. An interesting approach is mentioned in [114], where the fluorescence
intensity is computed for every nanotube type. The computed intensities are
compared to experimental values and their ratios determines the relative concentration or abundance of SWCNTs in the particular dispersion. Emission intensity
is found to be inversely proportional to the square of the SWCNT diameter, leading to much more effective absorption - relaxation - emission process for the
smaller nanotubes. This method is not straightforward to use for determination
of nanotube concentration, nevertheless, it gives important insight to the fluorescence process. The intensity of the fluorescence itself is found to be a reliable parameter for determination of concentration of the SWCNT dispersion [112]. It inherently works only with semiconducting individual nanotubes, which are in the
focus of this project. The proportionality of the fluorescence intensity to the concentration strongly depends on the mean nanotube dimensions (mainly length).
The linear dependence fails above the concentration, when the size of unit cell of
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water attributed to one nanotube drops below the length of the nanotube [112].
At this point, inter-cross quenching starts to take place and the fluorescence intensity starts to drop with increasing concentration.
This observation could interfere with the results taken during the development of the SWCNT dispersion preparation protocol. However, a drop in the fluorescence intensity was not observed at any of the parameters, which could potentially increase the nanotube concentration (amount of nanotubes, sonication
power, sonication energy). Therefore, a conclusion can be made that the critical
concentration was not exceeded in any of the preparation steps. With the assumption of one nanotube per one droplet in the femtoliter scale, this concentration is much below the critical value. Therefore, the fluorescence intensity could
be used as a reliable tool for determination of SWCNT concentration in diluted
dispersions. For quantitative results, however, a calibration curve must be constructed by different means.
The absorption is reported to be a good parameter for measuring the
SWCNT concentration in the dispersion. While the absorption in NIR region is
not a reliable parameter because the signal interferes with fluorescence emission,
the absorption in VIS region is used for determination of the concentration [113,115]. This protocol is suitable for measurement of the total SWCNT concentration [113], as well as the ratio of individual and bundled nanotubes [115].
This is done by comparing the area of non-resonant background to the area of
the resonant features in absorption spectrum of (6,5) enriched CoMoCAT
SWCNT dispersion. This confirms the assumption from previous paragraphs
that lower non-resonant background with unchanged resonant features means
better SWCNT dispersion. Unfortunately, the VIS spectrum, especially its resonant features, are dependent on the distribution of nanotube diameters in the
used SWCNTs. The VIS absorption spectrum of HiPco™ nanotubes is cluttered
(see FIGURE 3.4) with overlapping contributions from different electronic transitions, which makes it challenging to distinguish the contributions from resonant and non-resonant part.
The absorption spectrum of the SWCNT dispersion in UV region shows two
characteristic features, both originating from π-plasmon resonance. This π-plasmon originates purely from grapheneous structures and thus is a good parameter
for measuring the concentration of the SWCNTs in the dispersion. The peak, usually found at around 270 nm can be linked to surface π-plasmon, while peak
around 225 nm originates from bulk π-plasmon. In theory, both of them can be
used for determination of the concentration. However, the bulk π-plasmon absorbance is usually not used as it may interfere with absorbance from other carbonaceous components [112] as well as for its interference with absorbance of
several popular surfactants (SDBS strongly absorbs at 225 nm [105]). The absorption by surface π-plasmon does not suffer from these effects, however, its position
depends on the diameter of the used nanotubes [116]. Nevertheless, if the surface
π-plasmon can be distinguished from the absorption spectrum, it can be used for
exact determination of the concentration of nanotubes in the dispersion. Similarly
to the fluorescence, the linear dependence of the concentration holds only within
a limited interval. The absolute value of absorbance should not be under 0.1,
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where the error of the measurement grows too large and not above 2.0, where the
linear dependence from eq. (3.1) does not hold anymore [105,113].
The absorbance of the SWCNT dispersion follows Beer-Lambert
law [105,116]:
(3.1)

𝐴=𝜀∙𝑐∙𝑙,

where A is absorbance, ε molar absorption coefficient, c the concentration, and l
the pathlength. The molar absorption coefficient of the SWCNTs can be defined
by understanding the nanotubes as individual molecules. The molar absorption
coefficient is particularly useful for the purpose of the sorting project as the concentration in eq. (3.1) straightforwardly leads to a number of SWCNTs per unit
volume. The absorbance, however, depends on the amount of carbon atoms in
the right form, not on the amount of nanotubes, dimensions of which may significantly vary. Other absorption ‘coefficients’, which lead to concentration related
to mass or unit length of the dispersed SWCNTs are therefore also used. The
number and dimensions of the nanotubes are evaluated either by AFM [112,117]
or the mass of the nanotubes is determined by TGA10 [105,116]. The comparison
of absorption coefficients from different references are listed in TABLE 3.4.
TABLE 3.4: Absorption coefficients of HiPco™ nanotubes in aqueous dispersion for surface
π-plasmon peak. The data in bright yellow cells are missing in the references and are only
estimated for comparison. The pale yellow cells are calculated using values from bright yellow cells.
Ref.

[105]
[116]
[112]
[117]

Calibr.
method

TGA
TGA
AFM
AFM

Mean
length

Mean
d

(nm)

(nm)

400
400
600
180

1
1
1
1

Abs. coeff.
per nanotube
(mL∙NT-1∙
cm-1)
1.8∙10-13
4.9∙10-14
3.1∙10-14
6.0∙10-15

Molar abs.
coefficient
(mL∙mol-1∙
cm-1)
1.1∙1011
3.0∙1010
1.9∙1010
3.6∙1009

Abs. coeff.
per mass
(mL∙mg-1∙
cm-1)
184.6
50.0
21.0
13.5

Abs. coeff.
per nm
(mL∙nm-1∙
cm-1)
4.5∙10-16
1.2∙10-16
5.2∙10-17
3.3∙10-17

The absorption coefficient per mass differs more than an order of magnitude
from case to case. Compared to AFM calibration, TGA generally produces large
measurement error and important data from papers using this method are missing. In addition, the preparation of the SWCNT dispersion is closest to the
method reported in [112], while [117] already uses too harsh sonication, which
possibly induces non-negligible amount of structural defects. Therefore, the
value of 20 mL·mg-1·cm-1 is used to estimate the concentration of samples in this
project. Since the absorbance of as-prepared SWCNT dispersions in UV region is
generally too high, the absorbance in acceptable interval is achieved by dilution
and consequent recalculation of the concentration according to the dilution ratio.
A typical absorption spectrum is plotted in FIGURE 3.16(top). The spectrum is
deconvoluted similarly to the protocol reported in [112] to an exponential function representing the general background and three Gaussian functions representing the absorption peaks. The centers of the peaks lie at ~223 nm (bulk π10
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plasmon), ~261 nm (surface π-plasmon − shift in agreement with [116] for
HiPco™ nanotubes) and very small peak at ~295 nm of unknown origin. The absorbance of surface π-plasmon is then used to construct a calibration curve (FIGURE 3.16(bottom)). Despite the different preparation parameters, and dilution
ratios, the relation of surface π-plasmon absorbance and nanotube concentration
is strictly linear. This straight line allows reverse calculation of the SWCNT concentration in undiluted dispersion.
The estimation of SWCNT concentration in the dispersion from the surface
π-plasmon absorption is found to be reliable and repeatable. However, it requires
more time and sample preparation than fluorescence spectroscopy, which is
zero-preparation, one-click measurement. Therefore, a calibration curve was constructed, by using the known concentration from UV absorption measurement
and total fluorescence signal. The new calibration curve is loaded with higher
measurement error (FIGURE 3.17(left)), nevertheless it is sufficient for quick estimation of the concentration of the nanotubes in a dispersion.
The comparison (FIGURE 3.17(right)) of the calculated concentration of the
undiluted dispersions versus the total measured signal shows several
0.2
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0.004

0.008

0.012
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0.016

FIGURE 3.16: (top left) A typical absorption spectrum of highly diluted aqueous SWCNT
dispersion in UV region (sample W1−1:50). The red dashed line is the measured value, the
black solid line represents a sum of individual deconvoluted functions (grey solid lines).
(top right) Zoomed area of the surface π-plasmon absorption peak. (bottom) Calibration
curve constructed from values measured from several samples with different dilution ratios
(sample W1 – W3). The calibration curve is a least squares fit of a linear function.
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noteworthy effects. The samples W1 and W2 were prepared with the same parameters, except the sonication power, which was much higher for the W1 sample. The fluorescence intensity is much lower than expected for the given concentration, which could be contributed to structural damage caused by the extensive
sonication power, or by higher concentration of non-fluorescent grapheneous
particles. They would not affect the fluorescence intensity at high dilution ratios,
however, they can cause serious inter-cross quenching at original concentration.
The samples W2 and W3 were prepared with the same parameters, except the
centrifugal field, which was much higher for the sample W3. The lower fluorescence intensity of sample W2 could be contributed to a higher number of nonfluorescent bundles or quenchers not removed by the centrifugation. The intercross quenching can then alter the measured fluorescence intensity similarly to
previous case. It seems that the integrated fluorescence intensity could be a sufficient parameter for estimation of the concentration. This is valid only for the
well centrifuged samples, where the presence of non-fluorescent bundles and
other possible quenchers is eliminated. Since the development of the SWCNT
dispersion preparation protocol leads to high centrifugal fields anyway, this is
not an obstacle for this method.
The samples J3 and B are prepared under conditions, which should work
well with the calibration curve (FIGURE 3.17(right)). The fluorescence spectra
were, however, obtained in different stages of the development of the homebuild NIR fluorescence setup. Understandably, as the efficiency of the signal collection changes, this method requires a new calibration curve for every rebuild
of the fluorescence setup. The position of the new data point obtained from UV
absorption and fluorescence intensity of the new setup compared to the calibration curve measured with the previous setup can serve as a quality indicator for
the new NIR fluorescence setup. The signal collection quality for sample J3 was
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sample W3
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FIGURE 3.17: (left) The calibration curve for estimation of the concentration of the SWCNTs
in the dispersion from integrated fluorescence signal. (right) The same calibration curve extended for calculated concentrations of undiluted samples and its agreement with measured
fluorescence intensity. Data points from the left graph are plotted in orange, triangular data
points are measured on NIR fluorescence setup, for which the calibration curve was constructed, and round data points were measured on altered setup.
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poor compared to the original calibration curve, while the setup used for measurement of sample B had superior collection efficiency.
The surface π-plasmon, a cornerstone for all the methods described above,
does not carry any information about the level of individualization [105]. Comparison of the nonresonant background and resonant features in VIS spectrum is
hardly of any use as the HiPco dispersion contains many overlapping absorption
bands here (FIGURE 3.4). However, the estimation of concentration by NIR fluorescent spectroscopy shows reasonable agreement with the calibration curve for
samples, which undergo harsh centrifugation under conditions described in previous paragraph. Since only individual semiconducting nanotubes exhibit fluorescent behavior, this agreement is an indirect evidence for high level of individualization and purity of the dispersion. In addition, the harsh centrifugation is
generally used for preparation of high quality SWCNT dispersions and the
amount of non-nanotube material and bundles can be considered negligible.
Hence, the concentration determined on the basis of NIR fluorescence is the concentration of individual nanotubes in the dispersion if the preparation was done
under the right conditions. Specifying of the molar concentration, and therefore
the real number of nanotubes in the unit volume would require the knowledge
of mean dimensions of the nanotubes, namely the length, after the preparation
process. Nevertheless, the method described above is sufficient for approximate
estimation of the SWCNT concentration in aqueous dispersions.

3.4 Conclusion
A protocol for preparation of SWCNT dispersions suitable for microfluidic sorting has been developed. The prepared dispersions have high concentration of
well individualized nanotubes, very low non-resonant background in absorption
and long shelf-life. Dispersions prepared by this protocol are suitable for any
kind of application where aqueous dispersions of individual SWCNTs are
needed. After deposition and washing [112,117], the nanotubes are ready for
AFM measurements or electro-optical experiments. The detailed protocol for the
preparation of SWCNT dispersion is attached at the end of this manuscript as
Appendix A.

BOOK II – MICROFLUIDICS

4

Theory of microfluidics

The rapid growth of technology nowadays is largely based on miniaturization.
Decreasing size of basic building blocks allowed integration of higher number of
elements and made (mainly) electronics an inseparable part of our everyday life.
This includes not only smartphones, computers and displays but also fields like
meteorology, space research, medicine and pharmacology, just to name a few.
Likewise, instruments working with fluids, especially with moving fluids, often
benefit from miniaturization in similar way. The downscaling brings higher
speed, lower reagent consumption, unprecedented precision, possibility of automation, and high-throughput screening; all resulting in significant reduction of
the cost. The branch of technology dealing with miniaturized fluidic devices is
called microfluidics. The gradual development of this field over the last 40 years,
propelled by emerging fields of molecular analysis, biodefense, molecular biology and microelectronics, lead from simple straight channels to overwhelmingly
complex devices often referred as micro total analysis systems (μTAS) [9].

4.1 Definition
The term microfluidics is used to name both the field of science which studies the
behavior of fluids confined in the micro-channels and the field of technology and
manufacturing devices for confined flow of fluids in micro-scale. The word micro
usually refers to either small size of the channels, very small volumes (μL to fL),
or to prevailing effects characteristic for microdomain.
The microfluidic science deals with precise control and manipulation of fluids in geometrical conditions which causes the fluid behavior to be different from
everyday life. The surface and interfacial tension, hydraulic resistance, and energy dissipation start to dominate the system and some interesting and often unintuitive properties appear. They are the key for innovations and experiments
either significantly improving the capabilities of conventional methods or bringing absolutely new possibilities, unknown before the advent of microfluidics.
The microfluidic technology utilizes various microfabrication techniques
for manufacture of the desired structures. New applications of microfluidics
come almost on daily basis requiring more and more complex devices. The microfluidic devices nowadays allow much wider possibilities besides simple flow:
two- and multi-phase flow, droplet formation, sorting, on-chip characterization,
droplet trapping, splitting and merging, on-chip incubation, etc. are commonly
used in modern microfluidics. The systems integrating several functions to a
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single chip are known as microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). A subset of
MEMS operating with fluids is often called lab-on-a-chip (LOC).
The manufacture of complex structures, 3D profiles, implementation of active elements and electrodes uses similar techniques to micromachining technology known from semiconductor industry. Since the dimensions of the microfluidic device can vary from 500 μm down to 100 nm, the manufacture is usually
simpler than manufacture of cutting-edge nanodevices and top-down 11 approaches are usually used. Nevertheless, the manufacture of microfluidic devices
brings its own set of challenges originating from different materials, requirements for surface quality and structure, and implementation of moving components.
The whole concept of microfluidics is a highly multidisciplinary field at the
intersection of physics, chemistry, nanotechnology, biochemistry, and engineering. The small size of the systems and high requirements for cleanliness and precision often demand cleanroom environment for manufacture. Despite these
challenges, microfluidics has allowed new achievements with obvious impact on
everyday life with technology like LOC in medical diagnostics, DNA microarrays,
and inkjet printheads. The impact on laboratory instrumentation is even larger
with a broad palette of commercial suppliers offering complex microfluidic systems for numerous applications.
The broad field of microfluidics can be categorized according to several criteria. Plenty of applications use passive control of fluids, either capillary based
or with contribution of rotary actuation. They are used mainly in point-of-care
testing, drug screening, etc. where a sample enters the system via capillary force,
reacts with reagent inside and shows a result. More complex systems, however,
requires active control of the fluid flows. Here, various types of pumps and valves
are used to drive and influence the behavior of the fluids in real time. The active
microfluidics offers two different approaches of handling the fluids. Well-defined and simple operations are often performed in continuous-flow systems;
however, their utilization is rather limited for more complex tasks.
Unlike the continuous-flow systems, the droplet-based microfluidics is based
on creating discrete droplets utilizing mutually immiscible fluids. The continuously flowing fluid is referred as continuous phase, while the fluid creating droplets is called disperse phase. The droplet-based microfluidics, after the droplet
generation, allows for complex operation like droplet sensing and sorting, droplet merging and breakup, encapsulation of particles and driven mixing of reagents within the droplets. It even allows performing Boolean logical functions
and forming logical ‘circuits’.

The type of manufacture, where larger devices and substrates are used to direct the creation of a smaller ones.
11
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4.2 Applications of droplet-based microfluidics
The droplets in a droplet-based microfluidic system offer several novel features,
which has led to a boom of new applications. Namely [118]:
•
•
•
•

The droplet provides an isolated compartment for different species or for
a reaction.
The droplets are highly monodisperse (variation <1 % in diameter [10,119])
and thus suitable for quantitative experiments.
The size of the droplets allows downscaling to single cell or molecule level.
The fast generation of droplets allows to perform large amount of experiments in short time with minimal reagent consumption.

Droplet-based microfluidics proves its utility and viability in numerous applications across the experimental science and laboratory research. The application of
microfluidics significantly improved the efficiency of PCR12 [12,118], single cell
encapsulation and sorting [120], synthetic biology, screening and delivery of new
drugs, assaying of cells and microorganisms and synthesis of functional microand nanoparticles, and many more [10,11,118,121]. The rapid development of microfluidic technology, however, starts to be impeded by the lack of operating and
support systems, the development of which is not able to keep the pace. The development of detection methods, novel materials for microfluidic chips, and
deeper understanding of complex and multiphase fluid-fluid and fluid-solid interfaces in a confined dynamic regime is needed for further miniaturization and
improvement of the microfluidic systems.

4.3 Theoretical background
The vast majority of microfluidic devices have found practical utilization in cell
biology applications and naturally, with the remarkable boom of this field in the
last two decades, the dimensions adapt to the size of the basic biological unit –
the cell. The eukaryotic cells may vary in size from 100 μm to 10 μm corresponding to spherical volume from picoliters to nanoliters [12] (FIGURE 4.1). One can
easily find a plethora of both theoretical and experimental knowledge about the
microfluidic system in this range of sizes and the majority of physical phenomenon are relatively well described and understood.
4.3.1 Characteristic dimensions
One of the descriptive properties of a physical system is its characteristic length.
The characteristic length is a dimension which defines the scale of a physical system. In the microfluidic domain, the only characteristic length that matters is the
dimension of the system L [14]. The characteristic lengths considered in this work
12

polymerase chain reaction
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are the shortest dimensions of the microfluidic channel - its width and depth. The
hydraulic radius
𝑆
(4.1)
,
𝑃
where S is the cross section and P is the wetted perimeter of a rectangular channel,
can be used as the characteristic length
𝑟H = 2

𝐿 = 𝑟H =

𝑤𝑑
.
𝑤+𝑑

(4.2)

Here, w is the width and d the depth of a microfluidic channel.
When it comes to scaling of such a system one must take into consideration
possible changes of dominant effects governing the physics (FIGURE 4.1). Scaling
up already leaves the world of microfluidics behind and it's beyond the scope of
this manuscript. Scaling down, to the size suitable for single nanotube sorting
experiment - about one order of magnitude smaller than in cellular biology applications has to be properly examined in order to understand the behavior of the
designed system. The field of microfluidics in these dimensions is only emerging,
especially because of the rising requirements for precision, cleanliness, materials,
instrumentation, and consequent rise in price when scaling down. The following
paragraphs will, in a simple way, explain the basic physics involved and consider
the possible changes in scaled down systems.
Another challenge comes from the smaller side of the length scale. The
whole fluid dynamics is based on an assumption of fluid particles with continuously varying properties. This continuity assumption breaks down when quantum
properties of individual molecules overweight the bulk properties of a fluid. In
nanoscience, 100 nm is considered as a borderline where quantum phenomena
can be already observed as they as they are not ‘drowned’ in the bulk properties [122]. Since the smallest characteristic length of the systems discussed in this
manuscript are ≥1 µm the continuity assumption is valid and nanofluidic effects
can be excluded from the consideration.

FIGURE 4.1: Definition of the scales used in this work. The characteristic length of most microfluidic systems is in nL and pL scales. Femtoliter microfluidic system reaches one order
of magnitude lower, matching the size of bacteria.
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4.3.2 Dimensionless numbers
In fluid mechanics, the dimensionless numbers express the relations between
particular fluid parameters in a way that the resulting quantity is dimensionless.
The resulting numerical value determines the behavior of a given system. Experimental experience usually gives two numbers (or orders of magnitude) where
the system is in some way stable when outside of those two values, and a mixed
regime exists in between them. There is a large number of these dimensionless
numbers. Wikipedia alone lists more than sixty of them. Nevertheless, only few
of them are usually considered when dealing with simple droplet-based microfluidic systems.
The Eötvös number
∆𝜌𝑔𝐿2
𝐸𝑜 =
,
𝜎

(4.3)

where Δρ is the difference in density between two fluids, g the gravitational acceleration, L the characteristic length, and σ the interfacial tension. The Eötvös
number compares buoyant (gravitational) and capillary (surface/interface)
forces. Due to small characteristic length in microfluidic applications (μm), generally Eo ≪1, thus gravity effects can be neglected.
The Reynolds number
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑣𝐿
𝜂

(4.4)

Here ρ is the mass density, v the mean velocity of the fluid, and η the dynamic
viscosity. The Reynolds number compares inertial and viscous forces and predicts the transition from laminar (low Re) to turbulent (high Re) flow patterns. In
typical microfluidic devices Re <1, decreasing linearly with the size of the system
and with the speed of the mean velocity. Slow and small systems thus result to
Re ≪1 and the flow is laminar in vast majority of the cases.
The Weber number
𝜌𝑣 2 𝐿
(4.5)
𝑊𝑒 =
𝜎
compares inertial and capillary forces. This quantity is particularly useful in analyzing fluid flows where there is a strongly curved interface between two immiscible liquids. Typical situation is formation of bubbles or droplets. Similar to
Re also We decreases linearly with size of the system and quadratically with the
mean velocity. Slow and small systems thus again result to We ≪1. From the typical magnitudes of Re and We, it follows that inertia generally becomes unimportant when the characteristic length of the system is downscaled to micron
range. Therefore, the dominant forces at the microscale are capillary and viscous
forces [123].
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The capillary number
𝜂𝑣
(4.6)
𝜎
represents the relative effect of viscous forces versus interfacial tension and clarifies which force is (pre)dominant in a particular system. The η is usually the viscosity of the more viscous fluid in the system and v is the velocity of that fluid.
For low capillary numbers (Ca ≤10-5) the flow is dominated by capillary forces
whereas for high capillary numbers the capillary forces are negligible compared
to viscous forces. The capillary number can then predict the regime of droplet
formation or the effect of the continuous phase on the droplet shape [14].
𝐶𝑎 =

The Bond electric number
𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 𝐿𝐸 2
(4.7)
𝜎
describes the relative importance of electrostatic forces versus capillary forces
when an electric field is present in the system. Here, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity,
εr the relative permittivity of the fluid, and E the applied electric field. The electrostatic forces dominate the system if Be ≫1, while the capillary forces determine
the system behavior if Be ≪1 [124]. The system between these extremes is influenced by both electrostatic and capillary forces. Be will decrease with characteristic length, therefore the possibility to manipulate very small objects is not clear
and probably has to be compensated by very high fields, bringing new challenges
to field design and implementing the electrodes [14].
𝐵𝑒 =

4.3.3 Navier-Stokes equations
The model of incompressible Newtonian liquid holds very well for the liquids
used in microfluidic systems [125]. Then, the movement of fluid particles – elements of fluid big enough to avoid quantum phenomena but small compared to
the dimensions of the system – is governed by Navier-Stokes equations, a case of
Newton's second law:
𝜕𝑣
𝜌 [ + (𝑣 ∙ ∇)𝑣] = −𝛁𝑝 + 𝜂∇2 𝑣 + 𝐹 ,
𝜕𝑡

(4.8)

𝛁∙𝑣 =0,

(4.9)

where ρ is density, 𝑣 flow velocity, t time, p pressure, η dynamic viscosity, and 𝐹
stands for body forces acting on the fluid particle, like buoyant or electrical forces.
Equation (4.9) is a direct consequence of the incompressibility assumption. In the
case of microfluidics, the Navier-Stokes equation can be significantly simplified
by comparing the relative importance of inertial term 𝜌(𝑣 ∙ ∇)𝑣 and viscous term
𝜂∇2 𝑣. Their ratio is expressed by Reynolds number, eq. (4.4).
The characteristic length L for typical microfluidic device is in the order of
-6
10 m, ρ is in the order of 103 kg∙m-3 and η in the order of 10-3 Pa·s (decane, water).
In such conditions, unless the fluid velocity would be ridiculously high
(≥102 m·s-1), the Reynolds number confirms that the flow is linear, inertial forces
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are negligible in comparison to the viscous forces and Navier-Stokes equation
becomes linear. For established flows (𝜕𝑣⁄𝜕𝑡 = 0), the hydrodynamics is described by the Stokes equation:
𝜂∇2 𝑣 − 𝛁𝑝 + 𝐹 = 0 .

(4.10)

4.3.4 Poiseuille flow
The Navier-Stokes equation (4.8) is notoriously known for difficulties in finding
its analytical solution13. A class of solutions for pressure-driven, steady-state linear flows in channels is known as Poiseuille flow. This solution is valid for systems with Re<π2 [126], well covering the realm of microfluidics. This class is of
high importance for the elementary understanding of liquid behavior in a microfluidic system.
The closest simple channel shape to the channels used in this work is a channel with rectangular cross section. Despite the linearization and obvious symmetry in this case, no analytical solution is known to the Poiseuille flow problem
with a rectangular cross section. The closest one can get analytically is a Fourier
sum
𝑦
∞
cosh (𝑛𝜋 )
4ℎ2 ∆𝑝
1
ℎ ] sin (𝑛𝜋 𝑧 )
𝑣𝑥 (𝑦, 𝑧) = 3
∑ 3 [1 −
𝑤
𝜋 𝜂𝐿CH
𝑛
ℎ
cosh (𝑛𝜋 )
𝑛,odd
2ℎ

(4.11)

representing the solution [125]. Here, Δp is the pressure drop along the channel,
η the dynamic viscosity, and LCH the length of the channel. Remaining geometrical quantities together with the velocity profile is depicted in FIGURE 4.2.
The flow rate Q and flow speed v can then be well approximated [125] as
ℎ3 𝑤∆𝑝
ℎ
𝑄≈
[1 − 0.63 ]
12𝜂𝐿
𝑤

(4.12)

ℎ2 ∆𝑝
ℎ
[1 − 0.63 ] .
12𝜂𝐿
𝑤

(4.13)

and
𝑣≈

4.3.5 Hydraulic resistance
The steady-state flow of an incompressible fluid through a straight channel
driven by pressure drop Δp results in a constant flow rate Q, eq. (4.12). This is
expressed in Hagen-Poiseuille law
1
∆𝑝 = 𝑅hyd 𝑄 =
𝑄,
(4.14)
𝐺hyd
where Rhyd and Ghyd are hydraulic resistance and hydraulic conductance, respectively. The hydraulic resistance itself arise from the viscous dissipation of
The analytical solution of Navier-Stokes equation is one of the seven Millennium Problems
listed by the Clay Mathematics Institute of Cambridge, Massachusetts.
13
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FIGURE 4.2: Contour lines plot and cross sections of the velocity field vx(y,z) for the Poiseuille
flow in a rectangular channel. Figure courtesy of Henrik Bruus [124], used with permission.

mechanical energy into heat by internal friction in the fluid. The Hagen-Poiseuille
law, eq. (4.14), for movement of fluids in microfluidic channels represents full
analogy to Ohm's law for electrical potential drop driven electrical current in a
wire with certain resistance. The hydraulic resistance for a straight channel with
rectangular cross section can be easily derived from equations (4.12) and (4.14),
and takes form
𝑅hyd =

12𝜂𝐿
1
.
1 − 0.63(ℎ⁄𝑤 ) ℎ3 𝑤

(4.15)

Even if not so straightforward as in the case of electrical conductors, the resistance grows linearly with channel length and drops with growing cross section
area. The rules for calculating the resistance of straight channels does not deviate
from rules from electrical circuit theory: the resistance of channels connected in
series simply sums up whereas the resistance of channels connected in parallel is
equal to inverted value from sum of inverted resistances. The analogy goes even
further, and Kirchhoff's laws can be applied for the microfluidic circuits [125].
1.
2.

The sum of flow rates entering/leaving any node in the circuit is zero.
The sum of all pressure drops in any closed loop of the circuit is zero.

4.3.6 Flow of confined droplets
For the sake of this manuscript, we will restrict the discussion only to the case of
droplets confined in a channel with rectangular cross section. Since the Stokes
equation describes a laminar flow in the microfluidic system, nothing like a droplet formation should be possible and only a laminar co-flow should be observed.
However, special conditions exist on the moving interface of two immiscible liquids. With suitable chosen confining geometry, the growing shear stress and interfacial tension may favor the situation when one of the flows spontaneously
breaks and a droplet is formed [121].
The basic assumption for droplet flow at equilibrium is the existence of a
thin film of the continuous phase always wetting the walls and having somewhat
larger ‘triangular’ sections of the continuous phase in the corners of the channel
(FIGURE 4.3). The presence of moving droplets in confined channels leads to
pressure fluctuations [127] as well as increases the overall pressure drop in the
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FIGURE 4.3: Cross section of a long droplet flowing in wetting liquid in a square channel.
Figure reprinted by permission from [127]. Copyright Cambridge University Press 1995.

microfluidic channel [128]. The droplets alter the flow field of continuous phase,
which leads to elevation of the viscous stress together with the presence of a uniform fluid film of the continuous phase on the solid boundary. This is even amplified by the presence of confined droplets, which try to minimize their surface
energy and become spherical, resulting in friction impending the movement of
the droplets. In the case of rectangular channels, the situation is even more complex due to the nonuniform film thickness [129] leading to the variability in the
flow strength between the corners and the thin lubrication films (FIGURE 4.3)
and leaking of the droplet content into the channel edges [130]. All these factors
cause general reluctance of the confined droplets towards movement forward
and bring a set of challenges to deal with when designing the microfluidic system.
Experimental results show that for small confined droplets (droplet
length/channel width ≤4), the pressure drop over an individual droplet is independent of the droplet size and the capillary number, and weakly depends on
the ratio of the viscosities of the two immiscible phases. The pressure drop is
dominated by the dissipation due to the end half-spheres. The net pressure drop
is just a sum of the pressure drop increments from individual droplets [130].
To conclude these general findings, there seems to be no fundamental discrepancy with the main assumptions of microfluidics when scaling down to femtoliter volumes. The capillary and Reynolds numbers grow smaller with smaller dimensions approving the Stokes flow approximation with even smaller error. On the
other hand, the system dimensions are large enough to avoid nanofluidic phenomena [14]. The expected behavior, not different from the well-described systems, supports the motivation towards planned miniaturization. However, the
surface/interface related effects, often neglected while studying larger systems,
are expected to grow as the surface vs. volume ratio grows in miniaturized systems. The techniques utilizing electric field are expected to be far less efficient in
systems with reducing characteristic length and their implementability has to be
experimentally verified.
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4.4 Basic operations in droplet-based microfluidics
The droplet-based microfluidics offers a wide variety of actions with the immiscible phases present in the system. They include droplet formation with content
encapsulation, droplet fission and fusion, mixing of reagents inside of a droplet,
droplet content detection with sorting, droplet trapping, and on-chip storage [10,11,14,118,120,123,131]. In the following paragraphs, the overview of main
operations of droplet-based microfluidic systems is presented with the focus on
the operations developed for this project.
4.4.1 Droplet formation in open and confined systems
Emulsification is a synonym for droplet formation. An emulsion is a disperse
system, consisting of two immiscible liquids, which in the vast majority of cases
are water and oil. To disperse two immiscible liquids, a third component, emulsifier, is needed. While the two immiscible liquids separate quickly after agitation,
the emulsifier self-placed on the liquid-liquid interface brings the necessary kinetical stability and prevents the phase separation. The emulsion science is
deeply studied and widely applied in food industry, cosmetics, mechanical and
civil engineering [132-135] and the choice of the emulsifier system14 for given oilin-water (O/W) or water-in-oil (W/O) is summed up in a set of relatively simple
rules, called hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB) system [136-138]. The proper
choice of the emulsifier system not only sustains the stability of the emulsion but
also directly determines which phase will become continuous and which will become disperse. Hence, in the open system, the formation of water droplets in oil
phase or oil droplet in water phase is determined by the emulsifier present.
The droplet formation in confined regime is governed by quite different
rules. The type of produced emulsion is determined by the interfacial tension on
the solid-liquid interface [10,139-142]. In other words, the contact angle of a given
liquid on the channel surface will dictate whether the liquid will wet the channel
walls and become continuous phase or will roll up and form a droplet [121]. The
presence of an emulsifier plays only a secondary role in droplet formation, having partial influence on formation regime and flow type [10,141]. Nevertheless,
the presence of the emulsifier in the emulsion is crucial for emulsion stability [132,143].
4.4.2 Droplet formation in confined regime
The production of emulsions in confined regime brings many advantages over
other emulsion production methods. The unprecedented monodispersity, stability, repeatability and possibility to keep track on every single droplet and thus
perform numerous amount of independent experiments are just some of them.
In addition, low reagent consumption facilitates experiments with rare, expensive or dangerous substances The limited amount of produced emulsion is partially possible to solve by increasing the frequency of droplet production and
14

The most efficient emulsifier is in most cases a blend of various basic pure emulsifiers.
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parallelization. However, this is usually not a bottleneck as the droplet formation
rate is nowadays well ahead of detection techniques [118,121]. The droplet formation methods can be both sequential and continuous. The sequential methods,
known also as drop-on-demand, are relatively rare [10,14,144]. The continuous
droplet production methods are widely used and there are many reviews covering this area [10,11,118,120,123]. Four different configurations are used for continuous droplet production.
Co-axial production
This method arises from fluid flows in capillaries and was the first one used [121].
A co-axial set of capillaries (FIGURE 4.4(a)) brings the liquids to the place of droplet formation, with the innermost capillary carrying the liquid to be dispersed
first, and the outermost capillary carrying the continuous phase. This system is
the most complex for manufacture in small scales but allows easy creation of
complicated multiple emulsions [145].
Step-emulsification
A laminar co-flow of phase to be dispersed confined from both sides by continuous phase is brought through a step-like opening to a deep and wide reservoir.
The abrupt change of the confining geometry induces droplet break-off (FIGURE
4.4(b)). The produced droplets are usually smaller than the reservoir and behave
differently compared to the confined regime. The step-emulsification technique
is able to produce highly monodispersed droplets at unprecedented rates (up to
MHz) [12,14,146-149].
T-junction
The droplet formation is induced in the perpendicular intersection of the channels with continuous phase and phase to be dispersed (FIGURE 4.4(c)). The tip
of the to-be-dispersed phase enters the straight channel with continuous phase.
The induced pressure gradient and shear force push the tip down the channel,
which causes thinning and consequent break of the dispersed phase into droplet.
The production of droplets in T-junction does not reach the high formation rates
or monodispersity of other systems, however, relatively stable droplet formation
can be reached at small flow rates, where other configurations do not
work [119,139,141,150-152].
Flow-focusing
The continuous phase symmetrically acts on the flow of the phase to be dispersed
as they are forced through a narrow nozzle in the device (FIGURE 4.4(d)). The
droplet formation occurs in the point of the highest shear stress, usually in the
narrowest point of the nozzle. The symmetry of the situation leads to increased
droplet production stability, rate, and monodispersity compared to the T-junction [140,150,153-156].
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FIGURE 4.4: Different passive geometries used to produce droplets in microfluidic system:
(a) co-axial, (b) step-emulsification, (c) T-junction, (d) flow-focusing. Figure (a) reprinted
with the permission from [143]. Copyright John Wiley and Sons, 2007. Figure (b) reprinted
with permission from [145]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. Figure (c) reprinted
with permission from [150]. Copyright 2012 by the American Physical Society. Figure (d)
reprinted from [153], Copyright 2012, with permission from Elsevier.

4.4.3 Compartmentalization
Reliable compartmentalization of the experimental reagents is an essential step
for quantitative experiments. The encapsulation of different elements like microbeads, cells, DNA, or other molecules is governed by the same rules in the
randomly populated liquid phase. The number of encapsulated elements follows
the binomial distribution. For rare events, like a single element encapsulation, the
binomial distribution converges to Poisson distribution [118,144]
𝑃(𝑘, 𝜆) =

𝜆𝑘 𝑒 −𝜆
,
𝑘!

(4.16)

where P is the probability of encapsulation, λ average number of encapsulated
elements per one droplet, and k the number of elements in the droplet. The λ is a
variable, tunable with the concentration of the phase containing encapsulated elements. The highest number of droplets encapsulating exactly one element is
found at λ = 1 (37 %) but for the price of specificity as the number of droplets
containing more than one element is 26 %. Lowering the λ decreases the number
of droplets with multiple elements, however, it increases the number of empty
droplets leading to dropping number of executable experiments (FIGURE 4.5).
The importance of exactly single element encapsulation is the parameter leading
to the choice of λ, as it is a trade-off between too many empty droplets versus too
many droplets occupied with multiple elements. To improve the probability of
exactly single element encapsulation, several approaches were reported, using
either exact geometrical positioning of the units prior to the encapsulation
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FIGURE 4.5: The probability of having zero, exactly one, and more than one units encapsulated in one droplet on the average number of encapsulated units per one droplet λ (concentration of the phase carrying units to be encapsulated).

beating the random appearance, or post-encapsulation sorting of the droplet with
exactly one unit [120,144]. Their employment is, however, strongly limited for
big elements and for systems, where contribution from every element is recognizable, respectively.
4.4.4 Droplet trapping
Several operations on the microfluidic chip require either the whole flow including droplets to be stopped or only the droplets to be stopped while the continuous phase keeps flowing. The reasons vary widely, from prolonged time for
droplet (content) characterization to long on-chip synthesis or incubation. Numerous active protocols were reported, including optical tweezers, magnetic,
electrostatic or dielectrophoretic traps, just to name a few [118]. Also, mechanical
stopping of the flow can be used in rigid microfluidic systems [157]. Nevertheless,
a vast majority of the trapping strategies use complex channel patterns utilizing
the surface tension of confined droplets [158-163]. The existence of an additional
pressure drop over every fully confined droplet [128,130] points at viscous forces
acting at the channel surface as the droplet tries to minimize its surface energy
and become spherical. If the geometry of the channel locally allows the droplet
to minimize its surface energy and the continuous phase to bypass it, the droplet
will stay trapped at that place. The droplet leaves the trap only when it receives
energy large enough to increase the surface energy back to the confined regime.
4.4.5 Droplet content characterization
Various analytical techniques have been used to detect and/or characterize the
encapsulated content of the droplets [118,164,165]. The used method must be tailored for the microfluidic system and analyzed reagents. The methods can be
classified to several categories based on the physical principle. The imagingbased techniques utilize optical detection often linked to pattern recognition
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automated software. Bright-field microscopy, conventional fluorescence microscopy and FTIR 15 are examples from this category. The laser-based molecular
spectroscopy is based on laser excitation and collection of signal originating from
consequent physical process. These processes include laser-induced fluorescence,
fluorescent resonant energy transfer, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy. The list of detection techniques continues with electrochemical analysis, capillary electrophoresis,
mass spectrometry, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, absorption spectroscopy, and chemiluminescence. Every technique mentioned above has its pros
and cons and its implementation is part of the design process of a microfluidic
system.
4.4.6 Droplet sorting
A large fraction of microfluidic devices take their advantage over conventional
systems by possibility of precision droplet manipulation at high frequencies. The
main application of droplet manipulation is in the sorting, where mixture of different sized droplets, particles, or droplets occupied with different content can
be reliably sorted. Both passive and active sorting systems have been developed
and used in microfluidic devices. While passive approaches utilize the hydrodynamic forces and can be used to sort droplets only if they differ in size or density [166], the active sorting protocols allow to execute sorting based on any
measurable characteristic of a droplet. Some of the active sorting methods can
directly respond to the droplet characteristics such as magnetic [167] or electrostatic sorters [168] but their utilization is rather limited as they work only with
droplets, which carry magnetic or electrically charged components, respectively.
The most versatile and thus most used is a group of sorting techniques,
which are independent on the droplet content. They are usually linked to some
of the characterization methods and the result of the characterization directly
triggers the sorting mechanism for a specific droplet. The used methods are mechanical valves [169], thermal methods [170], electro-osmosis [171], optical [172,173] and acoustic [174,175] methods, and dielectrophoresis [12]. The developed sorting approaches covers a wide interval of droplet sizes (down to 4 μm)
and sorting frequencies (up to 30 kHz) [144,176]. The deployment of a particular
technique is dependent on the design of the experiment and this field is well covered by many review papers [10,11,118,144,177].
4.4.7 Droplet stability
The utilization of droplets as sealed microreactors is conditioned by their stability.
The presence of small droplets of one phase in another is out of thermodynamic
equilibrium and the preservation of the large area interface is energetically unfavorable and naturally results into coalescence. The creation of droplets in a microfluidic device is ruled by liquid-solid interfacial tension and droplets are stable as long as they are kept confined and separated. However, coalescence occurs
15

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
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immediately after the encounter between two droplets. An additional energy barrier bringing the emulsion into a metastable state can be created by the presence
of an emulsifier, which decreases the interfacial tension between continuous and
dispersed phase by forming an interlayer on their interface [10,178].
The choice of proper emulsifier depends on various factors such as the characteristics of both dispersed and continuous phase, material of the microfluidic
device and the nature of the experiment itself. The choice of the emulsifier usually follows the rules of HLB system [136,137]. With the advent of microfluidic
technology, new emulsifiers are developed especially for microfluidics [118,179],
covering special needs of new applications, especially biocompatibility [178]. The
concentration of emulsifiers used in microfluidic experiments varies across the
literature. There is an agreement, however, that the concentration fully protecting
from coalescence is way above CMC and that the creation of the emulsifier layer
on the interface between the droplet and the continuous phase takes much longer
time than in the non-confined regime [178,179]. This time must be taken into account when designing the microfluidic device and droplets must be protected
from touching each other for the time of settling.

5

Manufacture of a microfluidic system

The goal of the first phase of the experimental section was to develop a procedure
for the manufacturing of the microfluidic system, a novel platform for broad inhouse use, aiming for the femtoliter droplet production and manipulation for
single molecule (nanotube) spectroscopy and sorting. The experiments follow experimental findings from two consecutive Master theses by Rojas [16] and Pekkala [17], where the fabrication of glass channels and their miniaturization and
flow of liquids were investigated, respectively. Despite the knowledge from these
groundworks, the miniaturization of the system and extreme requirements for
precision and presence of defects led to the development of whole new set of
procedures in the glass microfabrication.

5.1 The material
The manufacture of the microfluidic chip generally consists of two steps. The first
is manufacture of open channels in a suitable substrate, followed by covering the
open channels with a coverslip. A system of fully closed channels is created in this
way and only very rare exceptions to this process can be found in the field of
nanofluidics [180]. While the coverslip is usually made of glass, chosen for the
obvious need of light microscopy to observe the phenomena at microfluidic scale,
the choice of substrate materials is strongly dependent on the application and
manufacturing possibilities.
Microfluidic devices can be manufactured from silicon [141,150,181] and
glass [142,171,182,183], however the majority is made from polymers. The most
used is polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [12,14,146,152,153,166,170,174,175], but
acrylated urethane [119], poly(methyl methacrylate), polycarbonate and polyethylene terephthalate [121,184], and UV curable polymers and thermoplastic polymers [123] are also used. Especially the PDMS possess many advantages over
other substrate materials, which makes it a popular choice. The chips made of
PDMS are durable, flexible, inert, non-toxic, biocompatible, easy to handle, accessible and inexpensive [121,185], and allow rapid prototyping by molding techniques [123]. The elastomeric nature of PDMS offers itself for manufacture of onchip active elements like micropumps and microvalves and the permeability to
gases and water makes it the only material suitable for microfluidic treatment of
living mammalian cells [9].
The microfluidic chips made from silicone quickly sank into oblivion,
mainly due to their price and opacity. With more complex systems requiring
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electrodes, their semiconducting properties also became a challenge [9]. Glass,
however, is the most used material for equipment of chemical laboratories. It carries several properties, which makes it of high importance also for nowadays microfluidics. The manufacture shares many techniques with well-known silicon
processing: it is cheap, accessible, and transparent. The glass, in contrast to PDMS,
does not dissolve in acids and bases and does not swell in presence of organic
solvents and mineral oils [121,185]. The non-permeability to water and gases allows experiments with W/O emulsions in glass chips, while the water droplets
in PDMS usually diffuse to the chip material in short time [184] and basically
prevent use of PDMS for this purpose. The well-defined surface of glass and its
well established covalent surface modification procedures are crucial for stable
droplet formation and manipulation, especially in miniaturized devices, while
surface modification of PDMS is still rather tricky [123]. The glass, due to its rigidity, allows manufacture of channels with low depth to width aspect ratio and
allows experiments with pressures, where elastomeric materials would collapse
or rip. Glass is a perfect material for light spectroscopy due to its transparency in
a wide interval of wavelengths. Its background fluorescence and autofluorescence is negligible compared to PDMS, which makes it an ideal material for
chemiluminescence and fluorescence spectroscopy. Glass has also high resistance
to mechanical stress and high temperatures, good thermal stability and low thermal expansion coefficient [121,185] allowing experiments with exotic parameters.
Insulating properties and rigid structure predispose glass for easy implementation of electrodes by methods known from silicon processing, while alternative
approaches has to be applied for elastomeric materials. Last, but not least, one
common drawback of both glass and PDMS chips must be mentioned. The low
heat conductivity leads in both to large temperature gradients for certain operations like application of high electric fields or focused laser beams [184].
The glass was envisioned as the substrate of choice [16,17] for the microfluidic system developed for this project. The suitability for optical spectroscopy
and precise manufacture of micrometer-sized structures, well-defined surface
and possibility of surface modifications, chemical stability, and possible applicability of high pressures were the main reasons why glass was prioritized over
other substrate materials. The Menzel-Gläser 20x20 mm2 #5 soda-lime glass coverslips were used for fabrication of microfluidic chips throughout the whole
project. The soda-lime glass consists of roughly 73 % SiO2, 14 % Na2O, 9 % CaO,
and 4 % MgO with trace amounts of Al2O3, Fe2O3, K2O, and TiO2 [17,186]. The
main advantage of soda-lime glass, compared to quartz or borosilicate glass is
the availability, low price and low transition temperature, advantageous for the
bonding process.

5.2 Inlets and Outlets
The connection of microfluidic channels to the surface of the chip is often a highly
challenging task, especially for miniaturized devices. In devices aiming for
femtoliter droplet production, even a very small macroscopic hole will most
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likely have volume larger than the whole network of channels, which can negatively influence the responsivity and stability of the system. Therefore, new approaches have to be applied for manufacturing the holes for fluidic ports. Several
drilling strategies were developed, including diamond tip conventional drilling,
sand blasting, wet and dry etching, and laser induced ablative drilling [184].
While the first three are not suitable for preparation of microscopic holes, dry
etching and laser induced ablative drilling are able of manufacturing structures
with depth to width aspect ratio ≫1, hence producing deep holes with microscopic diameter.
Since the dry etching technique is tricky when it comes to masking and with
available instrumentation it would be unreasonably time-consuming, the laser
induced ablative drilling technique was used. A beam from Lambda Physik
OPTex excimer laser (KrF, 248 nm) was tightly focused on the surface of the glass.
The number of pulses necessary for drilling through the glass varies with time as
the active medium ages. Nevertheless, the number was in the interval from 1000
to 2500 pulses per hole. The ablative drilling is a quite violent process causing
high temperature gradients at the place of drilling. This causes swelling of the
hole edges and deposition of ablated material around the edge from the side adjacent to the laser (FIGURE 5.1(a)). On the other side of the glass, a 2- to 3-times
larger piece of glass than the hole diameter is cleaved away (FIGURE 5.1(b)) close
to the end of the drilling process. The surface of the glass can be protected from
deposition of the ablated material and cleaving can be minimized by regular duct
tape on the glass surface, nevertheless, the swelling of the hole edges is always
present. In this way, the position of the channels is effectively ruled on the other
side of the glass slide as the elevated part negatively influences both the etching
mask quality and proper closing of the channels.

5.3 Lithography technique
The transition of desired channel layout on the glass prior to the actual micromachining can be achieved in several ways. Depending on the size of

FIGURE 5.1: The inlet or outlet hole drilled by laser induced ablative drilling: (a) adjacent
and ( b) opposite side to the laser (unprotected drilling).
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manufactured structures, sand blasting and laser ablation [187], direct MeV ion
beam writing [16,188], and wet or dry etching [184] can be used in order to
achieve desired resolution. For the purpose of femtoliter droplet microfluidic system, only etching techniques can achieve the required precision. Both wet and
dry etching need etching mask to allow access of the etchant to the glass in places
of planned channels while protecting it elsewhere.
The transfer of the channel layout to the glass is done via resist technology.
A layer of resist is spread on the substrate and particular technique is used to
change the chemistry of the resist in desired places. The chemically altered resist
is then removed in developer and openings in the resist layer allows to reach the
glass underneath. Photolithography is widely used for manufacturing microfluidic channels in glass [185,186,189-192] as it is much less demanding on the instrumentation and the photoresist exhibits very good masking properties – resistance against etching. In addition, photolithography is much faster compared
to other lithographic techniques for manufacturing of repetitive patterns. Inhouse photolithographic equipment has, however, limited resolution (>0.5 μm)
and the time-consuming manufacture of the photolithographic mask is a significant disadvantage for projects, where the channel layout is constantly being developed. Since the development of experimental layouts with dimensions hitting
maximum resolution of the photolithographic tool was one of the main parts of
this research project, electron beam lithography (EBL) was chosen to transfer the
layout from CAD software onto the glass substrate and PMMA A4 95016 was the
used EBL resist throughout the whole project.

5.4 Instrumentation
The manufacture of precise micrometer-sized structures puts high requirements
on clean environment and good control over surface cleanliness. Therefore, all
the following steps were performed in ISO 5 clean room. Balzers Baltec BAE 250
e-beam evaporator was used for thin film deposition, Oxford Instruments Plasmalab 80 Plus for plasma cleaning and reactive ion etching (RIE), Raith eLine for
EBL and imaging, and Carbolite CTF/12/65/550 tube furnace for thermal assisted direct bonding (TADB). In addition, common equipment of clean room
was used including fume hoods, flowboxes, hot plates, bath sonicator, optical
microscope, profilometer, and all the chemicals mentioned below. The values
stated in the text below are readouts from the instruments as no special calibration was performed for the purpose of these experiments.

5.5 General description of the process
The process of glass microfluidic chips manufacture is known from the available
literature [184-186,188,193]. These papers, however, describe manufacture of
16
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microfluidic channels in dimensions at least 1 order of magnitude larger than
those needed for droplet production on a femtoliter scale. In addition, glass is not
the most frequently used clean room material and the processing steps are not so
well established as e.g. silicon. Therefore, many manufacturing steps had to be
learned or improved to reach the required precision. In addition, great care must
be taken during the whole process to avoid any possible contamination of the
substrate. The general procedure for creating structures in the glass usually goes
as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

substrate cleaning
etching mask deposition
lithography
etching
etching mask removal
closing the channels

5.6 Substrate cleaning
The glass substrate must be perfectly clean in order to achieve good adhesion and
quality of the etching mask leading to defect-free etching. Sonication in hot acetone and mechanical scrubbing with a cotton tip effectively removes leftovers
from the tape protecting the glass during laser drilling, fingerprints and other
residues. The glass surface is then rinsed with IPA17 and dried with N2 flow. This
is followed by chemical removal of organic residues either by RIE18 O2 plasma
cleaning (120 s, 200 W, 50 sccm 19 , 40 mTorr) or by etching in Piranha solution
(H2SO4:H2O2 - 3:1) for 1 hour at 80 °C. While after the plasma cleaning the substrate is immediately ready for metal evaporation, the Piranha etch was always
followed by 3 min sonication in deionized water (dH2O) to remove the Piranha
residues completely. Despite the similar oxidation mechanism, the Piranha etch
was found to be much more effective in leaving the glass surface without any
contamination, which can be also partially linked with the post-treatment sonication. This was confirmed both visually and by dark-field microscopy.

5.7 Etching
When it comes to precise manufacture of micrometer-sized structures on glass,
both dry and wet etching techniques can be applied [194]. Either technique brings
certain pros and cons, which impact on the result. Besides the technical parameters described in the following paragraphs, there are two main differences in the
final manufactured structures. Wet etching in general provides very smooth
isopropyl alcohol
reactive ion etching
19 standard cubic centimeter per minute
17
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etched surfaces, while RIE process often suffers from high surface roughness [187,195], which is unacceptable for smooth flows in microfluidic confined
regime. More importantly, wet etching is in its nature isotropic, while the RIE
process can be highly directional and hence anisotropic. This becomes of crucial
importance for the manufacture of very small structures or structures with depth
to width aspect ratio ≥1, where the mask underetching [187,191,193,196] significantly alters the result (FIGURE 5.2, see also FIGURE 5.7(top left)). During the
development of the manufacture protocol for channels in the glass, two independent processes were developed and tested. The protocol was developed for
channel geometry able to confine droplets with volume of about 30 fL – the volume related to the excitation capabilities of the fluorescence microscope. Hence,
the procedures are tailored for manufacture of channels with characteristic
lengths, eq. (4.2), down to ≈1.3 μm and with the depth not exceeding 6 µm.
5.7.1 Dry etching
RIE is a method of dry etching, especially popular in microfabrication. It utilizes
chemically reactive plasma to react with the material. The plasma is usually generated under low pressure by radio frequency electromagnetic field. The vacuum
pumping not only allows stabilization of the plasma but also removes the products of the etching. RIE etching of SiO2 using fluoride-based precursor gas (SF6,
CF4, CHF3, or C4F8) is a well-known process [184]. However, the use of the same
chemistry is relatively limited for glass as it contains non-negligible amounts of
oxides (Na2O, CaO, and MgO), which creates non-volatile compounds during the
etching [197,198]. They redeposit on the glass surface, which results in an effect

FIGURE 5.2: Different masking strategies (left) for anisotropic dry (middle) and isotropic wet
(right) etching. The mask designed for dry etching (top left) results in well-shaped structures
when dry etching is used (top middle), while the same mask would result in destroyed structures if it would be used for wet etching (top right). The mask designed for wet etching (bottom left) would result in incomplete structures if it would be used for dry etching (bottom middle), while the same mask result in well-shaped structures when wet etching is used
(bottom right).
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known as micromasking. This leads to significant reduction of the etch rate and
high surface roughness as the non-volatile compounds redeposit on the glass surface and prevent further etching.
The way-around is to increase the ratio of physical etching (sputtering)
compared to chemical etching [193,199,200]. The predominant physical etching,
however, requires low chamber pressure conditions to work, which effectively
reduces the density of the plasma. The magnetron RIE [187,201,202] or
ICP−RIE 20 [197,198,201] offers significantly increased plasma density, but are
generally less directional compared to basic RIE. All three techniques are, in addition, effectively limited by the amount of energy transferred to the etched substrate. Physical sputtering combined with poor heat conductivity of the glass creates large temperature gradients, decrease the control over the process and decrease mask selectivity [184]. Nevertheless, interesting etching rates of about
0.6 μm·min-1 [201], 0.75 μm·min-1 [197], and 1.2 μm·min-1 [203] were reported for
ICP-RIE process. The surface roughness, however, remains an issue as it is influenced by the instrument, chosen process, and glass composition itself [195] and
its suppression requires careful fine-tuning of the process parameters.
The dominance of physical etching creates increased requirement on the
masking material as the chemical selectivity plays negligible role. Hence, the
mask must be very durable to resist the mechanical sputtering. Several masking
materials are mentioned in the available literature with the clear preference for
hard metals like Cr [195] or Ni [187,193,195,201], more rarely alumina, silica, or
silicon [195,198]. The influence of resist is usually neglected as it gets quickly
sputtered away. Even with hard metal mask, the selectivity is relatively poor for
basic RIE etching as the physical sputtering is predominant, which results to the
need for thick masks. ICP-RIE offers much better mask selectivity, reported to be
close to 1:25 [203], 1:30 [187], or even infinity [197].
The mask
The prevalent physical sputtering require relatively thick etching masks. Various
layered metal combinations were tested including Cr, Cr/Ni, Cr/Au, Cr/Au/Cr,
and Cr/Ni/Cr. From those, the Ni mask showed the highest durability in agreement with the literature, while Au as a masking material was not found to be able
to stand the dry etching process. Cr showed reasonable durability, however, the
evaporated layer on the glass tend to possess a dense network of cracks as a result
of internal stress (FIGURE 5.3(a)). After the removal of the resist layer, the RIE is
able to etch glass through those microcracks and create a random pattern of undesired channels (FIGURE 5.3(b)). Since some issues with Ni adhesivity straight
on the glass surface were observed, a thin Cr layer was always evaporated
straight on the glass surface, followed by a thick Ni layer. For etching of 4 μm
deep channels, a 10 nm Cr + 250 nm Ni mask was removed completely during
the RIE process, but 10 nm Cr + 350 nm Ni lasted without problem. It means, that
the Ni selectivity for the process with used parameters is better than 1:12, which
is already a reasonable value for etching of shallow structures.
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FIGURE 5.3: (a) SEM image of microcracks in 80 nm Cr layer evaporated on the glass. (b) RIE
etching through the dominant microcracks in 200 nm Cr layer (sample Real_1_200Cr).

Transfer of channel layout
The EBL resist was spin coated on the evaporated metal layer at 3000 RPM for
60 s, resulting in a uniform layer with a thickness of about 200 nm. Spin coating
at lower RPM resulting in thicker resist layer or hardbaking to increase the resist
durability did not show any significant improvement of the resist lifetime during
the RIE process. Since thicker resist layer generally decreases the resolution of
EBL and post-EBL hardbaking often results in filling of the exposed structures by
molten resist, the spin coating process was not altered. The exposed layout was
developed in PMMA resist developer for 40 seconds.
The etching of the metal layers through the openings in the resist brought
the need of experimental testing of suitable etchant. The Nichrome etchant
(Sigma Aldrich) could not be used as it etches Cr at much higher rates than Ni
and while the thick Ni layer is removed through the openings in the resist, the
metal layer is significantly peeled off from the sides of the chip, where the etchant
has access to the Cr interlayer. HNO3 is known as an effective Ni etchant. It does
not react with Cr, but it attacks PMMA at high concentrations. While the HNO3
concentration was found to be a crucial parameter for the survival of the resist
layer, elevated temperature was found to increase the Ni etch rate but not influence the survival of the resist layer. In addition, the increase of the water content
increases the surface tension of the etchant, which struggles to wet structures via
small openings in the hydrophobic resist. A trace amount of common cleanroom
detergent was found to effectively decrease the surface tension. The optimal etchant composition was found to be 10 % (v/v)21 HNO3 in dH2O with a drop of the
detergent. The etch rate was found to be ~100 nm∙min-1 at 70 °C, leading to removal of the Ni layer through openings in resist in less than 4 minutes, while the
first damage caused to the resist layer appeared well after >10 min.
The Cr layer was then etched by standard Chromium etchant or Nichrome
etchant (both Sigma Aldrich), which have great selectivity towards the resist and
leave the etched surfaces very clean. When none of those were available, the
home-made mixture of one part of NaOH (25 g in 100 mL dH2O) and three parts
21

volume/volume
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of K3[Fe(CN)6] (30 g in 100 mL dH2O) was used at room temperature. The etch
rate was found to be ~75 nm∙min-1.
Glass RIE etching
The Oxford Instrument Plasmalab 80 Plus offers only the possibility of basic RIE
process with Ar, O2, SF6 and CHF3 process gases. The liquid nitrogen (lN2) cooled
stage is a big advantage for keeping the sample temperature under control. Both
SF6 and CHF3 should be suitable for etching of the glass, while Ar or O2 are used
for better control of the chamber pressure or fine-tuning the quality of the etching
process. Various combinations of chamber pressure, gas flow rate, ionization
power22, and co-flowing gases were used for CHF3. The maximum achieved etch
rate was ~12.8 nm·min-1 in relative agreement with values reported elsewhere [195,199]. This etch rate, however, was achieved at low chamber pressure,
which causes unequal etch rate across the sample due to uneven pumping speed.
Even on small 20x20 mm2 sample, the etch rate on the edges of the sample
(~12.8 m·min-1) is almost three times the etch rate in the middle of the sample
(~4.5 nm·min-1). The settings resulting in even etching across the sample did not
exceeded 3 nm·min-1, a practically useless value for the etching of structures with
depth up to 6 μm.
Dry etching with SF6 showed much higher etch rates. The optimal parameters of the process, the chamber pressure (FIGURE 5.4(top left)), the flow rate of
the precursor gas (FIGURE 5.4(top right)), and the ionization power (FIGURE
5.4(bottom left)) were investigated. Low chamber pressure obviously increase
the etch rate in agreement with [201], down to 15 mTorr. The amount of available
gas is so low below this value that the plasma does not ignite, and no etching is
observed. The SF6 flow rate at constant pressure exhibits optimal value of 37 sccm
with etch rate dropping for both higher and lower flow rate. This is related to
proper ionization and proper utilization of ionized molecules before they are
pumped away from the chamber. The etch rate was found to be different in the
middle and close to the edges of the sample, similar to CHF3 etch. The difference
was, however, much smaller. The uneven etch rate was found to be dependent
on ionization power with a value of 237 W, where it balances.
A challenge often reported together with RIE etching of narrow structures
in glass is creation of so-called micro-trenches – deeper etched areas of the desired structure right beside the vertical walls (FIGURE 5.5(a)−(b)). The microtrench depth compared to the depth in the middle of the channel was found to
be dependent on so-called self-bias voltage. Self-bias voltage is a result of electron
build-up on the powered electrode of the RIE instrument. It efficiently drives the
physical etching as the electron build-up on the powered electrode attracts the
ions towards the sample. Its value is influenced by chamber pressure, ionization
power and type of process gas. The difference in depth of the channel and the
micro-trench drops with increasing self-bias voltage (FIGURE 5.4(bottom right)).
The self-bias voltage at optimal etching parameters is ~500 V, thus reaching the
minimal value. The minimization of micro-trenches at high self-bias voltages
points at their origin in chemical etching.
22

Also known as RF forward power.
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FIGURE 5.4: The dependence of SF6 RIE etch rate on different parameters measured on the
edge and in the middle of the sample. (top left) Dependence on chamber pressure at 30 sccm,
solid lines are least squares fits of an exponential functions. (top right) Dependence on flow
rate at 20 mTorr chamber pressure, solid lines are least squares fits of a quadratic functions.
(bottom left) Dependence on ionization power 30 sccm at 20 mTorr chamber pressure, solid
lines are least squares fits of a quadratic functions. (bottom right) The difference in depth of
channels and micro-trenches as a function of self-bias voltage, solid line is least squares fit of
a power function.

The optimized parameters (process gas SF6, flow rate 37 sccm, chamber pressure
15 mTorr, ionization power 240 W) led to improved etch rate >26 nm·min-1 uniformly over the whole sample. This etch rate allows etching of 4 μm or even 6 μm
deep channels in reasonable time of 150 min or 230 min, respectively. The surface
roughness, however, remains an unresolved issue as it was shown later in microfluidic tests (FIGURE 5.5(c)−(e), see also FIGURE 5.8(a)). Also, a light lateral underetching takes place (about 10 % of the full depth), which can be of a critical
importance for high precision geometries. An ICP-RIE update addresses all three
issues – micro-trenching, surface roughness, and underetching. Nevertheless,
even with basic RIE some optimization can be done.
As discussed earlier, the physical sputtering must overweigh the chemical
etching to enhance the isotropy of the process and avoid micromasking [203].
However, the chemical etching cannot be totally restricted as pure physical etching works at low etch rate, significantly degrades the etching mask selectivity
and due to poor heat conductivity of the glass leads to large temperature
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FIGURE 5.5: (a)-(b) Micro-trenches at the edges of the dry etched channel. A cross section
view. (c)-(e) Surface roughness of 4 μm deep channel (sample RIE5).

gradients, possibly leading to fracture of the sample [184]. The ratio of physical
etching can be enhanced by increase of self-bias voltage [201] or by change of the
process gas chemistry. While the self-bias voltage is dependent on pressure in the
chamber and the ionization power and both of them have given optimal values
derived from other characteristics, the addition of co-flowing gas changes the ratio of molecules chemically and physically reacting with the glass. The addition
of O2 was shown to even aggravate the underetching and micro-trenching [199]
by creation of etch catalyzing particles from the mask material, which is in accordance with our observations. On the other side, the addition of up to 50 % Ar
was shown to decrease both the surface roughness [203], micro-trenching and
underetching [197]. In addition, the physical etching can be further enhanced by
applying external bias on the powered electrode [203]. Further investigation
would be needed here, to find the optimal parameters for improved quality of
the dry etching process.
5.7.2 Wet etching
The excellent chemical durability of glass makes it an ideal material for laboratory glassware. On the other hand, the same durability limits the possibilities
when using glass as a substrate. From the liquid chemicals, only fluorine based
substances, mainly hydrofluoric acid (HF), are known to etch glass at applicable
rates. The overall reaction of HF with SiO2 goes as follows [204]:
SiO2 + 6HF → H2SiF6 + 2H2O ,
with the actual reaction path being relatively complex [205]. The etch rate is
strongly dependent on HF concentration [204] and glass composition, and can be
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controlled by simple dilution with H2O. The etch rate is also influenced by factors
like temperature, stirring, sonication and glass annealing prior to the etching [184].
In the applications with extreme requirements for precision a mixture of
buffering agent, like NH4F or HNO3 [185], and HF is used, resulting in improved
control over the etching process. Common glass contains besides SiO2 also other
oxides, which form products insoluble in HF/H2O during the etching. The addition of HCl or H3PO4 to the HF/H2O mixture removes the insoluble products and
further improves quality of the etching [184,190].
The mask
The material for etching mask used for wet glass etching must fulfil only two
basic requirements, stability in the etchant and good adhesion to the glass surface.
Many mask materials have been reported, including photoresist, amorphous and
crystalline Si, Ag, Mo, Ti, and multilayers Cr/Au and Cr/photoresist [196]. The
thin layer of masking material must meet several quality criteria including low
residual stress, stress gradient, and hydrophobicity [184]. While stress may lead
to cracks, which allow etchant to reach the glass and generate pinholes, the hydrophobicity defines if the cracks (or any other imperfections in the resist and
mask), if existing, will promote or restrict etchant propagation through them.
The photoresist alone was reported to be sufficient masking material for wet
etching of relatively shallow structures in the glass, surviving from 2 minutes in
highly concentrated HF [184,206] up to 40 minutes if specially treated and in diluted HF [186]. Thus, also PMMA, the used EBL resist, is expected to provide
sufficient protection of the underlying glass as it exhibits good stability in diluted
HF [207]. The EBL technique, however, requires a way, how to remove the electron beam induced charge from the sample. A thin metal layer is necessary to
fulfill this condition.
The Cr and Cr/Au etching masks show superior stability in both highly
concentrated and diluted HF [184,185,189,190] and in multilayer design
Cr/Au/Cr/Au were reported to successfully protect glass surface during etching of 500 μm deep holes [191]. This was a reason, why Cr/Au multilayer was
used in experiments prior to this work [16,17]. Since Cr exhibits excellent adhesivity to both glass and Au, while Au readily peels off from glass surface, the Cr
was always used as an interlayer. It was found early on, that this protocol is
overly complicated as only thin Cr layer with EBL resist is able to provide good
protection of the glass surface. The adhesivity of the Cr also provides superior
protection against notching effects [189]. Both the quality of Cr mask and PMMA
layer are then crucial for flawless results of the etching.
Certain residual stress builds up in the evaporated Cr layer, which is obvious from the microcracks on the Cr surface (FIGURE 5.3(a)). It was found, that
the size of the microcracks increases linearly with the thickness of the evaporated
Cr layer. These cracks then allow HF to reach the surface of the glass in the places
where the resist layer is damaged and cause the evolution of pinholes – the biggest issue connected to wet etching of glass. The common way how to obtain thin
metal films of better quality is evaporation at 77 K, the temperature of liquid nitrogen. Indeed, both the visual and optical microscope check showed slightly
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improved quality of the metal film, however for a price of excessive internal
stress. The sharp corners and microstructures etched to the lN2 Cr layer through
the resist act as stress concentrators. In these places, cracks are initiated and propagate away from the desired structure. The HF consequently reaches the glass
through the cracks and destroys the fine pattern of the microfluidic channels
(FIGURE 5.6(a)). In addition, the Cr mask evaporated on the glass surface cleaned
by RIE method showed poor adhesivity and caused wicking of the HF etchant
under the mask, causing unpredictable underetching (FIGURE 5.6(b)).Therefore,
only 80 nm thick Cr mask evaporated on Piranha cleaned glass at room temperature was used. The mask prepared in this way lasted without problems several
consecutive etching cycles with total depth of 12 μm.
The resist quality was found to be the most crucial parameter for positive
result of the whole etching process. Most of the failures of the etching could be
contributed to improper application of the resist or to its insufficient quality. One
of the most obvious problems is linked to old or improperly stored resist. If the
resist comes into contact with water, most often from air humidity, the water dissolves in it and evaporates during the post-baking process, creating a number of
openings in the resist layer. The openings behave the same way as exposed pattern and the following etching goes through the Cr mask to the glass, creating
visually ugly and mostly nonfunctional devices (FIGURE 5.6(c)).
There are several ways how to improve the resist durability. A slower spin
coating speed leads to thicker PMMA layer. For PMMA A4 950, 3000 RPM gives
resist thickness ~200 nm, the 2000 RPM leads to ~300 nm, and 1000 RPM to
~400 nm. Spin coating at lower speeds does not bring any further improvements
as the centrifugal field is not able to rip the excessive resist material from the
edges of the sample and the layer becomes uneven. Further thickening of the
layer could be done with more viscose resist, like PMMA A7 950 but for the price
of decreasing the resolution of the finest structures.
Another improvement of resist durability can be reached by hardbaking.
After the EBL process, the resist is heated above its melting point, in the case of
PMMA to 190 – 200 °C. This induces both chemical changes in the resist layer
leading to its significant hardening [17] and ‘self-repair’ of the liquidized polymer by filling the microdefects and also the microcracks in the Cr mask [206].
Therefore, even if the resist layer is attacked, the Cr layer with filled cracks provides excellent protection from the etchant. The process of hardbaking also
causes roundening of the sharp features exposed during the EBL as the round
shapes are energetically more favorable for the molten resist (FIGURE 5.6(d)−(e)).
This effect becomes even more significant with thicker resist layer. The fine structures can sometimes get filled with the molten resist and lead to failure of the
etching (FIGURE 5.6(f)).
The particular set of parameters for resist deposition is dependent on the
dimensions and the need for detailed preservation of the structure to-be-etched.
In general, the best results are achieved with PMMA A4 950 spin coated at
1000 RPM without hardbaking for the finest structures (~1 μm), 3000 RPM with
hardbaking for medium-sized structures (>5 μm), and 1000 RPM with hardbaking for the largest structures (>20 μm). These limits often require splitting of the
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FIGURE 5.6: (a) lN2 evaporated mask leading to corner induced cracks in the metal mask. (b)
Peeling of the Cr mask evaporated on RIE cleaned glass. (c) Pinholes etched through the
mask due to poor quality resist. (d)−(e) The effect of the hardbaking on the developed structures. (f) Hardbaking caused failure of the developed structure.

EBL+etching process to several consecutive steps. The areas of the sample, which
does not contain any exposed patterns can be additionally protected with ordinary transparent duct tape prior to any etching. This process has been proven to
be highly beneficial in order to keep the surface of the glass in perfect condition
for the next etching step.
Transfer of channel layout
The transfer of the channel layout was carried out similarly to the process described in dry etching section. The EBL resist was spin coated by the rules listed
above, according to the dimensions of the manufactured structures. The exposed
layout was developed in PMMA resist developer for 40 seconds. If possible, the
resist was hardbaked at 200 °C for 120 minutes. The PMMA is naturally hydrophobic, which is beneficial as it does not promote water-based Cr etchant wicking
through possible microdefects in the resist layer. The Cr mask was then etched
by Chromium or Nichrome etchant (both Sigma Aldrich), or by home-made
NaOH (25 g in 100 mL dH2O) and K3[Fe(CN)6] (30 g in 100 mL dH2O) mixture.
Glass wet etching
The two main challenges associated with wet glass etching is the hazardous nature of HF and the isotropic nature of wet etching. While the risks related to work
with HF can be minimized by meticulous following of safety rules, the effects
caused by isotropic etching must be simply taken into account during the layout
design. The influence of underetching on the etched structure, compared to the
layout exposed to the resist and transferred on the metal mask can be expressed
as
𝑊E = 𝑊M + 2𝐷E ,

(5.1)
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where WE is the final width of the etched structure, WM the width of the opening
in the mask, and DE the depth of etching (FIGURE 5.7(top left), see also FIGURE
5.2). The influence of the underetching grows with growing depth to width aspect ratio. While the influence is nearly negligible for wide and shallow channels,
there is an intrinsic limit for the largest depth to width aspect ratio being 1:2 with
infinitely small opening in the etch mask. Therefore, the smallest possible structure with depth 2 μm will have width >4 μm, with depth 4 μm will have
width >8 μm, and with depth 6 μm will have width >12 μm. The lateral underetching width being exactly equal to the vertical etching depth was proven in
every experiment (FIGURE 5.7(top right)).
The etch rate of HF is a function of concentration, glass composition, other
reagents, and temperature. A diluted HF solution was used for etching of the
sample, as the etched structures were relatively shallow and the slow etch rate
gives good control over the etching process. The composition of the etchant was
taken from preceding works [16,17]. The used etchant contained ~6 % (v/v) HF,
and ~0.5 % (v/v) HCl in dH2O. The etch rate was measured to be 0.64 μm·min-1,
which is about 2/3 of the value measured in [16,17]. This observation can be contributed to significantly smaller structures manufactured in this work, as the access of the fresh etchant to the glass is hampered. The etch rate was found to be
constant even for the deepest 6 μm structures if the etchant was stirred during
the etching process. If no stirring was applied, the etch rate was constantly dropping for deeper structures together with decreased isotropicity (vertical etch rate
is higher than lateral) due to impeded access of the fresh etchant to the glass and
removal of the etching products [191]. It is, however, difficult to predict the anisotropy and real depth of etching and thus, the stirring was always used. The
etched surface was very smooth with roughness similar to the original unetched
surface of the glass (FIGURE 5.7(bottom(a)-(c))). This surface provides good environment for smooth flow of confined droplets.
The effect of hardbaking is notably beneficial during the glass etching, as
the resist seems to be wet by the HF etchant despite the fact that PMMA is naturally hydrophobic. For non-hardbaked resist, the presence of possible microdefects allows the etchant to reach microcracks in the Cr mask and etch the glass
creating pinholes. The amount of pinholes is, however, reduced nearly to zero
for hardbaked resist, testifying for filling of the defects in PMMA and microcracks in the metal mask. The annealing of glass was reported to also increase
etch rate [184,189] or remove residual stress in the glass [186]. These parameters
become of crucial importance for deep etching. In our experiments, however, the
annealing did not show any measurable improvement of the process and therefore was not used.
5.7.3 Combined etching
An attempt was made to decrease the surface roughness of the surfaces etched
by RIE method by short wet etching. The glass chip protected with mask consisting of 200 nm Cr + 200 nm Ni + 40 nm Cr + PMMA resist was etched by RIE to
obtain 4 μm deep channels. The mask was removed, and the chip was immersed
in HF etchant for a time resulting to 0.5 μm etching depth. The flat glass surface
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FIGURE 5.7: (top left) Isotropic wet etching of small structures (equation (5.1)). The blue glass
is covered with grey Cr mask. Not in scale. (top right) The width of etched structures WE as
a function of the mask opening WM. The y-axis intercept is equal to 2DE. (bottom(a)-(c)) Surface roughness of 4 μm deep wet etched channels.

was expected to etch equally with the bottom of the channels, thus not changing
the depth of the channels. The width of the channels was expected to enlarge
twice the etching depth, accordingly to eq. (5.1). There was no significant change
in roughness measured by profilometer (FIGURE 5.8(a)-(b)), while small improvement could be observed visually (FIGURE 5.8(c)-(d)). The main issue, however, was the evolution of previously invisible cracks all over the sample surface
(FIGURE 5.8(e)-(f)). They can be linked to RIE attacking the glass surface via the
microcracks in thick Cr layer after the Ni layer was sputtered away. The HF etchant then accelerate the evolution of microcracks in the glass, similar to the process
described in [204]. The thicker Ni based mask, developed in the last stages of RIE
process development, should remove the issues with cracks. However, the real
benefit of HF smoothening the glass surface remains questionable.
5.7.4 3D channels
Certain functionalities of microfluidic systems requires channels with different
depths within a single microfluidic chip, like step-emulsification (FIGURE
5.9(a)) [12], trapping [160], or transition from confined to free regime (FIGURE
5.9(b)) [11]. These requirements create high demand on exact positioning and
alignment of the layout transfer, where the precision of EBL was found highly
beneficial. There are essentially two possible approaches for etching of such 3D
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FIGURE 5.8: The surface profile of 4 μm deep RIE etched channel before (a) and after (b) HF
solution treatment. The surface of the channel before (c) and after (d) HF solution treatment.
The surface of the glass substrate before (e) and after (f) HF solution treatment (sample
Real_6_Cr_Ni_Cr).

structures. The first one is sequential creation of openings in the Cr mask, first for
the deepest structure followed by repeating the spin coating, exposure, and etching sequence for every depth up to the shallowest structure (FIGURE 5.9(c)). The
depths of the structures sum up, resulting in the required depth for every structure. The main disadvantage of this process is that for second and following etching steps, the resist must be removed to allow the etching of previously preetched structures. This creates a situation, where the HF based etchant has direct
access to the microcracks in the Cr mask and usually results in serious damage
of the sample. The second, consequential, approach consist of full depth etching of
desired structure, complete removal of the old mask and deposition of the new
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one, followed by next exposure and etching sequence. This approach brings substantially better results, but it is very time consuming. In addition, the protection
of already etched structures with Cr mask requires evaporation on tilted rotation
stage and thick layers of evaporated metal.
A compromise between these two approaches is a strategy, where the structures are etched always full depth, but only the resist layer is renewed between
individual exposure and etching sequences (FIGURE 5.9(d)). The depth of etching, size of the etched structures, hardbaking, thickness of the resist, and duct
tape protection are variables, which in proper combination lead to good results.
Nevertheless, the employment of the hardbaking must be carefully considered as
the molten resist tends to flow down to the etched channels, revealing the most
vulnerable elements of previously etched structures - the edges of the channels.
After the etching of the channels by either way, the metal mask must be
removed prior to the enclosure of the channels. This is done by etching in appropriate etchant the same way as for the transfer of channel layout.
5.7.5 Conclusion on etching methods
Both dry and wet etching procedures for manufacture of microfluidic channels
in glass were developed. The RIE procedure would be very beneficial for manufacture of microfluidic chips requiring depth to width aspect ratio ≥1 or very narrow structures but it suffers from high surface roughness and micro-trenching.

FIGURE 5.9: (a) Step-emulsification 3D structure. (b) Confined to free regime transition 3D
structure. (c) Sequential etching of 3D channels. (d) Full depth etching of 3D channels.
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The wet etching is, however, sufficient for designed microfluidic chip for fully
confined femtoliter droplets and the channel profile is smooth and well defined.
Therefore, wet etching of channels in the glass was used for the microfluidic experiments. Nevertheless, for applications where the properties of wet etching
would limit the performance of the system, further fine-tuning of developed RIE
protocol in proposed way should lead to channel geometry and surface of desired quality.

5.8 Bonding
The bonding is a process of closing the channels etched in the substrate by another glass slip, the cover glass. For microfluidic applications, three main protocols are described in the literature: adhesive bonding, anodic bonding, and direct
bonding [184]. The adhesive bonding uses special polymer-based cements to ensure good adhesion between the patterned and cover glasses. The size of channels, risk of channel contamination, and mainly the presence of polymers in devices designed for fluorescence spectroscopy do not favor this technique. The anodic bonding is a useful technique for bonding of two different materials, mainly
silicon and glass. A high voltage applied across the glass/silicon device at an
applied pressure and elevated temperature causes migration of Na+ from glass
towards the negative electrode and creation of permanent chemical bond between the substrate and cover glass.
The direct bonding, however is an ideal solution for bonding of two chemically identical pieces of glass since it results in sealed channels surrounded by the
original glass only. There are two different processes that may happen when two
pieces of glass are brought together, or assembled.
1.

2.

If two planar pieces of glass with surface roughness <2 nm [184] are assembled, they adhere together by intermolecular forces including van der
Waals forces, hydrogen bonds, and dipole-dipole interactions. This technological process is called optical contact bonding and is often used for
bonding prisms and other optical components [185,208].
If two glass surfaces covered with hydroxyl groups are brought to close
proximity an activated covalent bonding will take place and 2 -OH groups
will create a covalently bonded oxygen bridge with one H2O molecule diffused in the process (FIGURE 5.10(a)) [209]. This process, however, requires even smaller surface roughness, at the scale <2 Å.

Besides the low surface roughness, both processes require meticulous cleaning of
the bonded surfaces, as the employed forces are of a very limited range and any
impurity can block the assembly process. The reported cleaning protocols almost
always include treatment in Piranha solution [186,188,192,210,211], similar to the
process described in Substrate cleaning. This treatment is known to fully cover
the glass surface with dangling hydroxyl groups. Therefore, it is believed that
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both phenomena are employed in the assembly process, even though it is often
described only as optical contact bonding.
The bonding can be further strengthened by an applied pressure and annealing [184,185], however, the bond strength is always relatively weak. For certain applications where higher bond strength is required the fusion bonding (referred as thermal assisted direct bonding (TADB) [210]) has to follow. The assembled glasses are under pressure heated up above their glass transition temperature, which allows the two pieces of glass to fuse together and virtually become
a single piece of glass. The choice of temperature and pressure are crucial as too
low values will not lead to fusion, while too high values will cause collapse of the
channels and deformation of the chip. The fusion temperature should be in the
interval of the glass transition temperature and the softening temperature [208],
which are both composition dependent. The appropriate pressure is then a function of the glass composition (temperature), surface roughness, and dimensions
of the etched structures. Successful TADB was reported on chip with deep channels under higher temperatures and pressures with glass surface roughness
~50 nm, where the use of softer glass compensates the surface roughness [210].
However, for very shallow channels, the surface roughness must be very small
as the softer glass would not only compensate for the surface roughness but
would also cause the collapse of the channels [192].
The values in the literature for temperature and pressures for soda-lime
glasses are quite consistent, reporting the temperatures 575 °C [188] or
580 °C [16,17,186,210] and the pressures 6 kPa [188], 7.3 kPa [16], and 28 kPa [210],
with the time while the sample was held at given temperatures varying from
6 hours [192] to only 20 minutes [186]. An important parameter, closely linked to
the temperature, is the cooling rate. It must be kept low to avoid thermal gradient
induced stress resulting in cracks. The reported cool down rates are from
1 °C·min-1 to 5 °C·min-1 [186,188,192].
Activation
The experimental bonding protocol is based on experiments done prior to this
work [16,17], which combines the direct and fusion bonding. They were, however, significantly altered, mainly due to the findings reported in [186,211]. A
Menzel-Gläser 18x18 mm2 #5 soda-lime glass coverslip was cleaned in acetone
and IPA following the protocol for the drilled glass. Both the glass chip with
etched channels and the cleaned coverslip were activated in Piranha solution for
1 hour at 80 °C. The activation is followed by thorough sonication in dH2O,
where the water is replaced every 3 minutes. This serves for both removal of the
Piranha residues and possible impurities. The RIE O2 plasma treatment is also
known to activate the glass surface, however, the wet activation process performs
much better in leaving the surface clean for the assembly.
Assembly
Both glasses are carefully dried with N2 flow and placed on a hot plate at 160 °C
to remove any residual humidity. The glasses are then brought into contact. If the
surfaces were properly prepared, the glasses are observably attracted to each
other, requiring no pressure to promote the adhesion. If performed correctly, the
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interface between the glasses disappear and the assembled chip looks like a single piece of glass. It requires excessive force, often leading to rupture of the glass,
to separate the individual glasses after the assembly. This further supports the
belief that both molecular forces and covalent bonds are involved in the assembly
process. The assembly process is the most demanding part of the whole manufacture, when it comes to random appearance of impurities. While a randomly
placed impurity usually does not cause troubles in other stages of the manufacture, unless directly in the place of the etched structures, an impurity even relatively far away from the channels prevents proper sealing of the channels and
causes leaking of the microfluidic system. Some authors propose to perform the
assembly under water [186,193], which should minimize the appearance of impurities, however, the success rate was found to be much lower than for the dry
assembly in our experiments.
TADB
The presence of the impurities is easy to identify as they create interference patterns (Newton's rings) concentrically placed around the impurity (FIGURE
5.10(b)). The TADB process does not soften the glass enough to flow evenly
around the small impurities before the channels collapse. Hence, if the impurities
are detected between the glasses, they must be separated, and the cleaning process must be repeated. The TADB process is carried out in a furnace under slow

FIGURE 5.10: (a) Activated covalent bonding [207]. (b) Impurity between two glasses, creating characteristic Newton's rings. (c) TADB support and weights. (d) The ready bonded chip.
Newton's rings outside of the channel areas do not interfere with proper function of the chip
(Sample 26(2)).
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N2 flow to avoid oxidation. The support and the weights are manufactured from
stainless steel (FIGURE 5.10(c)), since other tested materials do not perform optimally, e.g. brass contaminates the furnace and copper readily fuses together with
the glass. The applied pressure was 2.5 kPa, relatively low compared to previous
protocols [16,17], which significantly decreased the probability of collapsed
channels while still obtaining high quality bond. The temperature was increased
to 585 °C at the rate 5 °C·min-1 and kept constant for 2 hours. Then natural cooling was allowed, which due to the thermal insulation of the furnace was
~3 °C·min-1 at the beginning and exponentially decreasing in accordance with
Newton's cooling law. With this cooling rate, well within the reported values,
there was no need for active control of the cooling process. After cooling down
to <100 °C, the fused chip (FIGURE 5.10(d)) was used for microfluidic experiments.

5.9 Electrodes
Some techniques integrated in lab-on-a-chip devices require incorporation of
electrodes. While electrodes are rarely used for sample characterization (impedance spectroscopy [184]), they are widely implemented in all kinds of particle or
droplet manipulation. The drop-on demand, mixing, sorting, fission, and fusion [10,14,131] can be all controlled by electric fields, which require electrodes
to create these fields locally, affecting the droplets by the desired way. Many
ways how to integrate electrodes to a microfluidic chip were reported including
planar and 3D metal electrodes, extruded electrodes, channel sidewall electrodes,
insulating structures changing locally the electric field, doped silicon and doped
PDMS [184,206,212]. Some authors even use an independent system of microfluidic channels, which are filled with a low melting point alloy [213] or a saline
buffer solution [12] after the chip with channels is sealed.
In this project, the electrodes were used for droplet sorting. Since contactless
dielectrophoresis [214] fulfills all the requirements for the nature and scale of the
designed system (see 6.5.4 Droplet sorting), the electrodes were needed to create
a highly localized nonuniform electric field in the chip. Standard soft lithography
procedures were used to create 2D metal electrodes, a straightforward solution
that should work well with the available instrumentation.
The simplest way to incorporate planar metal electrodes is the evaporation
directly on the surface of the glass slide with the channels [184]. The electrodes
are then covered together with the channels by the cover glass. First, Cr was chosen as the material for electrodes due to its high melting point. The glass with
already etched channels was spin coated with PMMA and 10 nm thick layer of
aluminium was evaporated on the top to lead the EBL induced charge away from
the sample. After Al removal and resist development ~100 nm Cr was evaporated on the sample. Standard lift-off was then used to clean the areas with resist,
leaving only the metal electrodes on the sample. The assembly of the cover glass
went as expected, and even the 100 nm high electrodes did not show any sign of
separation between the patterned glass and the cover glass in the form of Newton
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rings. The consecutive thermal bonding, however, lead to two interesting observations. The electrodes were ‘leaking’ or diffusing in the bonding plane, despite
their melting point being well above the TADB temperature (FIGURE 5.11(a)).
The electrodes also partially changed color and became absolutely nonconductive (FIGURE 5.11(b)). We speculate that the first issue is connected to melting
point depression, which together with the pressure from the cover glass may lead
to such a behavior. The second issue showed to be crucial for the whole concept
of thermal treatment of metals evaporated on glass substrate and will be described in the following paragraphs.
The solution for the leaking electrodes was to immerse them deeper in the
glass. Besides the release of the pressure causing the metal to diffuse, this solution
brings two additional advantages. The contact with the cover glass is totally eliminated and, if the electrode immersion depth is half of the channel depth, the situation becomes symmetrical (FIGURE 5.11(c)), which makes the electric field effects easier to model and understand. The burial of the electrodes to half the
depth of the channels brings the need for etching of one more ‘channel’, to which
the electrode material is evaporated. That increases the possibility of defects interfering with the channels, meaning destruction of the functionality. The process
puts several requirements for the material of the electrodes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

good conductivity
thermal stability (melting point well above TADB temperature)
not attacked by Cr etchant (etching mask removal)
not attacked by Piranha (activation process)
good adhesion to the glass surface (to withstand the vigorous sonication
during activation)
acceptable solderability (connection to outer world)

These requirements virtually narrow down the choice to noble metals: Au, Pd,
and Pt. Also other metals were tested, including Ag, Al, Ni, and Cr but all of them
failed at some point, as expected. All noble metals are known for their poor adhesivity to the glass surface. To overcome this issue, usually a thin (several nm)
layer of either Cr or Ti are evaporated between the glass and the electrode material. These two metals adhere readily to both glass and noble metals, serving as a
good sticking layer. A thin layer of Cr is usually well protected by a thick layer
of noble metal and can well survive the Cr etching mask removal.
Our experiments showed that even Pd is attacked by hot Piranha solution,
leaving only Au and Pt as metals of choice. Au was chosen as the material for the
electrodes for its availability in the cleanroom. Both the Cr+Au and Ti+Au combinations can well survive all the chemical treatment, however, the TADB discriminates the Cr+Au combination as the Cr is known to diffuse to Au layer already during low temperature annealing, affecting its adhesivity, conductivity
and surface quality [215,216]. This was confirmed in our experiments (FIGURE
5.11(d)-(e)), where the quality of TADB samples with electrodes of 10 nm Ti +
50 nm Au highly surpasses the quality of 10 nm Cr + 50 nm Au. The combination
of Ti+Au was then chosen as the electrode material.
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Troubleshooting
Two more issues linked directly to glass used as the substrate material should be
mentioned. The electrodes occasionally peeled off during the sonication in dH2O
after the Piranha activation, especially towards the tips of the electrodes (FIGURE
5.6(a)). It was first thought that it is somehow related to Piranha corrosivity. The
random appearance of this effect and its link with sonication later helped to associate this problem to HF etching of the ‘electrode channels’. An improper water
rinse after glass etching may leave some etching products dissolved in water on
the microfluidic chip. As the water dries up, the capillary force drags the etching
products to the narrowest places, where the water soluble residues stay during
evaporation, lift-off, and Piranha treatment. They dissolve again during the consecutive sonication in dH2O, taking away the electrodes evaporated on them. A
careful rinsing and preventive sonication in dH2O prior to the metal evaporation
completely eliminates this issue.
The other issue stretches over the whole process of microfluidic chip manufacture. During the TADB, wherever the metal is in contact with the glass, the
troubles with lost conductivity, color change (FIGURE 5.11(b)&(g)), and occasional total disappearance of the metal were regularly present. These effects, significantly increasing the failure rate of the manufacturing process, were finally

FIGURE 5.11: (a) 'Leaking' of the Cr confined between two glasses during TADB. (b) 30 nm
thick Cr electrode connection pad after TADB. (c) Symmetrical position of the electrode relative to the channel (not in scale). The quality of (d) 10 nm Cr + 50 nm Au and (e) 10 nm Ti
and 50 nm Au after TADB. (f) The electrodes protected by a layer of SiO2 (orange) and end
of the connection pad with exposed Au for soldering (yellow). (g) The color change along
the electrode after TADB shows different stage of glass interaction with the metal.
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linked to a process known from vacuum technology as glass-to-metal seal [217].
Especially Cr, and in limited amount also Ti, readily diffuse to softened glass,
forming nonconductive oxides. The strength of this effect is dependent on many
parameters, hence explaining the random nature of observed effects. Nevertheless, the deposition of a diffusion barrier between glass and the metal, namely
SiO2, successfully suppressed these effects.
Manufacture of the electrodes
The protocol for electrode integration then goes as follows: the ‘channels’ for electrodes are manufactured as described above. Extra sonication in dH2O and RIE
O2 plasma cleaning are performed before the evaporation. Then 50 nm SiO2, 4 nm
Ti, and 50 nm Au is evaporated. The evaporation is interrupted to cover the contacting pads (FIGURE 5.11(f)) with duct tape and consequently 4 nm Ti and
50 nm SiO2 is evaporated to further protect the metal. The lift-off process in acetone removes the electrode material from everywhere except the electrodes and
consequently the Cr mask is etched away. Due to extreme corrosivity of the Piranha solution, the chips with electrodes were activated only for 5 - 10 minutes at
room temperature. Nevertheless, the shorter time of activation showed no negative influence on assembly and/or TADB quality.
The electrodes were always designed as a loop with two separate contact
pads, so the conductivity and proper connection to the outside world could be
checked. The resistance of electrodes after assembly is approximately equal to the
value which can be calculated from dimensions of the loop and the resistivity.
After TADB, the resistance drops about 25 % below the value measured before.
Conclusion on electrode manufacture
The protocol for integration of electrodes to the microfluidic chip was successfully developed, despite the challenges related to manufacture protocol limited
choice of metals and unexpected interaction of metals with the glass during the
TADB process. Nevertheless, the process of manufacture remains challenging
due to the high requirements on precision, precise alignment of the structures
and quality of the surfaces. In addition, the electrode material sometimes accidentally adheres on the channel surface (FIGURE 5.6(a)), which affects both the
electric field in the close proximity of the electrodes as well as it alters the surface
properties of the channel. This is probably due to the hardbaking process, where
the molten resist reveals certain parts of the already etched channels, where the
metal is then evaporated. Therefore, the electrode integration process still requires some fine-tuning of the parameters to avoid this effect. Examples of readymade chips are plotted in FIGURE 5.12.
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FIGURE 5.12: Examples of manufactured chips (a) 3D channels without electrodes, (b) simple channels with one pair of electrodes, and (c) 3D channels with two pairs of electrodes.

6

Operation of a microfluidic system

The manufacture of a microfluidic chip is all done in the cleanroom environment
due to its great sensitivity to any contamination. After the bonding process, the
channels are well protected, and the microfluidic chip becomes surprisingly resistant to outside environment. Therefore, all the following procedures and microfluidic experiments were executed in regular laboratory environment, without any special precautions taken when working with the chip.

6.1 World-to-chip interface
Similar to integrated circuits, the microfluidic devices cannot work independently. Despite the great integration of functionalities on the chip, they inevitably depend on connection with peripheral devices. With growing complexity,
not only fluidic connections but also power supply and data interchange with the
chip must be enabled. Despite the boom of the microfluidic technology, there is
no systematic approach in the macro-to-micro interfaces, especially when it
comes to the transportation of the fluids. The individual technical solutions usually come together with a particular microfluidic system. The existing solutions
are summarized in several reviews [218,219].
The design of world-to-chip interface for a particular system is based on
several requirements given by the nature of the microfluidic experiment, used
reagents, pressures, and the material of the chip. The design must take into account whether the microfluidic chip is designed as disposable or for repeated use.
While the connectors for disposable chips should be fast and easy to connect and
disconnect, the connectors for repeatedly used chips can be permanent. While the
first system usually requires complex custom-made holders, the permanent connectors are often simply glued or utilize commercially available fittings [184].
The time-consuming design of a socket-like [220] holder for microfluidic chips is
in longer time balanced by no need for connecting of every single chip. The design for repeated use, however, must take into account a number of parameters,
which, compared with permanent connectors cannot be altered from chip to chip.
These include geometrical parameters: configuration of the outlets (connecting
from the edges [221] or from the surface [220] of the chip), field of view, the area
of the connectors, compatibility with the microscope, ease of assembly, and configurability of the holder; processing parameters: pressure and temperature tolerances, material compatibility, dead volume; and last but not least the cost.
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The developed microfluidic chips are designed for repeatable use. However, the
development of a functional channel network caused that every chip was used
virtually only once, as observations were immediately used for improvements in
a new chip. This prototype testing raised a need for a socket-like microfluidic
holder for repeatable use. The holder (FIGURE 6.1(a)&(c)) was designed following the dimensional requirements given by the microfluidic chip and the focal
length of the used microscope objectives (Nikon LU Plan 50x/0.55 NA, Olympus
NeoSPlan 5 NIC 0.13, Olympus NeoSPlan 10 NIC 0.25). Due to the placement on
the microscope stage, the tubes bringing the fluids were placed from the sides of
the bulk brass machined holder, which also allowed easier manipulation. The
expanded ends of PTFE23 1/16″ OD - .020″ ID tubes were sealed to the side of the
holder body via 0.74x1.02 O-rings. The L-shaped 1 mm holes drilled into the body
of the holder lead the fluids towards the microfluidic chip (FIGURE 6.1(a)& (b)).
The interface between the holder and the microfluidic chip is again sealed with
O-rings. The tight seal is in both cases secured by brass lids tighten to the holder
body. The holder is equipped with a temperature probe port, which together with
a Peltier heater/cooler allows experiments at chosen temperatures (see 6.2.2 Silinization in enclosed channels).
The holder has integrated one important functionality, which is - to the author's best knowledge - not discussed elsewhere. The flow rate at which the channel network is designed to work is in the range24 50 – 5 000 fL·s-1. Even using
maximum available pressure and taking into account different dynamic viscosity
of air and the liquids in question, the maximum flow rate for bringing the fluids
to the chip is ~1.2 nL·s-1 (see eq. (4.12)). Since the inner volume of the 30 cm long
supply tube together with the L-shaped channel inside the holder is close to
80 000 nL, the filling times become ridiculously long. The air vent valves integrated into the holder body (FIGURE 6.1(b)) decrease the filling volume more
than 40-times, significantly reducing the filling time. Taking into account the
compressibility of air, the experimental filling time drops to reasonable
~10 minutes.
Minimization of the dead volume is a critical part of the design of a microfluidic system. The dead volume is a portion of internal volume of the system,
which is out of the flow path [222]. The fluids entering this volume may not be
recovered or they can recover at random time, which makes the microfluidic system unpredictable. This is of crucial importance when different samples share
the same path as they can contaminate each other [223]. The holder was not designed for experiments requiring change of samples within individual experiments, therefore the dead volume issue was not systematically solved in the
holder design. On the other hand, the reagents used in this project are homogenous so there was no expected risk of contamination.
The electrodes were connected by soldering of thin wires straight on the
electrode pads on the edge of the chip. Since the flux from tin based soldering
alloy was found to be aggressive towards the material of the pads, pure indium
was used instead. Since molten indium wets glass, the design of the electrode
23
24

polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon)
Droplet formation at ~600 mbar measured during the most recent experiments.
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pads with strips of exposed glass (FIGURE 5.11(f)-(g)) further strengthens the
connection. The connection was finally casted in superglue (FIGURE 6.1(d)) and
covered with paper tape to rule out the possibility of conductive contact with the
holder.
The developed holder is robust, allows fast change of the microfluidic chip,
and is capable of virtually unlimited number of uses. It was tested to reliably
work under pressure of more than 5 bars with no observed leaks and at temperatures ranging from 10 °C to 80 °C. The holder offers chemically resistant environment, where the reagents come in contact only with the PTFE supply tubes,
brass, and O-rings. The next generation, however, could benefit from integrated
electrical connectors and larger field of view. Also the dead volume miniaturization should be systematically addressed.

6.2 Surface properties of the channels
The type of emulsion - W/O or O/W - generated in a microfluidic system is determined by the different behavior of oil and water at the liquid - channel wall
interface (see 4.4.1 Droplet formation in open and confined systems). The liquid,
which wets the channel surface better will become a continuous phase, whereas
the other liquid will form droplets. The stability of the system increases with increasing difference between the contact angles25 of the two liquids in question.
While many polymers are naturally hydrophobic and thus suitable for W/O
droplet formation, glass surface is intrinsically hydrophilic. Hence, the glass
channels are incapable of forming W/O emulsions without further surface

FIGURE 6.1: (a) The L-shaped holes in holder body bring liquids towards the microfluidic
chip. (b) An air vent allows much faster filling of the inlet tubes. (c) A picture of holder with
assembled microfluidic chip. (d) Detail of connected electrodes.

25

A measure of wetting abilities of a given liquid on particular surface.
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treatment. The most primitive way is to fill the channels with the continuous oil
phase prior to droplet formation [134] or even store them filled with the oil
phase [141]. After injection of the water phase, the channel is able to function for
certain amount of time with the oil covered surface mimicking hydrophobic behavior. This approach, however, as also confirmed in our early experiments, suffers from poor repeatability and works only for short periods of time until the
water phase reaches the glass walls and reverses the emulsification process.
6.2.1 Hydrophobic treatment of the glass surface
A permanent change of channel surface character to (super)hydrophobic is usually achieved either by creating artificial roughness repelling water [224], or by
chemical modification, where amphiphilic molecules are bonded to the glass surface, creating a hydrophobic surface. This technique represents significant improvement of Langmuir-Blodgett monolayers, utilizing direct adsorption on
solid surface without the need for specific instrumentation [225]. There is a wide
variety of molecules, which can covalently bond to the surface and a plethora of
approaches how to run the glass surface treatment [185,226,227]. Nevertheless,
the most studied and established systems for glass surface treatment use silane
chemistry [226,228], namely organosilanes [229]. Their silane end bonds to glass,
while the functional group on the other side of the hydrocarbon chain determines
the properties of the surface [230]. The assembly is a spontaneous molecular process [225], which at ideal conditions results in a tightly packed monolayer, often
referred as self-assembled monolayer (SAM). The process of introducing silane
based chemistry on the glass surface is called silinization [123,144,231-233].
The silinization of glass almost exclusively uses the trichlorosilane functional group for bonding of the organosilane on the surface [225,231]. This reactive group is physisorbed on the glass surface, hydrolyzed and subsequently covalently bonded to the glass surface via hydroxyl groups on its surface [231]. The
densely packed molecules cross-link, thereby further strengthening the SAM,
and reaching virtually infinite shelf-life [232,234]. The functional group on the
other end is the hydrocarbon chain alone, strongly repulsing water from the
treated surface. This surface is, however, perfectly suitable only for hydrocarbon
based oils. The employment of oils based on different chemistry requires utilization of silinization molecules with different functional group [14,127,142,235].
The creation of a hydrophobic surface on glass is a process, which in general
consist of 5 steps [228,231].
1.

Choice of chemistry: There are several key factors, which determines the
success of SAM creation and its quality. The choice of silinization chemistry is a tradeoff between molecules with short hydrocarbon chains, which
still allows water molecules to reach the glass surface [232] but are more
likely to self-assemble to flawless SAM; and molecules with long hydrocarbon chains, which protects the glass surface better but are more difficult
to work with [225]. The most often used molecule for creating hydrophobic glass surface, compatible with hydrocarbon oils, is
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2.

3.

octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) [230-233,236], but also other systems like
vinyltriethoxysilane [224] or octyltriethoxysilane [237] are used.
Cleaning and hydroxylation: These two steps are often not distinguished
in the literature, mostly due to the reason that many cleaning protocols
inherently introduce hydroxyl groups on the glass surface. Nevertheless,
the aim of cleaning is to remove impurities and contaminants, while the
aim of hydroxylation is to hydroxylate the surface, an inevitable requirement for covalent bonding of the silane molecules (FIGURE 6.2(a)). The
cleaning is done by usual cleanroom procedures such as cleaning with acetone, IPA, and sonication; while the hydroxylation is reached by oxidative treatment, e.g. Piranha etch [181,230,238], exposure to UV radiation [232] alternatively enhanced by O2 atmosphere [234], H2O2 treatment [225], HNO3 and NaOH treatment [239], or oxygen plasma RIE activation [231].
Treatment: the treatment itself is a very delicate operation, success of
which critically depends on many parameters. First, the formation of a
high quality monolayer is critically dependent on the presence of a trace
amount of water (FIGURE 6.2(b)) [229,234,240]. While the total absence of
water leads to incomplete monolayer, excess of water causes uncontrollable formation of multilayers and in the worst case leads to precipitation of
the OTS in the form of flakes. The control of water content is especially
challenging taking into account, that already regular air humidity means
too much water and often causes formation of precipitations during silinization with OTS [231,239]. The presence of water is even more important
than complete hydroxylation. Glass, due to its composition, cannot be
fully covered by hydroxyl groups [227] but with the right amount of water
complete monolayers can be formed, which means that cross-linking can
hold surface active molecules in their places even if they are not bonded
to the glass surface [233]. The deposition of OTS can be performed either
from vapour or liquid phase. The vapour deposition is done usually in vacuum and the evaporating OTS molecules are the only component [12,127,231]. This system is less vulnerable to many external influences; however, it lacks the control of water presence. The wet deposition
brings the OTS to the surface dissolved in a suitable solvent. The trace
amount of water is introduced on the glass surface just prior to the silinization by rinsing in water and drying with cold air [230,231] or by moderate heating [232], flow of water vapour [230], or water saturated N2 [234].
Strong organic solvents are used as an OTS carrier, e.g. toluene [182,235,238,239], hexane [238], benzene, acetone, ethanol [231,233], or
bicyclohexyl [230]. The trace amount of water in solvent is also reported
as crucial, with an ideal concentration of ~1.5 mg·L-1 [233]. With this requirement, toluene and benzene were found to be the most effective solvents as the amount of water possible to dissolve in them converges to this
value. In the case, where neither toluene nor benzene can be used, hydrocarbon oils with chain length matching the length of the hydrocarbon
chain in the organosilane [232,233] are used, making hexadecane ideal for
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5.

silinization with OTS [181,225,230,234,240,241]. Due to poor water solubility in hexadecane, the carrier liquid often contains up to 30 % of carbon
tetrachloride, chloroform or a mixture thereof [225,230,232,234] which
helps both to dissolve the chlorinated functional group [232] and introduce the necessary amount of water into the system [234]. The length of
the hydrocarbon chain in the active molecule directly determines the optimal silinization temperature [230], which must be, in the case of OTS below ~18 °C [232,234,239]. The concentration of OTS in the solvent does not
vary greatly amongst the reported protocols, being in the interval
0.4 mL·L-1 [232,233,239] to 5 mL·L-1 [181,230,240]. The time of glass immersion in the OTS solution varies from 1 minute [225,234,240] to 1
hour [232,233] with an observation that the silinization over 15 minutes
neither further improve nor decrease the quality of the surface [239].
Improvement: Immediately after the treatment the glass surface must be
rinsed to remove unbonded OTS and prevent their polymerization due to
the air humidity. All possible solvents are used for rinsing, usually following the carrier liquid chemistry in the case of organic solvents. For the hydrocarbon based carrier liquids, methanol [240], chloroform [225,230,239],
acetone [239], and ethanol [181] are reported as suitable rinsing agents.
The created layer is metastable, and the rearrangement and bonding of the
functional groups is still ongoing after the rinsing [239]. This cross-linking
process can be enhanced by post-treatment baking and it significantly improves the quality of the final layer [232,235,238,241], with the reported
temperatures varying from 110 °C to 200 °C and times from 1 to 24 hours.
Removal (optional): the incomplete, damaged or worn-off hydrophobic
layer can be removed by oxidation and repeatedly redeposited [231]. This,
however, brings a limitation to the employment of OTS treated glass surfaces in the high pH environment, where the Si-O-Si bond is readily hydrolyzed, and the hydrophobicity is destroyed [226].

6.2.2 Silinization in enclosed channels
The surfaces silinized prior to bonding of the glass chips would restrict the assembly of the glasses as both the activation of the glass surface and the temperature used during TADB process would destroy the hydrophobic layer [236].
However, the majority of papers dealing with silinization describe treatment of
open surfaces. There is only very limited amount of papers reporting silinization
in glass channels [181,240]. In addition, the described systems are relatively large
compared to the system developed in this work. Since vapour deposition was
excluded already at the beginning due to the lack of control of water content and
small dimensions of the channels, the liquid deposition protocol was developed.
The challenges, mostly related to the size of the system and the chemical compatibility, are described in the following paragraphs. The final silinization procedure
is based on protocols of hydroxylation [239], OTS solution [234], and baking [238].
The reagents used were regular laboratory solvents, only OTS (≥90 %) and hexadecane (99 %) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received.
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Choice of chemistry: Since the microfluidic channels are made of glass and
a hydrocarbon oil is planned as continuous phase, OTS was chosen as the
molecule for hydrophobic treatment of the channel surfaces. The polar
head group -SiCl3 bonds to glass, while the long-chain alkyl
group -(CH2)17CH3 creates a hydrophobic environment (FIGURE 6.2(a)).
Cleaning and hydroxylation: The etched microfluidic channels are thoroughly cleaned prior to their enclosure, with the last step being a long Piranha treatment, which besides the activation of the glass surface also removes possible contaminants. Due to the small channel dimensions, there
is little risk of contamination after the TADB. Hydroxylation in the enclosed channels is possible only by injecting strong oxidizing agent in the
channels. The attempts to flow Piranha solution through the microfluidic
network showed that the brass holder supplying the solution for the microfluidic chip is strongly attacked, which leads to contamination and failure of the chip. The microfluidic chip can be treated with Piranha also by
applying a drop of the solution on the inlet hole since the channels get
filled by capillary force. The open manipulation with hazardous Piranha
solution, the inherent inability to continuously supply fresh solution for
more effective treatment, and the tricky consequent rinsing of the microfluidic network strongly disfavor this solution. The most practical hydroxylation method was the surface treatment right after the TADB process. The
activation process prior to the TADB hydroxylates the glass surface (FIGURE 5.10(a)) and there is still enough surface -OH groups preserved after
the thermal bonding. Since complete coverage of the surface by hydroxyl
groups is not required for successful silinization [233], it is possible to
completely skip the cleaning and hydroxylation step for freshly bonded
chips26. In either case, the high surface energy after Piranha treatment [230]
makes the channels sensitive to possible impurities, which come into contact with them, hence special attention must be paid to the purity of the
reagents during silinization.
Treatment and rinsing: The chip can be removed from the TADB furnace,
when it has cooled down to <100 °C. Since the high temperature during
TADB process leaves the channel surfaces totally dry, the chip is filled
with dH2O and dried by flow of N2 until no visible signs of water presence
are observed. This cold drying preserves necessary water molecules adsorbed on the glass surface [232]. The OTS solution is then injected into the
channels either via one or two of the inlets in a way that uniform flow of
the solution is established in every part of the chip. The toluene-based solution 1s not applicable as formation of gel blocking the small channels
was observed, possibly by a gelation process reported in [242]. The hexadecane-based solution was found to be too viscose for the cross section of
the smallest channels. In addition, the melting point of hexadecane is
~18 °C, which restricts the silinization at ideal temperature. The addition

This approach virtually prohibits utilization of RIE O2 activation prior to TADB. As it was
found during silinization experiments, the directionality of the treatment causes incomplete
hydroxylation on vertical walls of the channels and thus a defective silane layer.
26
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of chlorocarbons allows creation of a hydrophobic layer but the repeatability of the process is very low. In addition, the consequent rinsing in
chloroform or carbon tetrachloride resulted in nearly 0 % yield of usable
chips as they often got filled with a liquid solidifying inside of the channels
during the drying process. Since the longer rinsing times resulted in
higher failure probability, a material incompatibility was thought to be the
issue [243]. Indeed, after change of O-ring material from NBR to Viton®,
the majority of solvent related issues disappeared. The final OTS solution
composition is 1 mL of hexadecane, 150 μL of CCl4, 50 μL of water saturated mixture of 3CHCl3+2CCl4, and 10 μL of OTS. This solution is pushed
through the chip for 60 minutes, while the chip is kept at 16 – 17 °C by
Peltier-based thermostat (FIGURE 6.2(c)). Attention must be paid to the
direction of flow if the microfluidic network contains 3D structures. While
the flow from shallow regions to deep ones does not cause any issues, it is
virtually impossible to avoid blockage of the chip caused by small impurities at deep to shallow intersection. After 1 hour, the solution is pushed
out by a N2 flow and the chip is filled and rinsed with IPA at room temperature. Besides being miscible with both hexadecane [244] and chlorocarbons, IPA has an ideal cleaning properties leaving almost no residues
after drying. The chip is then dismounted from the holder and both the
holder and the chip are carefully washed with IPA. This step is necessary
for cleaning of the large dead volumes on the chip-holder interface and in
the holder itself. The chip is then returned back to the holder for more IPA
rinsing, repeating IPA and N2 cycles until the chip is perfectly dry. The
dead volumes inside of the chip sometimes also resulted in improper
cleaning, which led to changing the design to nearly zero dead volume,
however, at the expense of higher requirements for the positioning of input and output holes (FIGURE 6.2(d)-(e)).
Improvement: The chip is cured on a hot plate at 200 °C for 2 hours [238].
This process sometimes even cures the surfaces, which right after the OTS
look improperly silinized but still do not restrict the flow. If the chip contains electrodes, the soldering must take place not earlier than after this
step as both indium and cyanoacrylate melts at temperatures below 200 °C.
Removal (optional): The oxidation, which would remove the hydrophobic
layer inside of the microfluidic channels could be achieved e.g. by Piranha
treatment. Despite the challenges linked to employment of Piranha in microfluidic chips described earlier, the size of the system designed in this
work is a major problem. The precipitates formed when some parameter
is wrong immediately pile up in the narrowest place of the chip causing
permanent blockage. This blockage leads to halt of the flow. Since the flow
is blocked, the Piranha solution cannot proceed through the microfluidic
channels and such a chip is useless. The hydrophobic layer itself was not
observed to wear off or get damaged even after 2 years of use and storage
in ambient air. Therefore, there was no need to test the removal of hydrophobic layer from chips with working flow.
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FIGURE 6.2: (a) A scheme proposed for the silinization reaction. (b) Influence of water content on the silinization reaction. (c) Cooling the holder during silinization. (d) Dead volume
difficult to clean from OTS solution. (e) Improved dead volume design. An inline filter can
be seen in the bottom part of the figure. Figure (a) reprinted with permission from [230].
Copyright 1994 American Chemical Society. Figure (b) reproduced from [227] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

The developed protocol for liquid silinization of micrometer-sized microfluidic
channels is very sensitive to many factors, however, highly repeatable if performed properly. While the reagents do not require any special improvements
prior to their use; the water content, temperature during silinization, proper rinsing and baking are crucial for a perfect result. The success rate of silinization process is well over 90 % and the created hydrophobic surfaces do not change their
properties even after heavy use and during long periods of dry storage. The detailed protocol for manufacture and surface treatment of the microfluidic chip is
attached at the end of this manuscript as Appendix B.
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6.3 Instrumentation
All microfluidic experiments were pressure driven by Fluigent pressure controllers. The MFCS FLEX controller with 4 channels providing maximum pressures
of 345 mbar (1x), 69 mbar (2x), and 25 mbar (1x) was used successfully at the beginning of the project [17,18], however, the shrinking dimensions of the system
required higher pressures (see eq. (4.12)). The MFCS EZ controller with 2 channels providing a maximum pressure of 2000 mbar (2x) was used for most of the
microfluidic experiments described below. Two in-house N2 gas lines with pressure regulators up to 5 bar were used for the silinization process, rinsing, and
drying of the chip. The Fluiwell system was used to feed the microfluidic chip
with liquids. The functionalities of the microfluidic chip were observed using an
Olympus BH2-UMA upright microscope equipped with Olympus NeoSPlan
5 NIC 0.13 and Olympus NeoSPlan 10 NIC 0.25 objectives. The Logitech
C310 HD webcam was used to capture the field of view. The videos and photos
were recorded in Logitech webcam software, while time-lapse videos were recorded in Yawcam software.

6.4 Reagents
The choice of reagents was built upon the properties of the disperse phase - the
water solution of carbon nanotubes. Modern, commercially available microfluidic systems almost exclusively work with the system of fluorinated surfaces,
fluorinated oils and fluorinated emulsifiers [12,14,120,245,246]. The advantages
of fluorine based systems is mainly the stability of the water droplets and compatibility with polymer-based microfluidic devices. The search for a suitable oil
for continuous phase in a glass microfluidic chip is part of former work [18]. Since
the limitations prevailing for many polymer-based microfluidic chips do not apply for glass systems, linear hydrocarbon oils can be used. The linear hydrocarbon oils, liquid at room temperature – from pentane to heptadecane, offer wide
selection in parameters like viscosity, density and solubility in water (TABLE 6.1).
Due to the microfluidic application, n-decane was chosen for its viscosity being
similar to that of water. The emulsions created from water and decane commonly
utilize sorbitan emulsifiers (SPAN family) [118,119,132,143,247-249], polyethoxylated sorbitan emulsifiers (TWEEN family) [149,250], or their mixture [139,251,252]. The Sorbitan monooleate (SPAN 80) and Polyethylene glycol
sorbitan monooleate (TWEEN 80) were used as emulsifiers in this study. The
HLB values are 4.3 and 15.0, respectively, and their mixing allows preparation of
an emulsifier with virtually any HLB value from the given interval [136,137,253].
The microfluidic experiments in this section were performed with Type II purified water from Millipore Elix UV 3 system with resistivity >10 MΩ∙cm and TOC
<30 ppb without any further treatment. The interface of the used liquids and natural versus OTS treated glass surface is plotted in FIGURE 6.3.
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TABLE 6.1: Physical properties of alkanes and their solubilities when in contact with water [254,255].

Pentane
Hexane
Heptane
Octane
Nonane
Decane
Undecane
Dodecane
Tridecane
Tetradecane
Pentadecane
Hexadecane
Heptadecane
H2O

Density

Melting
point

Boiling
point

(g∙mL-1)

(°C)

(°C)

0.626
0.661
0.680
0.703
0.718
0.730
0.740
0.750
0.756
0.762
0.769
0.770
0.777
1.000

-130
-95
-91
-57
-54
-30
-26
-10
-5
5
13
18
22
0

36
69
98
126
151
174
195
216
234
255
270
287
302
100

Solubility
in water
(µL·L-1)
25 °C
63.978
20.264
3.681
0.902
0.230
0.055
0.013
0.008
0.006
0.005
0.004
0.004
0.004
N/A

Water
solubility
(µL·L-1)
25 °C
66.427
63.067
59.409
56.961
54.448
52.172
50.117
48.342
46.542
44.943
43.560
41.981
40.852
N/A

Viscosity
(mPa·s)
20 °C
0.24
0.30
0.39
0.54
0.71
0.92
1.19
1.50
1.88
2.34
2.86
3.47
N/A
0.89

6.5 Operations on the microfluidic chip
The following paragraphs describe developed functionalities of the microfluidic
system with particular focus on the solutions required for CNT sorting application. The droplet formation, droplet stability, storing, trapping, and sorting were
iteratively designed and tested as they form an interlinked system, where every
change tends to influence the behavior of the whole system. The experimental
results are presented together with general considerations and possible solutions
for systems with different requirements.

FIGURE 6.3: The reagents used in microfluidic experiments (20 μL) and their contact angle
with (a) untreated glass, (b) silinized glass.
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6.5.1 General description
The design aims at development of a microfluidic system with continuous droplet formation at very low frequencies. The simplicity of the manufacture and low
requirements for peripheral instrumentation is a key requirement for eventual
parallelization of the sorting. Therefore, the geometries for creation, transport
and trapping of femtoliter droplets were all developed as passive with the sorting
valve being the only actively controlled element of the chip. The general layout
of the system is plotted in FIGURE 1.1.
The depth to width aspect ratio of manufactured channels is always >1:2
due to the isotropic nature of wet etching (see Glass wet etching, p. 98), which is
the determining condition for the design of the microfluidic system. The droplets
with diameter larger than the depth of the channel are then confined at least from
the bottom and the top and in this configuration, resulting in general reluctance
to move with the flow of the continuous phase (see 4.3.6 Flow of confined droplets), unless confined also from the sides or in high velocity flow of the continuous phase.
The movement of the liquids inside of the microfluidic channel with quasirectangular rather than square cross section (FIGURE 5.7(top left)) did not show
any fundamental discrepancies from the expected behavior defined in equations
(4.12)–(4.15). The non-linear flow patterns could be observed in places, where the
width, depth, or direction of the channel abruptly changes. Together with minimizing the dead volumes on the chip, smooth transitions and straight channels
are preferred in the design. The inlet holes are connected straight to the channels
(FIGURE 6.2(e)). Several tested geometries of the channel width change are plotted in FIGURE 6.4(b) – (e). The subtle change of the channel width (FIGURE 6.4(e))
was found to minimize the pile up of possible impurities and creation of a plug.
In addition, a particle trap was designed as inline filter with ‘pore’ size smaller
than the narrowest place in the channel (FIGURE 6.4(a), see also FIGURE 6.2(e)).
6.5.2 Droplet formation
The production of femtoliter droplets in fully confined regime brings high requirements for the size of the manufactured structures, which need to match the droplet dimensions not only in the vertical but also in the horizontal dimension. The
droplet production in non-confined regime allows easy production of droplets

FIGURE 6.4: (a) In-line microfluidic filter. (b) – (e) Various geometries of the channel width
change.
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much smaller than the channel dimensions [12,123,140,148,153] and eases the
manufacturing, however, it lacks the possibility of droplet formation at low frequencies and complicates further precise positioning and trapping. The essential
need for regular supply of droplets for a trap, where a droplet would stay stationary for the time of measurement and then allow the next droplet to enter, led
to the development of a fully confined microfluidic system, where the droplets
behave as plugs, filling the full cross section of the channel (FIGURE 4.3).
The size of a droplet is the determining factor for the dimensions of the
channel network in a microfluidic system working in the fully confined regime.
The expected length of individualized SWCNTs, the cross section of the focused
laser beam for excitation of fluorescence signal, and the possibilities of manufacture led to the requirement that the droplet's spherical diameter should stay below
5 μm (volume ≤65 fL). This size of droplets is unprecedented, since the vast majority of microfluidic devices described in the literature are in nanoliter to picoliter domain [12], with very few exceptions [12,14,148,159]. The formation and
manipulation of droplets in such a miniaturized system brings a new set of challenges with precision of manufacture, control of pressure and flow rate, purity of
liquids, and interactions of materials at highly curved interfaces.
All the functionalities of the microfluidic system described below were developed with the aim for manipulation of droplets with the diameter ≤5 μm. Due
to the quasi-rectangular shape of the wet-etched channels, the droplets have a
shape of ‘noodles’ or flat cylinders rather than spheres (FIGURE 6.5(a)). Therefore,
the depth of the channels must be smaller than the planned droplet diameter. The
basic depth used in the majority of manufactured channels was 2 μm. Together
with the underetching (FIGURE 5.7(top left)), the smallest achievable channel
width is ~5 μm. Three droplet formation geometries were developed and tested.
•

•

The step-emulsification geometry (FIGURE 6.5(b)&(c), supplementary
movie M127,28 ) produces highly monodispersed (<1 %), densely packed
droplets. The size of the droplets is largely geometry dependent, while the
frequency of formation is ruled by net pressure or net flow rate (FIGURE
6.6(left)). The droplet diameter was found to fluctuate around the value of
4-times the depth of the channel prior to the step, slightly depending on
the pressure ratio of the continuous and disperse phase (FIGURE
6.6(right)). This finding is in partial disagreement with [14,146], where
3-times the depth dependence was observed. The system reaches up to
3 kHz droplet formation frequency at pressure of 3 bar applies on both
continuous and disperse phase. The frequency can be further increased by
increasing the applied pressure.
The flow-focusing geometry (FIGURE 6.5(d)&(e), supplementary movie
M229), produces monodisperse droplets, usually well separated by continuous phase. The droplet formation frequency and droplet sizes are given
by similar rules as in the step-emulsification geometry. However, multiple
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Detailed information about the supplementary movies can be found in Appendix C.
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•

capillary number dependent droplet formation regimes can take control
over the droplet formation and abruptly change the droplet formation
characteristics [120,156].
The T-junction geometry is the only geometry allowing production of
droplets in fully confined regime. The confined regime significantly influences the droplet formation frequency and droplet size, making the Tjunction system highly dependent on geometry of a particular system.

T-junction
The spectroscopy of single CNT in a droplet requires integration time long
enough to distinguish the signal from the noise. The time sufficient for reliable
detection of a single nanotube was proposed30 to be ~1 s, hence the goal for droplet formation frequency was about 1 Hz. Since one of the main advantages of microfluidics lies in the possibility of fast screening [256], the general effort is focused on the development of systems with high droplet formation frequency. A
plethora of papers describe physics, manipulation techniques, and channel geometries for high frequency droplet formation. On the other hand, there is very
little activity in the field of droplets produced at ultralow frequencies. This is easy
to understand, as the slow formation of droplets, especially with the size needed
in this experiment, is related to a large set of issues, especially to instability of
droplet formation [162,251]. The pressure actuated drop-on-demand approach
was tested but the response of the system was too slow [14], while the stability of
the whole microfluidic system was disturbed in an unacceptable way. Other
drop-on-demand techniques were not tested as they employ active elements and
their employment was not preferred in order to keep the system as simple as
possible.

FIGURE 6.5: (a) Droplets with the same volume in confined and free regime. (b) Step-emulsification (chip 26, oil 3 bar, water 3 bar). (c) Step-emulsification detail. d) Flow-focusing
(chip 18, oil 0.5 bar, water 0.25 bar). (e) Flow-focusing (chip 18, oil 0.3 bar, water 0.28 bar).
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Based on measurements of highly diluted CNT dispersion in microfluidic channel.
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FIGURE 6.6: (left) Droplet formation frequency as a function of net pressure in step-emulsification geometry. Different colors mark experimental series with set water pressure. (right)
Droplet diameter as a function of pressure ratio in step-emulsification geometry. Different
colors mark experimental series with set water pressure.

Step-emulsification and flow-focusing are two examples of droplet formation geometries with excellent performance at relatively high flow rates and high droplet formation frequencies. However, they totally fail in spontaneous droplet formation in confined regime at low frequencies. The T-junction geometry, even
though relatively rarely used, was found to be capable of regular spontaneous
droplet formation even at frequencies below 1 Hz, with the monodispersity <5 %.
The droplet break off in T-junction geometry is determined only by capillary number 𝐶𝑎 = 𝜂𝑣 ⁄𝜎, eq. (4.6). When Ca reaches a certain value, the droplet
formation occurs. This value is constant for a particular channel geometry [10].
Since the viscosity η and interfacial tension σ are constant for a given experiment,
the increase of continuous phase velocity will trigger the change of the flow pattern from laminar co-flow to droplet formation [152]. The flow of two liquids at
the T-junction gradually changes from a laminar co-flow via squeezing and dripping to a jetting regime [152,257,258] with growing capillary number (FIGURE
6.7). An exotic balloon regime is possible to achieve only with highly asymmetric
geometries [150].
Since the droplet formation frequency inherently increases with increasing
capillary number, the squeezing regime is the most suitable for low frequency
droplet production. The cross section of channels used for the T-junction was
5x2 μm2, on the edge of physical possibilities of wet etching with 2 μm channel
depth. The regularity of droplet production is strongly affected by the shape of
the water inlet. Since hydrophobic, the long narrow channel bringing water to
the T-junction (FIGURE 6.4(b)&(c)) is filled with the continuous phase after droplet break off due to the capillary force. An increased pressure is needed to overcome this effect, which often leads to reverse flow of water in the channel bringing oil to the T-junction. Funnel shaped water inlets (FIGURE 6.4(d)&(e), supplementary movie M331) minimize this effect and were exclusively used.
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FIGURE 6.7: Droplet formation regimes in T-junction geometry. Figure reprinted from [150],
Copyright 2016, with permission from Elsevier.

Droplet formation frequency
Droplet formation frequency in a T-junction is a function of continuous phase flow
rate and pressure ratio of continuous and disperse phase. The flow rate is, however,
enormously challenging to measure in femtoliter-sized microfluidic systems and
it suffers from large measurement error. The pressure of continuous phase is easy
to measure and maintain steady and it can be used as a parameter instead of the
flow rate. Since the flow rate at the same pressure varies according to channel
geometry (see eq. (4.12)), the droplet formation frequency varies from chip to
chip (FIGURE 6.8(top left)). Therefore a geometrical factor describing the channel
resistance (see eq. (4.15)) must be used when comparing results from different
microfluidic chips. For instance, the chip DEP-T12 has outlet channels with cross
section 13x6 μm2, compared to chip DEP-T9 with outlet channels with cross section 6x2 μm2. The factor describing the difference in resistance of this two chips
is ~0.94 (FIGURE 6.8(top right)).
The partial dependence of the droplet formation frequency on pressure ratio of continuous and disperse phase can be seen in FIGURE
6.8(top left)&(top right). At constant oil pressure, the decreasing water pressure
(from left to right) causes first increase and then decrease of the droplet formation
frequency. It should be noted, that the whole interval of water pressures in which
the frequency can be ‘tuned’ is only 15 mbar at the low oil pressure (400 mbar)
and no more than 40 mbar at high oil pressure (1 000 mbar). Therefore, precise
control of pressure and stability of pressure source are essential for maintaining
stable droplet formation.
The relative standard deviation of the droplet formation frequency decreases with increasing oil pressure (from left to right in FIGURE 6.8(top right)).
In another words, the higher droplet formation frequency is generally more regular. At constant oil pressure, the relative standard deviation decreases with
higher water pressure (from right to left in FIGURE 6.8(top right)). Hence, larger
droplets lead to more regular droplet formation. Nevertheless, the relative standard deviation is rather large, in interval 100 – 150 % for low continuous phase
pressure (400 mbar) and dropping to 50 – 100 % for higher pressure (1 000 mbar).
It should be noted that the droplet formation frequency was measured after the
droplets were pushed several millimeters up the narrow channel in confined
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regime (supplementary movie M432) Consequently, the irregularity of droplet
production for smaller droplets can be caused by the smaller droplets snagging
in the channel since it is easier for the continuous phase to leak around them.
Droplet size
The size of the droplets produced in a T-junction in confined regime is determined mainly by the area of the T-junction cross section. The droplet size can be
tuned by altering the continuous and disperse phase flow rates or changing the
relative viscosity between the liquids within a certain interval given by the geometry [10]. In practice, the size of droplets can be tuned by altering the pressure
ratio of continuous and disperse phase (FIGURE 6.8(bottom left), supplementary
movie M4), similarly to the frequency. Hence, the droplet size is directly linked
to the droplet formation frequency. The geometrical factor comparing chips with
different channel geometry does not play an essential role here, it only helps with
the prediction of the droplet size related to particular pressure ratio (FIGURE
6.8(bottom right)). The droplet size at constant oil pressure is almost a linear
function of the continuous versus disperse phase pressure ratio, with droplets
growing in size with increasing ratio of the disperse phase (FIGURE
6.8(bottom right)).
The relative standard deviation in the droplet size is ≤5 %, with the polydispersity decreasing with increasing oil pressure (from left to right in FIGURE
6.8(bottom right)). In another words, the droplet formation at higher frequency
leads to more monodisperse droplets. At constant oil pressure, the relative standard deviation decreases together with water pressure (from left to right in
FIGURE 6.8(bottom right)), hence the smaller droplets are more uniform in size.
Propagation of droplets in microfluidic channel
The requirements for the size and frequency of the droplets for single CNT spectroscopy demand excellent pressure control and stability. The Fluigent MFCS EZ
pressure controller allows pressure control with resolution of ~0.6 mbar and the
pressure stability is ~2 mbar, independent on the absolute pressure. It is therefore
beneficial to work at higher pressures as the relative instability is smaller33. In
addition, certain flow speed of the continuous phase is needed for working droplet formation at given reagent composition and surface properties (see eq. (4.6)).
The use of higher pressures seems to be inevitable for precise control of the droplet formation, size, and frequency. The droplet frequency, however, steeply increases with growing oil pressure (FIGURE 6.8(top right)). The solution for maintaining low droplet formation frequency at higher operating pressure is the increase of the channel hydraulic resistance. The hydraulic resistance is a linear
function of channel length at constant channel width and depth (see eq. (4.15)).
Therefore, a simple extension of the channel length causes that higher pressure
is needed to reach the same flow rates.
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FIGURE 6.8: T-junction droplet formation frequency and droplet size as a function of pressure ratio. The red data points were measured in chip with lower hydraulic resistance (DEPT12) compared to the black data points (DEP-T9). Data points marked with the same symbol
belong to series with constant continuous phase pressure: ○ 400 mbar, ∆ 500 mbar,
□ 600 mbar, × 800 mbar, ○ 500 mbar, ∆ 750 mbar, □ 1 000 mbar. (top left) Droplet formation
frequency - as measured. (top right) Droplet formation frequency - calibrated with hydraulic
resistance difference factor. (bottom left) Diameter of spherical droplet - as measured. (bottom right) Diameter of spherical droplet - calibrated with hydraulic resistance difference factor.

Droplet flow unified in one channel
The channels prior to the droplet formation must be kept large for the good control of pre-filling stage, so the oil and water do not enter the wrong areas (FIGURE 6.9(a)) and their elongation would not be effective. The trap must be kept in
close proximity to the sorting area because the spectroscopy and consequent sorting must fit the microscope field of view for automated measurements, and the
output channels must allow free movements of the droplets. Hence, for the designed microfluidic system, the most suitable part for channel elongation is the
channel right after the droplet formation. The location of the elongated channel
to this part of the channel network has an added value in keeping the droplets at
constant distances, a necessary requirement for the droplet sorting (FIGURE
6.11(right)) and droplet stability (see 6.5.5 Droplet stability).
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The narrow channel was designed in the form of meandering ‘snake’, which allows to compress a long channel to a small area (FIGURE 6.9(b)). The length of
the narrow channel was tested in the interval from 3 up to 20 mm. The length
finally used in the majority of the advanced chips stabilized at ~13 mm, a truly
large value compared to the 5x2 μm2 cross section of the channel. A channel with
these parameters allows ~1 Hz droplet formation at ~750 mbar for both continuous and disperse phase (FIGURE 6.8(top right)).
The droplet formed in the T-junction, if fully confined, propagates forward
in the microfluidic channel at the speed given by the flow rate of the continuous
phase and the cross section of the channel. The presence of a droplet in the channel, however, causes a pressure drop [127,128], which sums up with every droplet present in the channel. This brings difficulties when establishing and maintaining the droplet flow and its regularity [118]. This issue is negligible at high
frequencies or in short channels, where the pressure fluctuations quickly stabilize,
while the low frequency droplet production and their propagation in the long
channel utilized in this project inherently magnify the instability. With up to 100
droplets present in the ‘snake’ channel at the same time, establishing the droplet
flow is a highly sensitive operation as the hydraulic resistance of the droplet flow
changes with every new droplet entering or leaving the confined regime. Partial
improvement of the system was obtained by widening the channels to the maximal possible dimension still maintaining the confined flow (FIGURE 6.5(a)). Despite this improvement, it still takes relatively long period of time until the droplet flow stabilizes. After initiation of the droplet formation or after any change of
parameters, droplets tend to pass the ‘snake’ channel in waves (groups) interrupted by a gap, where the pressure fluctuations in the channel network prevents
formation of new droplets. When the group partially passes the ‘snake’ channel,
the pressure balance is brought back to normal and droplet formation reoccurs.
The instability in droplet production slowly disappears with time and a steady
situation is established in the whole channel system. The microfluidic chips containing the ‘snake’ feature take about 15 – 20 minutes to stabilize the droplet formation and propagation. Therefore, every data point in FIGURE 6.8 was taken
after change of parameters followed by >30 minutes stabilization time (also in
supplementary movie M4). Nevertheless, once balanced, the flow is very stable,
and the droplet frequency and size remain constant for virtually unlimited time34.
Droplet flow after bifurcation
Splitting one channel into two or more is a frequently used microfluidic geometry.
It finds utilization in droplet splitting [10,12,131,259], but more importantly in
droplet sorting [118,144,168,174]. In general, the flow rate of the continuous
phase splits according to the hydraulic resistance of the channels after bifurcation,
following rules equivalent to Kirchhoff's laws for electronic circuits (see 4.3.5 Hydraulic resistance). Since the droplets are driven by the continuous flow, a droplet at the bifurcation preferably enters the channel with lower hydraulic resistance. This behavior is utilized in many microfluidic sorting techniques, where
all the droplets enter the channel with lower resistance, except those, which are
34

The longest uninterrupted droplet formation experiment lasted over 20 days.
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actively directed to the channel with higher resistivity channel by an active sorting element [12,13,174,256,260]. This approach brings stable results but only at
high flow speed and at high droplet frequency. In the case of slow droplet frequency, the situation must be considered more carefully.
•

•

•

If a droplet enters a channel, which keeps the droplet in confined regime,
the hydraulic resistance of the channel abruptly increases, changing the
hydrodynamic situation in favor of the other channel [11]. In this way a
system where the droplets regularly alter the output channel can be designed. A pressure shortcut can be added between the channels (FIGURE
6.9(c), supplementary movie M535) [174,246,256] to balance the pressure
between the channels, however, the originally designed pressure ratio is
not fully maintained and the characteristics of the output change with
every entering droplet. Moreover, at the channel sizes on the edge of physical possibilities of wet etching, the pressure balancing shortcuts become
similar in size to the regular channels. This often cause the droplets entering the balancers and restricting their functionality.
If the output channels are much wider than the confining width, the droplets are directed to the channel with the least hydraulic resistance. However, the general reluctance of droplets to move when confined, even if
only from the top and the bottom causes the droplets to stop as soon as the
friction on the channel walls becomes dominant over the pushing force of
the continuous flow. The flow speed in a rectangular channel is a complex
function of the channel width (eq. (4.11)), nevertheless, in general it
steeply drops with increased width of the channel and the push on the
droplets fades. The droplets start to group in the channel, while the continuous phase just passes them by (FIGURE 6.9(d)). The droplet build-up
decreases the effective width of the channel and thus the hydraulic resistance, which results in preferential droplet flow to the emptier channel.
In addition, standing droplets influence the channel surface properties in
the contact area, effectively decreasing the contact angle. This results to a
situation where moving droplets prefer to take a path36, which was previously in contact with standing droplets (FIGURE 6.9(e)).
The third design consists of channels deeper than the spherical diameter
of the droplets formed in the chip. In this geometry, the contact with any
channel wall is effectively reduced (FIGURE 6.5(a)) and the droplets may
move forward even with very small continuous flow speed. The drop in
flow rate is so significant for the deep channels that altering their resistance does not lead to automatic flow of droplets to only one channel.
However, if the bifurcation is placed in the confined regime, the length of
outputs from the bifurcation can set the hydraulic resistivity ratio between
channels. This solution was found to be working fine as long as the shallow outputs, prior to the deep section, are always emptied before the next
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droplet comes. Several geometries of the shallow-deep intersection were
tested (FIGURE 6.9(f)-(h)). The narrow-shallow to wide-deep intersection
(FIGURE 6.9(f)) was found to induce a droplet breakup, similar to the stepemulsification. The droplet transition, is smooth and droplet is well preserved if the pressure drop is minimized (FIGURE 6.9(g)&(h), supplementary movie M5).
6.5.3 Droplet trapping
The intensity of fluorescent signal emitted by a single molecule (nanotube) is obviously very low. This intensity is additionally diminished by losses in the optical
components, and finally, hidden in the background noise originating from the
sample, environment, and the detector. The single molecule detection or spectroscopy experiments utilize several approaches to increase the signal to noise
ratio. A single molecule compartmentalized in the droplet can be cloned to obtain
an ensemble of molecules with identical properties [12,159]. For spectroscopy of
truly single molecule, even after optimizing all the parameters, long integration
time is usually needed. With longer integration time, the molecule undergoes
many excitation - relaxation - emission cycles and since some components of the

FIGURE 6.9: (a) 1 % aqueous SDBS solution accidentally entering the in-line filter. (b) The
‘snake’ channel increasing the net hydraulic resistance of the microfluidic system. (c) Pressure balancers placed after bifurcation. (d) Droplets confined in the wide channel, while the
continuous phase just passes by. (e) Droplets following the path being in contact with previous droplet. (f) – (h) Various geometries of shallow-deep intersection.
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noise are constant in time, the signal can raise above the noise. This is achieved
either by stopping the flow and performing the measurement in static droplets [148,159], by temporal interruption of the flow [157,261], by active trapping [212,262], or by passive trapping [158,161,163].
Cloning as an option for magnification of the fluorescent signal from single
CNT in a droplet is not viable, since there is no known method how to achieve it.
Measurement in static droplets is indeed an option but static droplets have stability issues (see 6.5.5 Droplet stability) and their consequent sorting becomes
tricky. In addition, the capacitance37 of the system with minimized volumes effectively restrict the possibility of instantaneous stop of the flow, and last but not
least, such a system does not possess the characteristics of an online system. The
temporal interruption of the flow is also not applicable due to similar reasons
plus the slow system response already discussed (see T-junction, p. 124). The active droplet trapping methods were not tested due to required simplicity of the
system.
The passive droplet trapping methods utilize the forces on the droplet surface, which act towards the smallest surface-to-volume ratio. Therefore, the droplet always ‘prefers’ being spherical over cylindrical and cylindrical over elongated (FIGURE 6.5(a)). This effect, together with the droplet reluctance to movement in partially confined regime is used for construction of the droplet traps. In
addition, a free path for the still-flowing continuous phase must be available.
These structures are in general tricky to manufacture, as the side-channels, allowing the continuous phase to keep flowing while the droplet is trapped, must be
smaller than the main channel guiding the droplet. With the main channel on the
edge of wet etching possibilities, an unconventional design must be used. One of
the ways is to utilize the perfect isotropicity of the wet etching of glass (FIGURE
5.7(top left)). This also results in the possibility to manufacture droplet traps only
in the shallow (2 μm) part of the channel since the deep etched (4 or 6 μm) channels inherently exclude the manufacture of channels narrower than the aimed
droplet diameter.
The simplest solution is a simple widening of the fully confining channel,
where the droplet naturally slows down and stops, while the continuous phase
can pass forward by the sides (FIGURE 6.10(a)). The advantage of this design is
its simplicity; however, this geometry does not contain any obstacle for the forward droplet movement. The size of the trap can be only slightly larger than the
diameter of the droplet to avoid more than one droplet in the trap. Therefore, the
pushing force of the continuous flow is still rather significant, and the droplet
leaves the trap at random time. The effort towards maximizing the measurement
time discriminates this geometry as its potential is decreased both by unknown
time for which the droplet will occupy the trap as well as wasted time when the
trap is empty.

Similarly to other parallels with electric circuits, the compressibility of the system elements
can ‘store’ energy and release it after the pressure drops. The rigid glass system is here an
obvious advantage [127] but any trapped air or even the flexibility of inlet PTFE tubes can
effectively push the whole chip content out of the chip after the pressure supply is discontinued.
37
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A variety of new geometries aimed at decreasing the empty time were designed
and tested (FIGURE 6.10(b)-(g)). This iterative process resulted in a final design
providing an environment, where the droplet is permanently trapped, until
pushed out by new incoming droplet. It is achieved by an open triangular area
with opening at the bottom, which is slightly smaller than the droplet diameter
in confined regime. The droplet is pushed to the triangular section by the continuous phase flow, which is allowed to flow around the obstacle. The next incoming droplet closes the side-channels and forces the trapped droplet through the
opening. The whole process of droplet exchange is very fast, resulting in nearly
100 % time occupancy of the trap (supplementary movie M638). Two slightly different versions of this trap were designed. The first is symmetric (FIGURE 6.10(h))
and the incoming droplet directly pushes the trapped droplet out. The speed of
exchange and direct contact of the droplets, however, brings occasional issues
with software image processing (see 8.2 Instrumentation and Automation) and
coalescence (see 6.5.5 Droplet stability), respectively. The second design (FIGURE
6.10(i)) omits one of the side-channels, which leads to a small volume of continuous phase being always present between incoming and trapped droplet. The
small layer of oil between two aqueous droplets effectively prevents the coalescence and allows reliable software distinction of the two droplets, and at the same
time, causing only negligible decrease of the occupancy time (supplementary
movie M739).
The chip manufacture process brings several issues to the reliable trapping
of the droplets. Since only a small widening of the channel can partially act as a

FIGURE 6.10: (a)-(i) Various passive droplet trap geometries. All structures are 2 μm deep
and the droplets come from the top. (j)-(k) Etching defects disturbing the flow by acting as a
droplet trap.
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M6 – https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/58974
M7 – https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/59018
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trap any possible defects interfering with the ‘snake’ channel introduce irregularity and increased possibility of coalescence in the droplet flow (FIGURE
6.10(j)&(k)). Therefore, only a flawless channel is suitable for droplet trapping.
Last but not least, the trap exhibits optimal performance only within a narrow
interval of droplet diameters. Due to the manufacture tolerances caused by wet
etching, the traps etched through the same mask slightly differ from each other.
Hence, the droplet size, which perfectly fits the trap varies from chip to chip. The
final choice of continuous phase pressure and continuous versus disperse phase
pressure ratio is based on the performance of the trap in the particular chip. By
suitable choice of those parameters, accurate droplet frequency and droplet size
can be tuned, resulting in optimal performance of the device.
6.5.4 Droplet sorting
The miniaturization of the microfluidic system brings new challenges also when
it comes to the sorting. The manipulation of droplets in micrometer scale requires
careful consideration of the physical principles of sorting methods and their evolution in scaled-down systems. The specific properties of the system developed
in this project, namely, glass environment, W/O droplets (non-conductive, nonlabeled), droplet size, and droplet frequency were the main criteria for selection
of appropriate sorting technique. Based on numerous reviews covering the field
of sorting [11,118,120,131,144,145,177], three applicable sorting techniques were
identified.
•

•

•

Hydrodynamics: Hydrodynamic sorting methods easily fulfill the requirements when it comes to fluid system, droplet size or frequency. For uniformly sized droplets, however, the only selection criteria is the hydraulic
resistance of the channels after the split, since the rigid glass chip basically
restricts any localized active agitation. The hydrodynamics is therefore
used only to preferentially direct the droplets to one channel (see Droplet
flow after bifurcation, p. 130), while another active sorting technique must
be applied to deflect the droplets from the hydrodynamically driven path.
Surface acoustic waves (SAW): An acoustic wave travelling on the material surface is known to effectively deflect droplets or particles in the
flow [174,175]. The efficiency of SAW strongly decreases with the size of
the droplets and the real impact on slowly moving femtoliter droplets
would have to been investigated. However, the need for special design of
electrodes and materials, and unavailable instrumentation restricted the
utilization of this technique.
Dielectrophoresis (DEP): DEP sorting is known to reliably sort droplets
under 4 μm in diameter [12] and at frequencies over 30 kHz [176]. The low
frequency of sorting in this project only demands precise aiming of the
sorting impulse for the moment when the droplet is passing by the bifurcation. The speed of the droplets must not exceed a certain limit as the
acting force must have enough time to deflect the droplet to the collection
channel. DEP sorting was therefore chosen as the active sorting technique.
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DEP – theory
Dielectrophoresis is a phenomenon in which a nonzero net force acts on a dielectric40 particle in a non-uniform electric field. While the dielectric particle in uniform electric field experiences zero net force, the charge redistribution in nonuniform electric field results in a force directed parallel with the electric field gradient (FIGURE 6.11(left)). The theory of dielectrophoresis in microfluidics is well
described in many papers [177,206,214,263]. Shortly, the dielectrophoretic force
is given by
𝐹DEP = 𝑝 ∙ ∇𝐸⃗ (𝑥) ,

(6.1)

where 𝑝 is an effective dipole moment and 𝐸⃗ is an applied electric field. For a
spherical particle, the effective dipole moment can be expressed as
𝑝 = 4𝜋𝜀M 𝑅 3 𝑓CM 𝐸⃗ ,

(6.2)

where 𝜀M is the permittivity of the medium, R is the radius of the particle and fCM
is the Clausius-Mossotti factor. fCM for a spherical particle is
𝑓CM

𝑖
(𝜎
)
𝜔 P − 𝜎M ,
=
𝑖
(𝜀P + 2𝜀M ) + (𝜎P + 2𝜎M )
𝜔
(𝜀P − 𝜀M ) +

(6.3)

where 𝜀P , 𝜀M and 𝜎P , 𝜎M are permittivity and conductivity of the particle and the
medium, respectively, ω is angular frequency, and 𝑖 = √−1. Combining equations (6.1) and (6.2), the DEP force acting on a spherical particle can be written as
follows:
𝐹DEP = 2𝜋𝜀M 𝑅 3 𝑓CM ∇(𝐸⃗ ∙ 𝐸⃗ ) .

(6.4)

There are several general consequences arising from this equation.
•
•
•
•

•

•
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The DEP force is present only in non-uniform electric field, eq. (6.4).
The magnitude of DEP force scales with ~R3 and ~E2, eq. (6.4).
The magnitude of DEP force depends on difference in both the permittivity and the conductivity of the particle and the medium, eq. (6.3).
The direction of the DEP force depends on the sign of the fCM. If fCM >0, the
particle will be attracted towards the electric field maxima and vice-versa,
eq. (6.4).
The DEP force attracting the particle towards the electric field maxima
(fCM >0) can be in ideal case twice as strong as the DEP force repulsing the
particle from electric field maxima (fCM <0), eq. (6.3).
The magnitude of the DEP force is determined by relative conductivities
of the particle and the medium in DC field, while by relative permittivity
of the particle and the medium in AC field, eq. (6.3).

Dielectric = non-conductive but polarizable.
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FIGURE 6.11: (left) The forces acting on a dielectric particle in uniform and non-uniform
electric field. Reprinted with permission from [204]. Copyright 2014, IOP Publishing. (right)
Phase diagram of the femtoliter DEP sorter. L is the length of the droplet in confined regime,
while the d is the distance between two consequent droplets. Figure courtesy of Marie Leman
[14], used with permission.

The frequency dependence in equation (6.3) makes AC-DEP an exceptionally versatile tool. Within one device and one electrode geometry, particles with relatively wide interval of properties can be successfully manipulated by tuning the
frequency of the electric field [264]. The AC field also prevents electrode polarization and ion build-up [263] and is generally easier for implementation as the
electroosmotic and electrophoretic forces do not appear in AC fields [177]. However, the frequency threshold where the DC-DEP related effects become negligible lies relatively high and the DEP can be considered ‘AC-only’ at frequencies
≥1 MHz [263,265]. Below this threshold, the dielectrophoresis works in a somewhat mixed regime. Nevertheless, in systems with similar conductivity of the
particle and the medium and largely different permittivity, the frequency-dependent part of fCM is way more significant and determines the behavior of the
system. The time-averaged AC-DEP force acting on a spherical particle is given
by
2
〈𝐹DEP (𝑡)〉 = 2𝜋𝜀M Re[𝑓CM ]𝑅 3 ∇𝐸RMS
,

(6.5)

where ERMS is the root-mean-square of the applied electric AC field [263].
The particular popularity of DEP in microfluidics arises from its label-free
nature, simplicity of the instrumentation, possibility to induce both positive and
negative forces, and mainly from the favorable scalability [263]. The higher degree of integration in scaled-down devices allows to bring the electrodes much
closer to the point of action. Hence, much smaller voltage is needed to create the
same field (gradient). There is a wide variety of applications utilizing DEP force
in microfluidics, e.g. separation based on various properties, concentration, focusing, trapping, filtering, patterning, and sorting [206,263,265].
The scalability is favorable only for manipulation of the same particle-medium system in scaled-down device. On the other hand, the DEP force drops with
the cube root of the particle radius (see eq. (6.5)) and manipulation of the droplets
in femtoliter scale requires significant increase in the voltage even for miniaturized microfluidic system.
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Traditionally, the DEP electrodes are in contact with the liquid medium [206],
which is a possible source of serious issues, especially when a strong field needs
to be applied. It includes contact of the electrodes with the reagents and possible
contamination, bubble formation, and fouling of the electrodes. Even more importantly, in the case of conductive fluids, intense joule heating and a consequent
temperature rise may significantly affect the functionality of the system up to its
total destruction in the case of biological samples [214]. However, a new technique of contactless dielectrophoresis (cDEP) was reported in 2009 [214]. This
technique allows design of systems, where the electrodes are insulated from the
reagents and gives possibility to create highly localized electric fields in close
proximity to the point of interest. The applicability of this technique on sorting
of femtoliter droplets was reported in 2015 [12,14].
In the microfluidic system developed within this project, the medium was
n-decane continuous phase, while the aqueous droplets were considered particles. The relative permittivity of water and decane is ~80 and ~2, respectively [266], a difference which calls for employment of the AC-DEP sorting technique. The task for electrodes implemented in the microfluidic chip is to create a
localized non-uniform electric field in the place of droplet manipulation. Since
the non-uniformity of the electric field must be in the scale of the droplet dimension, the electrodes have to be carefully designed to create An electric field of the
right shape. The position of the electric field is also crucial for the proper performance of the DEP device.
•

•

•

Electrode position: The electrodes must be generally positioned relatively
close to the channel. In a system similar to ours [14], a distance of 40 μm is
found to be borderline for the functionality of a DEP trap operating at
1000 V, while other similar systems have the channel and electrodes separated by a wall ranging from 15 μm [13] to 30 μm [260]. Understandably,
the closer distance allows to decrease the voltage and thus lowers the requirement for the instrumentation. Our experiments confirmed that a
properly assembled and thermally bonded microfluidic chip does not
show any signs of leaking from the channel to the electrode area already
at the distance of ≥5 μm. The sorting chips were routinely prepared with
~10 μm wall between the channel and the electrodes.
Electrode shape: Many different shapes of the electrodes were designed
(FIGURE 6.12(a)-(g)) and simulated in COMSOL (FIGURE 6.12(h)). Their
geometry was based either on our own design (FIGURE 6.12(a)&(b)&(g))
or inspired (FIGURE 6.12(c)-(f)) by papers dealing with similar microfluidic systems [13,214,256,260]. The best sorting performance was observed
with geometry of electrodes (FIGURE 6.12(e)) previously reported to reliably sort femtoliter droplets [12,14].
Electric field: While the gradient of an electric field is set by the position
and shape of the electrodes, its magnitude is effectively driven by the voltage applied across the electrodes. These parameters create the DEP force,
which is, at some point, able to deflect the droplet to the proper channel.
The literature rarely describes the estimation of the DEP force, e.g. [260].
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FIGURE 6.12: (a)-(g) Various geometries of DEP electrodes. Experimental testing (g) and numerical simulation of the DEP force (h) in the microfluidic channel. (i) Layout of the whole
electrode. There is a connection pad on the left and an active tip on the right. The loop design
allows verification of functionality.

More common description consists of the electrode geometry and characteristics of the applied voltage. The microfluidic DEP-based sorting systems comparable with the system designed in this work use AC voltage in
the range of 100 – 1 600 V with frequencies between 1.5 –
125 kHz [12,13,183,214,256,260]. The driving voltage is generated either by
a combination of a signal generator (NI DAQ card, R&S AM300) and a
high voltage high frequency amplifier (Trek, Kepco) or by a custom-made
high frequency high voltage signal generator [214]. The referenced sorting
systems, except [12], work with larger droplets (20 – 25 μm) but also with
more distant electrodes. The experiment reported in [12] confirms, that
properly chosen geometry of electrodes and reduced distance from the
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sorting point can successfully compensate the unfavorable size of the
droplets (see eq. (6.5)).
DEP – instrumentation
Since no high voltage signal generator [214] nor high voltage high frequency amplifier [12,13,256,260] were available in-house, a need of source for DEP signal
arose. The initial requirements were set as a generation of a 30 kHz square wave
with an amplitude of up to 1 000 V, based on values from the literature of successful sorting experiments. The initial design based on a laboratory signal generator and high frequency 8:1 300 Ω AC impedance transformer failed due to too
low output power of the signal generator. Next generations of the DEP signal
generator were based on fast switching of high DC voltage from a KEITHLEY
2410-C 1 100 V SourceMeter®. The basic requirement for the switching element
was the ability to switch high voltages. The switched power does not play a role
here since there is no closed circuit loop following the switch. A DEP-driving
circuit based on MOC 3083M optocoupler was successfully build and tested,
however, the LED turn-off time theoretically limits the switching frequency to
5 kHz, and in practice to about 2.5 kHz.
The final solution is based on a high voltage FQP2N90 N-Channel QFET®
MOSFET. The FQP2N90 connected to the DEP driving circuit allows switching
of the high voltage at 30 kHz frequency with reasonably preserved wave shape.
With further miniaturization, the signal generator was replaced by a 555 timer
integrated circuit. Two versions of the DEP driver were designed, built, and
tested. The first one uses an RC circuit to trigger the 555 timer at a fixed frequency
of ~28 kHz (FIGURE 6.13(top)). The circuit is equipped with a manual switch,
connecting or disconnecting the DEP signal from the microfluidic chip. Most of
the sorting experiments presented in this section were performed using this circuit. The 555 timer in the second design (FIGURE 6.13(bottom)) is triggered externally from an Arduino Uno unit. The Arduino unit is controlled by automation
software (see 8.2 Instrumentation and Automation) and allows comfortable selection of frequency and duty cycle, while the driven voltage amplitude is set on
the high voltage generator. Nevertheless, the generation of signal with predictable wave shape is limited to ~30 kHz or by the pulse width of about 30 μs.
DEP – sorting
The behavior of a droplet exposed to the electric field will vary significantly according to the environment the droplet is exposed to. The contact with channel
walls, flow rate and speed of the continuous phase, and presence of (an)other
droplet(s) may result in different outcome when exposed to the same electric field.
The most obvious difference relies on the presence of another droplet in close
proximity to the sorted droplet. If another droplet is within a certain distance
from the droplet at which the DEP field is applied, electrocoalescence will take
place rather than sorting [14,118,121,123,131] (FIGURE 6.11(right)). Hence, based
on the design of the droplet flow, one can use the DEP technique for either active
coalescence or active sorting. This possibility is limited to droplet microfluidics,
as e.g. cells are not subject to coalescence.
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FIGURE 6.13: 28 kHz fixed frequency DEP driver: (top left) circuit diagram, (top right) assembled unit. Arduino controlled DEP driver: (bottom left) circuit diagram, (bottom right)
assembled unit.

If sorting is the goal, the necessity to keep the droplets separated is generally
applied throughout the relevant literature [13,183,256,260]. However, the explanation and experimental confirmation are rarely present [12]. There are two possible approaches how to prepare the droplets for sorting. They can be either kept
separated from the moment of droplet formation [260] or reinjected from a
densely packed reservoir by supplying more continuous phase from a new side
channel [13,176,246,256]. Reinjection is usually preferred, especially for applications, where droplets undergo some sort of collective treatment before the sorting
itself [12]. The main disadvantage of reinjection, however, is its low reliability at
low frequency/speed flow, similarly to droplet formation. The experimental attempts to achieve droplet separation for this project showed acceptable regularity at droplet throughput of >100 Hz (FIGURE 6.14(a)). This value is in contradiction with ~1 Hz throughput needed for single CNT spectroscopy. In addition,
coalescence of droplets close to each other is relatively far-reaching and often destroys all the droplets in the system (FIGURE 6.14(b)).
The system with low droplet frequency must therefore use an approach,
where the droplets are kept separated from each other for the whole time from
their generation until the sorting. The droplets are naturally separated by distances originating from the droplet formation frequency and the flow rate of the
continuous phase. In non-confined regime, they freely flow at the flow speed of
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the continuous phase (supplementary movie M841). However, the undercut created during the wet etching process effectively prevents manufacture of traps
with depth necessary for non-confined droplet flow. Therefore, the only geometry providing reliable separation of droplets and their regular supply for measurement and sorting is the fully confined regime. Actually, the utilization of the
‘snake’ pattern between the droplet formation and the trap was partially inspired
by the need of keeping the droplets separated.
Since the sorting geometry is virtually identical with [12,14], the sorting
phase diagram (FIGURE 6.11(right)) should reasonably represent the behavior of
droplets influenced by the electric field. The different separation distance of the
electrode – channel geometry used in our system (~60 μm) manifests itself by a
vertical shift of the phase diagram. Indeed, at fields below 3·106 V∙m-1 (amplitude
of ~200 V), the response of the system is negligible. With increasing voltage, the
response of the system depends on the separation of the confined droplets.
•

•

Droplets in contact immediately coalesce (FIGURE 6.14(b)&(c), supplementary movie M942), often disturbing the flow pattern as the doubled
(tripled, …) droplet is experiencing increased hydraulic resistance in the
channel with limited cross section.
Separated droplets are effectively directed to the desired channel (FIGURE
6.14(d)&(f), supplementary movie M10 43 ), with the optimal field of
6·106 V∙m-1 (amplitude of ~400 V). The direction of the droplets without
the applied field depends on the hydraulic resistance of the output channels and flow regime. The equivalent channels separate the droplets in
~1:1 ratio (supplementary movies M5&M9), while for the non-equivalent
output channels are redistributed according to hydraulic resistance of the
outputs (supplementary movies M8&M10).

The droplet in free regime is also subject to sorting when separated, however, it
does not suffer from coalescence when in contact with another droplet. The doubled (tripled, …) droplets seem to create dipoles, which orient in the direction of
the electric field (FIGURE 6.14(e)). If the droplets are exposed to excessive fields
above 107 V∙m-1 (voltage above ~700 V), they undergo violent process of deformation, breakup, coalescence and formation of satellite microdroplets (FIGURE
6.14(c)).
DEP – troubleshooting
There is no clearly better strategy for the sorting since both the shallow and deep
sorting (supplementary movie M8) have their advantages and disadvantages.
The output channels are very close to the electrodes and certainly affected by the
DEP field, which, together with the slow speed of the droplets, amplifies the
probability of post-sorting coalescence (supplementary movie M10). Since the coalesced droplets introduce significant irregularity to the output flow, the
M8 – https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/59019
M9 – https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/59020
43 M10 – https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/59021
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FIGURE 6.14: (a) Separation of densely-packed droplets. (b) DEP coalescence of denselypacked droplets. (c) Deformation and coalescence of droplets exposed to high DEP field. (d)
Wider channel exhibits lower hydraulic resistance and droplets naturally flow through.
When the droplets are exposed to DEP field, they are force flow to the channel with higher
hydraulic resistance. (e) Droplets in free regime tend to create pairs. When exposed to electric
field, such a pair orients according to the field orientation. (f) Droplets flowing randomly to
either channel are under DEP field directed to only one channel.

presence of coalescence is highly undesirable. The DEP induced coalescence was
never observed in the free regime, however, the grouping of the droplets at slow
flow rates influences the throughput of the output channel.
The often reported observation of droplets reliably choosing the channel
designed with lower hydraulic resistance [12,13,118,125,256,260] was not found
to hold at the low droplet speed. Even with the clear preference for one output
channel, the droplets sometimes enter the wrong channel and the idea of passive
directing of droplets to only one output channel with 100 % reliability is naïve [11]. The main strength of sorting in the deep channel seems to be in the easier
definition of the preferential flow (supplementary movie M8) together with the
decreased risk of DEP induced coalescence. However, the exact geometry of the
sorting area must still be fine-tuned as this geometry was implemented to the
microfluidic system in very late stages of the project.
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An attempt has been made to actively control the droplet flow to both the output
channels (FIGURE 6.12(f)). However, two major issues arose with this geometry.
The presence of the second pair of metal electrodes strongly influence the shape
of the DEP field. No matter if the inactive pair of electrodes is kept grounded,
floating, or on the high potential, the gradient of the electric field does not act on
the droplets in the desired way. A new design of electrodes based on simulation
would perhaps result in a better working geometry, however, one more significant issue has arose with the attempts to actively control both the output channels.
Since every droplet has to be navigated to corresponding channel, the electric
field would have to be applied virtually nonstop. The long-time active DEP field
has, however, negative influence on the functionality of the whole microfluidic
chip, even in surprisingly distant places. Distant coalescence alters functionality
of the traps, changes the droplet size and droplet formation frequency, and even
changes in the regularity of droplet formation are observed with the constantly
applied electric field. This observation brings up the need of restricting the application of the DEP sorting only for the time necessary to deflect the droplet to the
desired channel. The timing functionality is commonly applied for high-throughput sorting, where the DEP force must be addressed with high temporal precision [12,176,256,260]. Nevertheless, the low speed system apparently also requires precise timing of the DEP sorting impulse not so much due to the precision
of the sorting but because of the negative effects on the whole system. The need
for precise switching led to the development of the Arduino controlled DEP
driver (FIGURE 6.13(bottom)) and the implementation of the timing and delay
settings to the automation software (see 8.2 Instrumentation and Automation).
6.5.5 Droplet stability
The droplet stability issue must be addressed as it is crucial to keep the droplets
stable from the moment of formation via trapping, spectroscopy, and sorting up
to the relatively long periods (hours, or even days) prior to their future use. Aqueous droplets must be stable both in the environment of oil as well as in the presence of other droplets. In addition, content exchange between droplets must be
avoided [14]. Since the pure existence of droplets in immiscible phase is energetically unfavorable, the presence of emulsifiers is needed to create a metastable
configuration preventing the two phases from separation. The emulsifier also creates a barrier between the content of the droplet and the continuous phase environment. The SPAN 80 and TWEEN 80 emulsifiers were used to stabilize the
droplets in this experiment (see 6.4 Reagents). The concentration of the emulsifiers needed to stabilize the femtoliter emulsion and related stability issues are addressed in the following paragraphs.
The CMC of SPAN 80 in decane was reported to be 0.001057 % w/w44 [249]
or 0.033 % [143] for a planar oil-water interface. These values are, however, much
lower than the emulsifier concentrations regularly used in microfluidic experiments, where the values vary from 0.1 % [139] to 20 % [138] or even 30 % [247],
but usually lie between 1 – 3 % [248,251,267]. This difference originates from the
44

All emulsifier concentrations in this section are expressed in % w/w.
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interfacial area being much larger in emulsions than for the planar interface. The
surfactant molecules are localized on the continuous phase - droplet interface and
micelle formation is initiated only at much higher concentrations. This effect is
strengthened towards smaller droplets as their surface-to-volume ratio is a linear
function of the droplet diameter. Therefore, the apparent CMC for microemulsions is much higher than for a planar interface [248].
One way how to approach the amount of required emulsifier is to calculate
the concentration from the oil-water interfacial area and molecular area of the
emulsifier at the interface. For a single layer of densely packed spherical droplets
(FIGURE 6.9(f), FIGURE 6.14(b)), an elementary cell can be defined as a water
sphere within a hexagonal prism. The volume not occupied by water is filled with
oil phase. For a droplet with 4 μm diameter, the elementary cell consists of 33.5 fL
of water and 49.6 fL of oil with the interfacial area of 50.3 μm2. The molecular
area of SPAN 80 at the decane-water interface was reported to be ~35 Å2 [143,249],
which results in 1.103·10-16 kg of SPAN 80 necessary to create a complete monolayer. The CMC in this emulsion is then ~0.3 %.
The concentration of emulsifier at CMC is, however, not a guarantee of stable droplets. The concentration providing stable environment is several times
higher than CMC as interactions with microfluidic chip surfaces and spatial and
temporal availability of the emulsifier play a significant role in the formation of
the protective monolayer on the interface [14]. There is also evidence of molecular reorganization, and multiple layer formation, further increasing the ‘consumption’ of the emulsifier [143]. Therefore, the final concentration of the emulsifier must be experimentally tailored for a particular system.
There are plenty of possible droplet failure pathways in the microfluidic
channel [132,179]. Five particular failure mechanisms were observed in the developed microfluidic system.
Coalescence
Insufficient amount of surfactant usually manifests itself by coalescence [14,123,251]. The droplets stay stable when separated but merge together
immediately upon contact with each other (FIGURE 6.15(a)) or the droplet formation cannot even be initiated (FIGURE 6.15(b)). These effects can be observed
at concentrations below 1 % of SPAN 80 in decane. The droplets are more susceptible to coalescence when confined, while the SPAN 80 concentration threshold for stable droplets is much lower for spherical droplets. This creates an additional reason why it is better to keep the droplets separated while confined (see
DEP – sorting, p. 140). Nevertheless, the droplets are not vulnerable to coalescence at ≥1 % SPAN 80 concentration in decane. In certain cases, the coalescence
at higher SPAN concentration can be initiated by impact of one droplet to another
one (end of supplementary movie M4) [158]. This effect cannot be simply solved
by increasing the emulsifier concentration and must be addressed by proper
channel geometry.
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Droplet splitting
Independent of emulsifier concentration, the droplet may split upon impact (FIGURE 6.15(c)). Again, proper design of microfluidic channels is crucial in order to
avoid unplanned droplet splitting.
Droplet deformation
The interfacial tension between water and decane [268] rapidly decreases with
increasing emulsifier concentration up to the CMC. Above the CMC, the interfacial tension decreases at much slower rate [143]. Nevertheless, the introduction
of additional surfactant, e.g. TWEEN 80 for the studied system, can decrease the
interfacial tension almost to zero [251]. The forces determining the spherical
shape of the droplets are minimized and even a subtle disturbance can cause deformation of the droplets (FIGURE 6.15(d)). The hydrodynamic properties of deformed droplets are quite different from cylindrical/spherical droplets and their
behavior in the microfluidic system is difficult to predict. In addition, the presence of TWEEN 80 in the water phase drastically decrease its surface tension relatively to the channel walls. As the whole droplet formation process is driven by
contact angles of the oil and water phases on the channel surfaces (see 4.4.1 Droplet formation in open and confined system), the droplet formation is negatively
affected, often even disabled.
Micelle formation
At emulsifier concentration above CMC, the emulsifier not located at the interfaces starts to create micelles or nanodroplets with negligible amount of water [182]. This effect becomes prominent at relatively high emulsifier concentrations [251]. The micelles appear like ‘fluffy’ objects surrounding the droplets and
their appearance is more obvious at slow flow rates (FIGURE 6.15(e)&(f)). The
presence of micelles/nanodroplets was observed at SPAN 80 concentration ≥4 %
and in combined systems of ≥3 % SPAN 80 in decane and ≥3 % TWEEN 80 in
water. Since the micelles interact with the channel walls and tend to aggregate,
their presence negatively influences flow in the microfluidic systems.
Droplet shrinking/leaking
The nearly negligible but existing water solubility in hydrocarbon oils [269] (see
TABLE 6.1) causes leaking of the droplet content to the continuous phase due to
the concentration gradient [12,132,161,270]. The water molecules from an unprotected droplet surface can easily penetrate in between oil molecules while the
droplet volume decreases45. The importance of this effect increases for droplets
with high surface-to-volume ratio [14]. A simple estimation based on the parameters of the developed system can show the rate of water diffusion into the oil
phase. A 35 fL water droplet will dissolve in ~650 pL of anhydrous decane (TABLE 6.1). At a continuous phase flow rate of 5000 fL·s-1, a single static droplet
totally disappears in ~2 minutes.
This effect is not the Ostwald ripening [12,14,132,133,178,179,247,252,271] where the
smaller droplets shrink due to the content transfer to larger droplets via continuous phase.
Since the droplets produced in developed microfluidic system are highly monodisperse, the
driving force for possible Ostwald ripening is negligible.
45
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FIGURE 6.15: (a) Coalescence of droplets at low emulsifier concentration. (b) Droplet formation not initiated at low emulsifier concentration. (c) Droplet splitting upon impact on an
obstacle. (d) Low interfacial tension initiated droplet deformation. (e)-(f) Formation of micelles at high emulsifier concentration. (g) Shrinking or leakage of confined droplets caused
by slow flow of the continuous phase. The time difference between plotted frames is 16
hours.
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The leaking of the droplet content can be impeded by the choice of oil with lower
water solubility [247,270], the presence of emulsifier or by other reagents insoluble in oil [14,143,237,251,267,270,272]. The layer of emulsifier on the droplet surface significantly lowers the leaking rate, however, the droplet is never a fully
sealed container as small molecules can always diffuse through the emulsifier
layer [118,272]. The diffusion rate increases with decreasing droplet diameter as
the lipophilic tails at the interface are less densely packed. The leaking rate is
even faster for confined droplets, where the radius of curvature has its local extrema at the interface of confined and free regime (FIGURE 4.3) [130,253].
The addition of 1 – 3 % SPAN 80 significantly lowers the droplet leaking in
the developed system. The nature of shrinking caused by leaking of droplet content to the continuous phase was confirmed in this study. Little to no droplet
shrinking was observed for densely packed droplets (FIGURE 6.9(f), FIGURE
6.14(b), no change in size for 7 days) [252]. The shrinking was not observed for
droplets confined in ‘snake’ channel with no access to ‘fresh’ decane, neither for
droplets freely moving together with the decane flow, or for static droplets in
static decane. This observation suggests an existence of a decane area saturated
with water surrounding the droplet with a gradient of water concentration away
from the droplet. The major unresolved droplet shrinking issue is the stability of
static droplets in the flow of decane (FIGURE 6.15(g)). This situation takes place
when the flow is stopped, e.g. for prolonged measurement of the droplet content.
If the droplet is at least partially confined it remains static which makes the measurement easier. However, any flexible part of the microfluidic system or air bubbles trapped in the system tend to cause non-negligible flow of the continuous
phase when the driving pressure is disconnected. This flow is a source of ‘fresh’
decane and the droplet content freely leaks to it (supplementary movie M1146).
In addition, the emptied droplets end up as emulsifier micelles which restrict
further functionality of the microfluidic system.
Many possible ways were reported for how to improve the stability of the
leaking droplets. Decane can be changed to another hydrocarbon oil without affecting the system properties too much. Hexadecane was reported to increase the
stability of the system due to lower water solubility [247]. The difference in water
solubility is, however, very small (TABLE 6.1) and our experiments did not show
statistically significant improvement of droplet stability. In addition, hexadecane
was found to be too viscose for efficient functionality of micrometer-sized channels. Another possibility is to saturate the decane with water before it is used in
a microfluidic system [267]. The employment of water saturated decane in our
experiments showed only subtle decrease of droplet leaking rate47, however, the
manipulation with saturated decane, namely the introduction of SPAN 80 became virtually impossible. Even a minimal excess of water leads to immediate
formation of nanodroplets and depreciation of the continuous phase. Also, other
reagents/solutes can be added to the system to improve its stability48 [12]. The
M11 – https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/59022
Partially probably due to improperly designed saturation protocol.
48 For possible biological applications: the effect of NaCl dissolved in water phase and the
effect of system temperature on the stability of the emulsifier layer is often discussed with
inconclusive results [143,237].
46
47
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only extra reagent tested with the aim of increased stability was TWEEN 80. Its
presence, however, did not show any added value to the stability of the droplets
and since it contributes to various instabilities in the system, the use of TWEEN
80 emulsifier was discontinued.
The final solution addressing the droplet shrinking lies in the geometrical
design of the channels. The geometry of the system must be designed by applying following rules.
•
•
•
•

•

Droplets must have possibility to move freely with the continuous phase
(deep outputs).
If the particular functionality of the chip allows it, grouping of the droplets
is preferred over keeping droplets separated.
If the droplets must be confined, they must be confined fully (‘snake’ channel).
If the bypass flow of continuous phase is necessary (trap), the access to the
droplet must be restricted by suitable geometrical structures (FIGURE
6.10(i)).
If the droplets are requested to remain static (prolonged measurements),
the rigidity of the system [157] and restricting the presence of air in the
system [127] are crucial for minimizing uncontrolled continuous phase
flow (see 6.1 World-to-chip interface).

7

Conclusion on microfluidics manufacture and operation

The manufacturing process and functionalities of the microfluidic system with
the aim for single CNT spectroscopy and sorting were successfully developed
and tested. The manufacturing process is robust and highly repeatable. The microfluidic system works at extremely low Reynolds number, eq. (4.4), and thus it
is strictly laminar. The capillary number, eq. (4.6), suggests that both the viscous
and capillary forces play a significant role in the system behavior. It results in
lower droplet monodispersity and stability of droplet formation frequency, however, properly designed channel geometry makes the system sustainable. The tailoring of the microfluidic system for CNT sorting could still benefit from certain
improvements. Shallower channels (~1 μm) would bring the possibility to work
with even smaller droplets and their reliable manipulation. Improvements in the
geometry of the channels could bring increased manufacture fault tolerance and
decreased risk of clogging. The specific droplet aimed sorting needs fine-tuning
of the sorting parameters and some effort is needed to resolve the droplet leaking
issue.
Several remarks should be highlighted before any broader employment of
the developed microfluidic technology. The manufacture processes, especially
wet etching, is tested only for very shallow structures. Any possible scale-up of
the dimensions should be thought carefully. The sorting system based on cDEP
is widely applicable as the electrodes are not in any contact with the samples. As
the cDEP efficiency increases with growing dimensions of the system, it should
be possible to achieve sorting with not such high requirements for the instrumentation (see eq. (6.5)).
The system was tested up to 6 bars of net pressure difference. Since the glass
microfluidic chips are known to withstand pressures exceeding 100 bars without
any problems [184], the possible applications requiring higher pressures would
be probably limited by the durability of the world-to-chip interface and other
parts of the microfluidic system.

BOOK III – CNTs IN MICROFLUIDIC SYSTEM
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Microfluidics for carbon nanotubes spectroscopy and
sorting

The success in preparation of a stable and high density dispersion of individualized SWCNTs together with development of femtoliter droplet-based microfluidic system became rudimentary cornerstones for the ambitious goal of 100 %
pure CNT sorting. The basic idea was to simply replace the disperse aqueous
phase in the successful microfluidic experiments by the prepared CNT dispersion.
This process would lead to a combined technique consisting of single ‘molecule’
detection/spectroscopy (SMD/SMS) and fluorescence activated droplet sorting
(FADS). While both of these techniques are relatively well established, their combination have not been reported to this day to the author's best knowledge. The
following chapters describe the process of introducing the CNT dispersion to the
microfluidic system and resolving of the related challenges.

8.1 Introduction to SMS and FADS
8.1.1 Brief history of SMS and FADS
SMS reaches way back in history to the case of gas spectroscopy at ultralow pressures. The single molecule sensitivity in condensed phase was attained nearly 30
years back [273]. Since then, a whole set of new knowledge has arisen from exciting experiments, particularly profiting from the data obtained from single molecules rather than from averaged information of ensembles. The abrupt development in the field already resulted in successful commercial applications like superresolution microscopy.
The rise and further development of SMS were made possible by both the
increasing sensitivity of the detectors as well as by the discovery of new physical
principles and detection techniques. The development in the field of confocal microscopy coupled with photomultipliers (PMT), avalanche photodiodes (APD),
or state-of-the-art CCDs [274] brought unprecedent sensitivity, making laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) the most effective detection technique [118,164,165,274].
The advent of microfluidics opened a vast field of possibilities at very small
scales. The utilization of fluorescence spectroscopy in microfluidic systems is particularly tempting since the background noise scales down with the detection
volume while the signal remains constant [15,162,275]. Hence, the signal to noise
ratio, the crucial factor for successful detection, increases by decreasing the detection volume. Confocal LIF microscopy inherently works with small detection
volumes. This is, however, an obvious disadvantage for highly diluted samples
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of large volumes. The low concentration of an analyte, its unknown position, and
often also its random movement together with minimal detection volume makes
the localization and detection of the analyte virtually impossible [165]. The replacement of various cells, cuvettes and capillaries by microfluidic channels allows much more effective exposure of the analyte to the detection system as the
sample is focused to a small area of the microfluidic channel with better overlap
with the detection volume. The conventional microfluidic systems (characteristic
length in tens of μm) do not fully overlap with the confocal detection volume and
special adjustments of the optical setup [13] or channel geometry [276] must be
used to effectively detect signal from the complete sample. For the femtoliter
scale microfluidics (characteristic length in units of µm), this is not an issue anymore as the detection volume fully overlaps with the microfluidic volume [165,275].
8.1.2 Current situation in SMS and FADS
The ultimate connection of microfluidic systems and fluorescence microscopy allowed new discoveries in research of single cells and even single molecules. The
new systems allowed progress in cancer research [277], cellular biology [262],
molecular biology [12,159], genetics [276,278], etc. Further development of microfluidic technology for single cell screening extended the functionality of the system to a concept known as fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) [261,279].
In FACS, the signal from the fluorescence detection is used to trigger an implemented sorting mechanism. The random appearance, difficult manipulation and
cross-contamination of cells or bacteria dispersed in single phase was overcome
by their encapsulation in droplet-based microfluidic devices [274]. The properties of compartmentalized cells are investigated in both static [159,280] and flowing [13,246,256] droplets, which can be further subjected to sorting. Since the cells
are enclosed within the droplets, the latter systems are already referred to as FADS.
SMD in the flow of a single phase, and much more SMS, is highly challenging for the reasons described above. Even though the detection of a single fluorophore in flow was reported, there is a series of drawbacks discriminating this
approach, mainly the cross-contamination, contamination of the walls, molecular
clustering, clogging of the small cross section channels, and last but not least the
signal intensity being proportional to the flow rate [275]. These factors limit the
SMS only to the molecules immobilized on the walls of the microfluidic channel [15,278,281]. The more versatile solution is represented by encapsulated single molecules, mostly in static droplets [15,278,281,282] but also in droplets moving in the flow [12,159,276]. The sensitive detection techniques widened the possibility of FADS also to single molecules [12,176]. Nevertheless, SMD and SMS
remain highly challenging techniques and single molecule detection or spectroscopy is not an easy task, especially in flowing microfluidic systems. Several issues
must be carefully considered for proper understanding of single-molecular
FADS.
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In contrast with cells or microbeads which can be manipulated in the disperse phase prior to the droplet formation [120,144], there is no known
way how to beat the Poisson distribution for the single molecules [276].
The system for single molecule sorting will always have a certain distribution of droplets occupied with 0, 1, 2, … molecules and the particular distribution is dependent on the concentration of the molecules of interest in
the dispersed phase (see FIGURE 4.5).
The reported SMD or SMS is rarely a true detection of a single molecule [148,282]. Either labelling of the detected single molecule with many
fluorophore molecules [15,162,176,275,276,278,281] or, especially in biology, self-replicating properties (PCR, enzyme reaction, in vitro translation,
rolling circle amplification, etc.) [12,183,277,281,283] are advantageously
used. The labeling is, however, often a necessity due to the low or no fluorescent activity of the molecule of interest. Hence, the single-molecule
detection is rarely truly single-molecule.
If the self-replicating processes are employed, an incubation period is
needed. The encapsulated molecules are removed from the droplet formation chip, undergo incubation process and consequently are reinjected
to the detection/sorting chip [12,13,183,256]. The time and special conditions needed for incubation obstruct the full integration of all functionalities and prevents realization of the fully automated and independent sorting system [148].
Unless the droplet content is strongly amplified or labelled with a high
number of fluorophores [12,154,246,276], an extended period of time is required to collect enough photons for reliable detection. Therefore, the detection of single molecules is usually provided in static droplets [15] or in
droplet traps, where the droplet is released back to flow after the data collection [157,162].
Due to the known properties of fluorophores, single-molecule FADS is
usually based on detection rather than spectroscopy [15,162,274,276]. A
single wavelength (or their combination [15,276]) can be detected by using
emission filters and PMT or APD with much higher sensitivity compared
to CCD detectors. The CCD detectors used in spectroscopy are much less
sensitive and their utilization is limited in high speed or low signal detection systems [274].
The low signal to noise ratio resulting from generally weak signals requires a sensitive tuning of the detection threshold [273,276,278]. When
the purity of the sorted ensemble is crucial, the molecular detection efficiency is necessarily less than 100 % in order to avoid false positive detection [275].

8.1.3 SMS and FADS for SWCNT sorting
The CNTs dispersed in water form a system similar to any other molecular dispersion. Nevertheless, there are some special properties compared to the general
considerations listed above.
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The Poisson distribution of molecules compartmentalized in the droplet is
valid.
The nanotubes are inherently fluorescent, thus no labelling is required.
The requirements for a successful detection of a fluorescent molecule are
large absorption coefficient and quantum yield of emission, and photobleaching resistance. CNTs are relatively well fulfilling these parameters
(see Fluorescence spectroscopy, p. 27). This allows their label-free fluorescence detection and sorting - a true advantage over other sorting protocols.
Due to the extreme conditions needed for cloning of carbon nanotubes [77],
the ‘self-replicating’ scheme is not a viable strategy of amplification.
The droplets are trapped for an extended time but not violating the flowing nature of the microfluidic system (see 6.5.3 Droplet trapping).
Since the goal of this project is to recognize and consequently sort
SWCNTs with different chiralities, the single wavelength detection is not
a suitable approach. Characterization of a certain chirality must be based
on a measurement of the full fluorescence spectrum. The InGaAs CCD arrays, conveniently used for NIR spectroscopy, are characterized by high
quantum efficiency [284], however, they miss the possibility of electronic
gain, a technique substantially increasing the sensitivity of PMT, APD, but
also EMCCD and ICCD in the visible range. The sensitivity of the detector
seems to be one of the true challenges for this project.
With the goal of high purity single chirality ensembles, false positive detections are unacceptable. The threshold for CNTs detection and chirality
recognition must be set so that only a single nanotube with a clear
bandgap will be sorted.

These conditions, together with the size of the microfluidic system, brings requirements on the edge of nowadays top-end instrumentation, which includes
significant down-scaling of the sorting system, exceptional quality of the optical
system and unprecedent sensitivity of the detection system, very precise control
of the flows and a well-tuned sorting system.

8.2 Instrumentation and automation
Coupling of the developed microfluidic system with the optical system can be
done in multiple ways [165]. However, the systems for direct observation of the
behavior in the microfluidic chip and concurrent fluorescent measurements are
usually similar [59,165,274]. The optical system, already described in Characterization, was primarily designed for CNT spectroscopy in microfluidic channels
and the characterization of the bulk CNT dispersion was only a side task. Therefore, the optical system was used in unaltered configuration (FIGURE 8.1(a)&(b),
see also FIGURE 3.2). Even though the full characterization of CNTs dispersed in
a solution can be done only by full range excitation – emission 2D mapping [43],
or by broadband excitation [285], several properly chosen excitation lasers can
successfully replace the time-consuming 2D scanning with less than 1 %
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error [59]. In addition, the system with laser excitation gains sensitivity by significantly higher excitation power (see 3.2.3 Remark on spectra acquisition). The utilization of one single laser line is only a first step towards a more complex excitation system after the sorting concept is demonstrated. The microfluidic chip,
microfluidic pump, DEP generator and reagents were used as described earlier.
The possibility of long-term and reliable measurements required to build a
control software, covering the whole operation of spectroscopy, decision making,
and DEP sorting in a fully automated manner. Originally, the author's own software for the control of microfluidic pump and droplet recognition was compiled
in LabView environment. The droplet recognition algorithm was based on ROI
comparison (FIGURE 8.2(a)). Later on, the LabView program was replaced by a
more complex software, developed by Pasi Myllyperkiö. The program development was done in Visual Studio 2015 environment. Several external libraries was
used to interface the external devices. The imaging camera was interfaced with
Microsoft DirectDraw tools. OpenCV software package via Emgu.CV (version
3.2.0.2682) C# - wrapper was used for the image recognition, based on the edge
detection (FIGURE 8.2(b)). Spectrometer (Andor iDus camera) was interfaced by
using Andor SDK - package (version 2.86). Spectral analysis and peak fitting
were done using nonlinear fitting tools in GSL library version 2.4. The DEP driver
firmware software was written on Arduino 1.8.3. This software fully automates
droplet recognition (see also [183]), triggers spectroscopy measurement, spectra
processing, decision-making algorithm, and the sorting process (FIGURE
8.2(c)&(d)).
The cycle starts at the moment when the software recognizes that there is a
new droplet in the trap. This process is somewhat tricky as the droplet exchange
in the trap is so fast that the software cannot reliably determine, whether a new
droplet entered the trap, or the trap is still occupied by the same droplet (supplementary movie M6). This issue was partially solved by a new trap design (supplementary movie M7), however, the results are still not fully conclusive. Potentially, a different mechanism of droplet exchange detection could be applied, utilizing scattering of light on the exchanging droplets (supplementary movie
M1249). This idea is, however, not yet applied in the design.

FIGURE 8.1: (a) The full setup for fluorescence spectroscopy in the microfluidic system. (b)
A typical image from the camera, used for droplet recognition. The magnified area shows
the laser beam focused on the trap.
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FIGURE 8.2: (a) Older LabView droplet recognition software. (b) Edge recognition function
and search for round object in the new software. (c) User interface of the new software. (d)
Flowchart of the new software.

The detection of a new droplet triggers the data acquisition by iDus camera. Since
the excitation laser is always on, the measurement starts by just opening the electronic shutter of the camera. The acquisition time is fixed beforehand, and its exact value is based on the average time of trap occupation measured before the
data collection. This solution originates from the very long time required by the
camera to abort the data acquisition process. The possible waste of measurement
time if the droplet occupies the trap longer or the possible short contribution from
the next droplet coming too soon influences the overall measurement error much
less than the delay caused by abortion of the acquisition process.
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The spectra processing algorithm then evaluates, whether there is any signal
measured from the droplet, how many peaks were detected, and what is their
position. If the data match the selected criteria for a chirality to be sorted, the
software triggers the DEP sorting sequence with a delay dependent on the flow
speed and the distance between the trap and the sorting junction. Besides the
delay, the software allows to set the frequency of the AC field and is limited only
by the high voltage switching hardware (see DEP – instrumentation, p. 140), duty
cycle and the length of the sorting sequence. The two concentration related terminators (FIGURE 8.2(d)) are applied if there is either too many or no peak detected for several measurements in a row. They serve the purpose of properly
setting the dilution ratio of the CNT dispersion.

8.3 Ambient considerations
Injection of the SWCNT dispersion into the femtoliter scale microfluidic system
brings a necessity to consider possible influences of the prevailing ambient conditions on the optical spectroscopy. The enhanced influence of the environment
comes as another consequence of miniaturized microfluidic system. Due to the
size of the microfluidic system together with the size of the focused laser spot
and Rayleigh length of a Gaussian laser beam, the spectroscopy results will be
inevitably influenced by both the glass and the continuous phase.
8.3.1 Glass contribution
Even though glass shows low autofluorescence compared to other microfluidic
materials (see 5.1 The material), various admixtures from the glass composition
can exhibit fluorescence behavior. Since the signal originating from a single CNT
is expected to be very weak and certain volume of the glass is inevitably exposed
to the focused laser light, the fluorescent behavior of the glass must be taken into
account. Indeed, the glass fluorescence intensity can be up to 10-times larger than
the signal from CNTs, when the laser is focused inside the channel. Further experiments seeking for the optimal position of the focal plane confirmed that the
fluorescence of the glass virtually restricts the placement of the focal plane anywhere else but to the middle of the channel as the glass autofluorescence reliably
covers any possible signal originating from CNTs.
The experimental data were obtained with the optical setup for CNT spectroscopy (see 3.2.2 Characterization) from ready-made microfluidic chips. The
measured signal is unstable during the first several seconds, which can be related
to the temperature changes caused by an intensely focused laser beam, or to autofluorescence bleaching [286]. A deconvolution to five Gaussian profiles sufficiently describes the fluorescence signal to be from the glass (FIGURE 8.3(left)),
and the parameters of the deconvoluted functions are perfectly predictable and
linear as a function of time (FIGURE 8.3(left inset)). Due to the initial instability
of the signal, the reference measurement, as well as the data acquisition from the
droplets, must always be taken with certain delay after the position of the laser
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beam is set. The predictable nature of the glass autofluorescence allows its automatic subtraction in the control software. The influence of the glass was subtracted from all the data presented below.
8.3.2 Decane contribution
Since the decane wets the channel walls, it creates a thin layer between the droplet and the glass. Both the excitation laser light and the fluorescence signal must
pass this layer. The decane is optically inactive in the VIS region, however a very
weak absorption can be found in the NIR region [287] (FIGURE 8.3(right)). This
band most likely originates from the 3rd overtone of the C-H stretch. Hence not
the excitation, but the fluorescence signal can get partially absorbed on the decane layer separating the droplet from the channel wall. The silane monolayer on
the glass surface can possibly add to this absorption as the hydrocarbon tails have
similar molecular structure as decane. No measurable contribution of SPAN 80
emulsifier dissolved in the decane was observed. The overlap with the fluorescence signal is not significant and, in addition, the absorbance is negligible. For
example, water itself absorbs stronger in this region [287]. Thus, no negative influence from decane on the spectroscopic result should be expected.

8.4 CNT dispersion in microfluidic system
8.4.1 CNT dispersion in microfluidic channel
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FIGURE 8.3: (left) The microfluidic chip glass autofluorescence in NIR region. The red
dashed line shows the experimental data from 1 s exposure, the thin curves are deconvolution to Gaussian functions. The inset shows the time evolution of intensity of the deconvoluted Gaussian functions. (right) Decane absorption in the NIR region. Data were collected
on FTIR Nicolet Magna-IR 760 ESP with 10 mm path length. The disproportion of the data
in the <1 100 nm region comes from the decreasing sensitivity of the instrument. The dashed
line marks the position of fluorescence emission from the CNTs. The magnitudes of the absorbance and the intensity are not in scale.
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1 % w/w SDBS up to the point where only a very few (down to one) nanotubes
pass through the detection volume. This can be observed as clear differences between consequently acquired spectra. At the given dilution, distinct peaks from
individual CNTs with specific chirality start to appear at the acquisition time of
~1 s. This acquisition time became a key parameter for further development of
the microfluidic device (see T-junction, p. 124). Differences are still observable at
acquisition times as long as 3 s (FIGURE 8.4(left)) but they disappear with longer
acquisition times as a result of many nanotubes passing the detection volume.
The sum of all the individual spectra results in the regular spectrum usually obtained from bulk SWCNT dispersion (FIGURE 8.4(right)). This experiment
proves the possibility of continuous phase flow of SWCNT dispersion in femtoliter scale microfluidics. It also demonstrates the viability of detecting individual
CNTs in the flowing dispersion by a NIR fluorescence measurement.
8.4.2 CNT dispersion in droplets
Since the previous experiment showed that the flow of SWCNT dispersion in microfluidic channel is a viable process, the next step was measurement of the NIR
fluorescence of the dispersion from stationary droplets formed in the microfluidic system. The results from the experiment are plotted in FIGURE 8.5. There is
a clear difference between the spectra from individual droplets. Even at long integration times of 10 s in FIGURE 8.5, the fluorescence signal does not exhibit all
the spectral features of bulk dispersion measured in a cuvette or in the open flow.
This suggests, that the SWCNTs are really encapsulated within the droplets and
there is no content exchange between the droplets nor leaking to the continuous
phase (the decane spectrum is null). The sum of all the spectra FIGURE 8.6(left)
again give a spectrum in agreement with the bulk CNT dispersion measurement
(FIGURE 8.6(right)).
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FIGURE 8.4: (left) Consecutively measured spectra of CNT dispersion (sample J3) flowing in
microfluidic channel (chip 18). The acquisition time was 3 s per spectrum and the black line
is a moving average trend line. The spectra are vertically shifted for clarity. (right) The sum
of all the spectra from the left (blue line), its moving average (black line), and their comparison to non-diluted SWCNT dispersion measured from a cuvette (red dashed line).
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The signal obtained from the droplets appears more noisy compared to the spectra from free flow of the CNT dispersion. This is most likely due to the presence
of glass-decane-droplet interfaces together with relatively large size of the droplets. As the detection volume cannot cover the whole droplet, the signal to noise
ratio decreases (see 8.1.1 Brief history of SMS and FADS). In addition, more than
one chirality is present in almost every droplet. Further dilution of the CNT dispersion is necessary to achieve the single SWCNT in one droplet limit.

FIGURE 8.5: Spectra measured from individual static droplets in continuous phase of decane
(sample D, chip 18). The acquisition time was 10 s per spectrum and the black line is a moving average trend line.
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FIGURE 8.6: (left) Position of the measured droplets in the microfluidic channel. (right) The
sum of all the spectra from droplets from FIGURE 8.5 (blue line), its moving average (black
line), and their comparison with non-diluted SWCNT dispersion (sample J3) measured from
a cuvette (red dashed line).

8.4.3 Continuous droplet formation with CNT dispersion
The success in detection of the fluorescence signal from individual droplets became a trigger for experiments with simultaneous use of all the subsystems of the
microfluidic chip. Even with the limits arising from the system sensitivity, the
Poisson distribution of nanotubes compartmentalized in individual droplets, the
unknown concentration of nanotubes in the dispersion, and the limited number
of emitting nanotubes upon 633 nm excitation, significant enrichment of a selected chirality can be achieved by sorting. These measurements would also serve
as a library of spectra measured from droplets and help to determine the proper
concentration of the CNT dispersion. At the very end of this iterative search for
optimal concentration, sorting threshold, and excitation coverage, the aim of
working with individual nanotubes can be achieved.
However, compared to dH2O, the CNT dispersion behaves very differently
in the microfluidic system. Even for the same microfluidic chip and at the same
experimental conditions (supplementary movie M1350), the droplet formation is
unstable, irregular, and the droplets tend to have non-spherical shapes (FIGURE
8.7(a)&(b)). The droplets group to ‘trains’ and the traps are nearly ineffective
(FIGURE 8.7(c)&(d)). The attempts to resolve this issue by altering the experimental conditions, namely the pressure ratio of the continuous and disperse
phase, led to even more unpredictable behavior of the droplets (FIGURE 8.7(e)(g)).
No pressure settings were found that would bring the abnormal behavior
of the droplets back to the stable regime. Since the whole idea of the automatic
droplet/CNT sorter is based on slow, regular, and stable droplet formation, this
issue had to be reliably resolved. The similarity of the patterns from FIGURE
8.7(e)-(g) with FIGURE 6.15(d) suggests that the interfacial tension plays a key
role in this issue. Indeed, the presence of SDBS surfactant does not only cover the
50
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FIGURE 8.7: Comparison of droplet formation with (a) dH2O and (b) CNT dispersion. Comparison of droplet propagation with (c) dH2O and (d) CNT dispersion. (e)-(f) Unpredictable
behavior of the fluids at trial pressure settings.

CNTs but also significantly alters the interfacial tension between the CNT dispersion and both the continuous phase and the channel walls.
The surface tension of water as a function of SDBS concentration is plotted
in FIGURE 8.8. The data were obtained using Sigma 703 tensiometer by Du Noüy
ring method [288]. The surface tension of pure dH2O was measured to be
~71.4 mN·m-1, in agreement with the literature [288,289]. The surface tension
steeply drops upon the addition of SDBS surfactant down to the point of
CMC [290]. The dH2O - SDBS mixture reaches CMC at SDBS concentration ~0.08 %
w/w and the surface tension reaches the value of ~36.6 mN·m-1. At higher concentrations, the decrease of the surface tension slows down and eventually
reaches a plateau at the value of ~33.0 mN·m-1. The presented data were later
used for determination of the SDBS concentration from the measured surface tension.
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FIGURE 8.8: Surface tension of water as a function of SDBS concentration [288]. The black
lines are linear and logarithmic fits, respectively.

The surface tension is directly related to interfacial tension as the presence of surfactant helps to ‘wet’ the surface in contact [139]. While the interfacial tension
between the fluids does not play a critical role in the droplet behavior, at least in
the confined regime, the interfacial tension between the disperse phase and the
channel walls is crucial for the droplet formation and behavior in the microfluidic
system (see 4.4.1 Droplet formation in open and confined systems). Further microfluidic experiments based on varying SDBS concentration in the disperse
phase showed that a surface tension of ≥50 mN·m-1 is necessary to maintain the
behavior of the system as it was designed. In other words, the SDBS concentration in CNT dispersion should not exceed 0.01 % w/w, about 100-times less than
the optimal amount (see 3.3.1 Amount of surfactant).
8.4.4 CNT dispersion post-processing
When the SWCNT concentration in the dispersion needs to be decreased, the dispersion is usually diluted with an aqueous solution having the same concentration of SDBS as the original CNT dispersion [59]51. A decrease in the SDBS concentration could be easily achieved by diluting the CNT dispersion with dH2O
only. However, the concentration of the individualized SWCNTs decreases together with the SDBS and so does the fluorescence intensity following the BeerLambert law. With a dilution ratio as high as 100 : 1, the drop in fluorescence
intensity makes the detection of SWCNTs both in channel and in droplets highly
ineffective. Therefore, a protocol, in which the decrease of SDBS concentration
would be much more effective than the related decrease of SWCNT concentration,
had to be developed.
First, the preparation process of CNT dispersion (Appendix A) was altered
by using SDBS at a concentration as low as 0.03 % w/w (sample C). The quality
of the dispersion, evaluated by integrated fluorescence activity, was very poor.
At the surfactant concentration below CMC, the surfactant molecules are located
mainly at the water-air and water-vial interfaces and their availability in the bulk
The efforts to increase the SWCNT concentration are altogether focused on improving the
preparation process [93], and post-processing techniques are not used.
51
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volume is not sufficient to support the debundling process and keep the nanotubes separate (see also 3.3.1 Amount of surfactant, FIGURE 3.9(right)). In addition, the long-term stability was basically non-existing as the fluorescence intensity quickly dropped with time.
An alternative approach was based on observation of the subtle difference
between the density of water and that of individualized nanotubes. A closer examination of the data measured during optimization of the centrifugal field and
time (see 3.3.4 Centrifugation) not only proves that the individualized nanotubes
possess a lower density than bundles or other unintentional particles but, more
importantly, it shows that the individual nanotubes are slightly denser than the
aqueous environment they are dispersed in. Centrifugal fields over 150 000g are
clearly able to remove all the nanotubes from the dispersion and drive them into
the precipitate (FIGURE 3.13(left)). The precipitate formed from a CNT dispersion is also known to contain only a small fraction of the overall amount of surfactant from the dispersion [105,113]. The possibility to concentrate the majority
of the well individualized nanotubes to a very small volume was found to be a
solution to the challenge of preserving the concentration of individualized
SWCNTs while dramatically decreasing the concentration of SDBS.
Naturally, a series of questions about the feasibility of this approach arise.
The presence of SDBS seems to be crucial for the (long-term) stability of the dispersions, and since a dynamic equilibrium is expected between the adsorbed and
non-adsorbed surfactant [97], its removal could lead to a decrease and eventually
to the loss of the protective coverage of the SWCNTs. In addition, the nanotubes
are pressed closely to each other during the centrifugation process, which together with lowered surfactant coverage invokes the risk of serious rebundling.
The experimental protocol was designed and executed in two competitive
pathways (FIGURE 8.9). In both cases, the goal was to obtain CNT dispersions
with SDBS concentration required for proper functionality of the microfluidic system. That means in absolute numbers ≤0.03 % w/w of SDBS in the CNT dispersion.
•

•

First approach: The ready-made CNT dispersion is first diluted with dH2O
to the required surface tension. The diluted dispersion is exposed to a high
centrifugal field and consequently, the precipitate is collected and
properly homogenized.
Second approach: The ready-made CNT dispersion is first exposed to a
high centrifugal field and the precipitate is collected. Consequently, the
precipitate is diluted to the required surface tension and properly homogenized.

Observation of fluorescence from the supernatant shows obvious decrease of the
integrated fluorescence intensity without any observable change in the shape of
the spectrum. It means that individual SWCNTs are truly transported to the precipitate. The rate of transport is a function of both the centrifugal field and time
of centrifugation. Depletion of nanotubes from the supernatant was not found to
be dependent on the experimental pathway. The recovery of the precipitate,
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FIGURE 8.9: Two approaches for decreasing of the SDBS concentration in CNT dispersion.
(top) Dilution precedes centrifugation. The ready-made CNT dispersion is firstly diluted
with dH2O, centrifuged, and then the precipitate is collected and homogenized. (bottom)
Centrifugation precedes dilution. The ready-made CNT dispersion is firstly centrifuged, and
the precipitate is collected and homogenized. The homogenized precipitate is consequently
diluted with dH2O.

however, strongly favors the first approach as its relative fluorescence intensity
was found to be constantly higher. We speculate that the high centrifugal field
compressing a large amount of nanotubes in the precipitate (second approach,
FIGURE 8.10(b)) induces the rebundling in much larger scale than the limited
SDBS coverage together with limited interaction of nanotubes (first approach,
FIGURE 8.10(a)).
The first method was therefore further optimized and lead to the protocol
described in Appendix A. A regular CNT dispersion is diluted to the required
SDBS concentration with dH2O. The SDBS concentration can be indirectly verified by surface tension measurement (FIGURE 8.8), however, the measurement
error is relatively large at low SDBS concentrations. Hence, the dilution ratio is
considered a more exact parameter of determining the final SDBS concentration.
For this highly diluted SWCNT dispersion, the search for optimal centrifugation
parameters resulted in centrifugation at the highest centrifugal field allowed by
the Type 70.1 Ti Rotor [110] used in the Beckman-Coulter Optima L-90K Ultracentrifuge (450 000g). The 4 hour period of centrifugation was found to be sufficient to effectively drive the majority of the individual SWCNTs to the precipitate.
The slightly darker precipitate (FIGURE 8.10(a)) is then carefully pipetted out of
the vial. An amount as low as 200 μL from 5 mL of centrifuged dispersion ensures
high enough concentration of nanotubes in the resulting product. The homogenization of the pipetted volume is conducted by 30 min sonication of the sample
placed in a glass flask in a bath-type sonicator and consequent filtering by 1.2 μm
and 0.45 μm membrane filters (see 3.3.5 Filtration). In this way, a CNT dispersion
with 30-fold decrease of the SDBS concentration but only 3.2-fold decrease of the
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FIGURE 8.10: Post-processing precipitates from (a) diluted CNT dispersion (sample P), (b)
not diluted CNT dispersion (sample D).

integrated fluorescence activity (FIGURE 8.11(top left)) was achieved. In addition,
the shape of the normalized fluorescence spectrum is identical to the spectrum
measured from samples prepared by the standard procedure, proving the quality
of the dispersion.
Long-term stability of the low SDBS CNT dispersion
Since the stability of the CNT dispersion is thought to be enabled by the coverage
of the nanotubes by surfactant molecules, the long-term stability of dispersion
with low SDBS concentration was an issue to address. Long-term aging tests
(FIGURE 8.11(top right)), however, show improved stability compared to the 1 %
SDBS CNT dispersions (FIGURE 3.15(right)). In comparison of two dispersions
with low SDBS concentration, the one with lower concentration of individualized
SWCNTs show superior stability over the more concentrated one. This observation means that the dynamic equilibrium of the SDBS molecules in the aqueous
environment and on the SWCNTs is not as straightforward process as reported [97].
Besides the improved stability, an unexpected feature of the aged dispersions with low SDBS concentration was observed (FIGURE 8.11(bottom left)).
The position of the emission peaks shifts with time, firstly towards lower wavelengths (FIGURE 8.11(bottom right)). The sample with higher SWCNT concentration exhibits large redshift after more than 2 months of storage. Since both
samples were measured always together, an instrumental or calibration error is
out of question. Nevertheless, filtration with the 0.45 μm membrane filter returns
the position of the peaks back to original. The filtration, compared to dispersions
with 1 % SDBS concentration, does not improve the intensity of the fluorescence
(FIGURE 3.15(left)). These results point towards some interaction of individual
SWCNTs with non-fluorescent bundles or yet unknown dynamics of the SDBS
surfactant in SWCNT dispersions.
Remarks on the CNT dispersion post-processing
The experimental effort in preparation of SWCNT dispersion with a low SDBS
concentration results in a series of observations, which should be taken into account when preparing for the microfluidic experiment.
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FIGURE 8.11: (top left) The 30-fold decrease of the SDBS concentration accompanied by only
3.2-fold decrease of the fluorescence intensity. (top right) Integrated fluorescence intensity
as a function of time. The solid lines are least squares fits of an exponential function. (bottom left) An obvious redshift in the spectrum from the aged dispersion with low SDBS and
high SWCNT concentration. The filtration reverses the redshift back to normal. (bottom right) An average shift of 5 major peaks (950 nm, 1024 nm, 1130 nm, 1187 nm, 1266 nm)
as a function of time. The cross data points are measured after filtration. The solid line is just
to guide the eye.

•

•

•

•

The dilution ratio dH2O : SDBS, prior to the post-processing centrifugation,
should be as large as possible as the highly diluted samples result in better
recovery after homogenization.
The dispersions with low SDBS concentration should be always prepared
from fresh 1 % SDBS SWCNT dispersion, since the latter ages faster (FIGURE 3.15(right) vs. FIGURE 8.11(top right)).
The samples with lower CNT concentration are the most stable from the
long-term point of view (FIGURE 8.11(top right), FIGURE 8.11(bottom
right). Hence, the samples should be diluted to the (final) experimental
concentrations right after the preparation and they should not be stored in
concentrated form.
The resulting fluorescence intensity of the dispersion with low SDBS concentration is a function of many parameters and the results vary from
batch to batch. Therefore the exact dilution ratios for experimental
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•

fluorescence intensity cannot be simply stated and must be re-evaluated
for every batch separately.
The disadvantage of this process is the limited volume of CNT dispersion
with low SDBS concentration after the post-processing (usually under
1 mL). This amount, even though small for bulk measurements, is more
than enough for several microfluidic experiments.

8.4.5 Low SDBS disperse phase for droplet formation
As expected, the droplet formation was well re-established with the decreased
SDBS concentration. Surprisingly enough, it was nearly impossible to detect any
signal from the microfluidic channel. There was no signal observed in any channel, neither in the static nor moving droplets. The only exception was the disperse
phase inlet channel. Since there was no problem in observing the CNTs in the
inlet channel and no diffusion of CNTs to the continuous phase was observed,
the reason for this behavior was unclear.
The attempts to achieve continuous droplet production led to a clearly visible build-up of SWCNTs (a plug) in the place of droplet formation (FIGURE
8.12(a)-(c)). This happens in the time period of 5 – 10 minutes from introduction
of the CNT dispersion to the microfluidic channel and the plug creation process
is cumulative. If the CNT dispersion was introduced to the chip only for a short
time and no visible plug was created, a faster build-up was observed in the consequent run. The creation of the plug explains the missing nanotubes further in
the microfluidic chip. Interestingly, the plug itself does not influence the droplet
formation for a surprisingly long time after the plug is created (FIGURE 8.12(d)),
even though the plug keeps collecting more and more nanotubes. The plug apparently does not influence the water flow, however, it creates an impermeable
barrier for the trapped air (FIGURE 8.12(c)). The structure of the plug is also noteworthy, as the CNT density gradient grows in the direction of the flow (FIGURE
8.12(b)&(e)&(f)). The plug is not removable by any tested approach, including
strong solvents, elevated temperature, sonication, high pressure, and reverse
flow. The reverse flow can also trigger a formation of new plugs at places with
limited cross section (FIGURE 8.12(e)). A measurement of the fluorescence response of the plug (FIGURE 8.12(h)) does not show the characteristic CNT spectrum, possibly due to massive rebundling. Anyhow, the build-up of a plug necessarily means a destroyed chip, an obviously unacceptable property of the developed system. As a result, the CNT dispersion with decreased concentration of
surfactant (<<1 %) cannot be used in developed microfluidic chips if the design
allows contact of the dispersion and the silinized channel walls.
Since no plug formation was observed when the 1 % SDBS CNT dispersion
was manipulated within the microfluidic chip and no plugs were observed in the
places, where the decane wets the hydrophobic channel surfaces, the interaction
of CNT dispersion with low SDBS concentration and the hydrophobic walls in
the place of limited cross section was thought to be the trigger mechanism for the
plug formation. We speculate that the SWCNTs poorly covered by SDBS molecules may be rather strongly attracted to the hydrophobic OTS SAM (see 6.2.2
Silinization in enclosed channels). The plug formation probability is further
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FIGURE 8.12: Plugs formed from the CNT dispersion with low SDBS concentration. The
plugs are usually formed in the place with limited channel cross section and presence of OTS
monolayer is a necessary condition for the formation of the plug.

amplified both by the close proximity of the walls and high chance of establishing
an impenetrable network of nanotubes in the areas with limited cross section.
Selective surface treatment
A new approach of the OTS SAM treatment in the microfluidic system, selectively leaving the disperse phase inlet channel untouched, was developed. The
system is not totally filled by the OTS solution, but dry nitrogen gas is pumped
through the not-to-be-treated channel. The N2 gas is forming bubbles in the flow
of the OTS solution, being carried away to the outlets. The first experiments confirmed the viability of this approach, as the chip functionalities are not affected,
and the chip was able to operate for a period of ~19 hours before the flow of the
CNT dispersion got restricted (supplementary movie M1452). Additionally, the
plug formed in the area without the hydrophobic treatment was easily removed
by setting a reverse flow at low pressure. This further supports our speculations
about the interaction between poorly covered nanotubes and the hydrophobic
channel surface. The details of the selective silinization are described in Appendix B.
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9

Summary and perspectives

9.1 Summary
The development of a microfluidic platform primarily designed for sorting of
single SWCNTs encapsulated to femtoliter droplets is reported in this thesis. The
development of an experimental system in the femtoliter scale requested an investigation of both theoretical aspects and experimental methods of microfluidics.
The wide variety of fields, including microfabrication, hydrodynamics in microscale, surface and interfacial chemistry, electric fields in microfluidics, etc.,
were thoroughly addressed in order to reach the goal.
BOOK I (partially also BOOK III) describes the evolution of the experimental protocol for stable dispersions of individualized and surfactant-protected
SWCNTs. Low sonication power was identified as key parameter for achieving
dispersions with low non-resonant background and high fluorescence activity.
The parameters of consequent centrifugation were optimized for high yield of
fluorescent nanotubes at minimal level of impurities. The surface tension of the
dispersion was successfully altered in a large range by a novel protocol based on
extensive centrifugation. The ability to tailor the surface tension was found to be
crucial for the proper functionality of the microfluidic system. The resulting experimental protocol can be found in Appendix A.
BOOK II focuses on both manufacture and operation of a full-glass, spectroscopy-friendly chip for W/O droplet-based microfluidics in femtoliter scale.
Both the dry and wet etching protocols for manufacture of the channels were
successfully developed, however, the wet etching technology showed itself to be
more suitable for the femtoliter systems. Closing of the channels was achieved by
establishing an optimized adhesive-free thermal bonding process. A novel sandwich structure of electrodes, well surviving the harsh conditions during manufacture, was designed and implemented. The necessity of hydrophobic surface
for W/O droplet-based systems was addressed by a silinization procedure, not
previously reported in channels miniaturized to such extent. The tuning of the
manufacture process resulted in step-by-step manufacture instructions attached
as Appendix B.
The channel geometries for droplet formation, transport, trapping, DEP
sorting and droplet on-chip stability were iteratively improved towards the outlined functionality. The final complex geometry allows generation of monodispersed droplets at a frequency below 1 Hz – an untrivial parameter, which allows
long measurement of the droplet content at measurement traps. High efficiency
of the passive trap for spectroscopy and the DEP sorting were demonstrated and
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fine-tuned to high repeatability. It was shown, that the geometry of the channels
is a crucial parameter for establishing the desired droplet behavior. A set of empirical rules for long-term on-chip droplet stability was compiled based on experimental observation. Even though the development was aimed at a chip with
relatively specific properties, the vast majority of the gained knowledge can be
directly used or easily extrapolated for microfluidic systems with different properties.
In BOOK III, the merger of the developed microfluidic technology and the
high-quality SWCNT dispersion, with the aim for single nanotube spectroscopy
and sorting, is presented. The droplet content recognition was demonstrated by
detecting the signal from individual droplets, and the premise of droplets as
sealed containers was proven by constant spectroscopy readings from particular
droplets for an extended periods of time. Various challenges related to a continuous stream of droplets containing SWCNTs were observed, addressed and successfully resolved. The DEP sorting abilities together with the results presented
in BOOK III proves the viability of the concept of Microfluidics for carbon nanotubes spectroscopy and sorting.
The demonstrated functionalities make the developed microfluidic platform a highly versatile tool for broad use across the fields of natural sciences.
Both cellular and molecular biology, chemistry, and environmental sciences can
profit from the developed functionalities. Hence, this work reaches beyond the
narrow scope of SWCNT sorting and is truly a new experimental tool available
for anyone who could benefit from it.

9.2 Perspectives
Despite the indisputable progress in the development of the microfluidic system,
there are some loose ends to be tied up. Namely, the automated sorting of single
droplets and the triggered spectroscopy of SWCNTs encapsulated within droplets. An automated computer controlled system will bring not only a large set of
data for further optimization but mainly, it will allow an enrichment of the selected nanotube chirality in the sorted ensemble. The enrichment itself will be a
sufficient proof of the system functionality.
Besides the obvious, there is a list of ideas, which were envisioned during
the last stages of the work, but they were not put into practice yet.
•

•

The CNT dispersion would benefit from a more established and repeatable quality assessment. A system of comparing the integrated fluorescence
intensity to absorbance at excitation wavelength [59] gives a good comparison of the individualization and non-resonant elements in individual
batches.
The major issue during the manufacture of the microfluidic chip is occasional diffusion of electrode material into the channels, which alters the
surface characteristics of the channels and strongly interacts with applied
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•

•

•

•

•
•

electric field. Therefore, the order of manufacture of shallow channels,
deep channels, and electrodes should be reevaluated.
Access to ICP-RIE technology would allow to manufacture microfluidic
structures with much higher precision and it would not be dependent on
the estimation of wet etching isotropicity. For manufacture of structures
requiring higher precision, this technique should be considered
An experimental analysis of sorting strategy must be conducted. It should
result in a study of whether the sorting in confined or in free regime is
more reliable.
The destructive influence of the applied electric field on the overall operation of the microfluidic chip should be addressed with properly designed
grounding electrode surrounding the area where the electric field is applied [176].
If the droplet recognition software will not bring sufficient accuracy to
trigger the spectroscopy and sorting, a simpler solution consisting e.g. of a
photodetector sensing the scattered light intensity from exchanging droplets should be designed (supplementary movie M12).
If the low sensitivity of the iDus camera will become an issue, the employment of PMT or APD with proper filters should be reevaluated.
For the excitation of a broader set of nanotubes from the ensemble, a set of
excitation lasers or a coherent white light source should be considered.
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APPENDIXES

Appendix A

Preparation of CNT dispersion
deionized water (dH2O): 10 mL
sodium dodecyl benzenesulfonate (SDBS): 100 mg (1 % w/w)
1. Place the reagents into a ~15 mL glass vial.
2. Sonicate in bath-type sonicator until all the SDBS dissolves.
3. From now on, the temperature of the solution/dispersion should not exceed
room temperature as the process can fail.
single-walled carbon nanotubes (HiPco™): 5 mg (0.05 % w/w)
4. Add HiPco™ to the SDBS solution.
5. Sonicate in finger-type sonicator, the vial submerged in icy water bath.
6. Set continuous regime with low delivered power and calculate time for the
proportional delivered energy of 28 kJ∙mL-1
for dr. Hielscher UP200S ultrasonic processor with 3 mm Ti tip
- cycle: 1
- amplitude: 20 % (delivered power ~6.5 W)
- time: 12 h (for 10 mL volume)
7. Transfer the dispersion to the centrifuge tubes and run the pre-centrifugation
at 20 °C in centrifugal field 13 200g for 1 hour.
for Beckman-Coulter Optima L-90K Ultracentrifuge with 70.1 Ti Rotor
- 12 000 RPM
8. Carefully collect the supernatant and dispose the precipitate according to
waste management rules.
9. Transfer the supernatant to the centrifuge tubes and run the centrifugation at
20 °C in centrifugal field 82 700g for 4 hours.
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for Beckman-Coulter Optima L-90K Ultracentrifuge with 70.1 Ti Rotor
- 30 000 RPM
10. Carefully collect ~80 % of the supernatant and dispose the precipitate according to waste management rules.
11. Filter the final CNT dispersion through ≤1.2 μm pore size membrane filter.
12. Characterize the CNT dispersion. To compare the results with results reported in the thesis use settings from FIGURE A 1 − FIGURE A 3.

FIGURE A 1: Settings for characterization of CNT dispersion VIS absorption (left) and
π−plasmon absorption (right) measured with Perkin Elmer Lambda 850 spectrometer.

FIGURE A 2: Settings for characterization of CNT dispersion NIR absorption measured with
FTIR Nicolet Magna-IR 760 ESP Spectrometer.
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FIGURE A 3: Settings for characterization of CNT dispersion NIR fluorescence measured
with home-build fluorescence setup.

13. Store in fridge. An additional filtration through 1.2 or 0.45 μm membrane filter is recommended prior to use.

Reducing SDBS content in CNT dispersion (optional)
14. Dilute freshly prepared CNT dispersion with dH2O to the required SDBS concentration (the original concentration is 1 % w/w).
15. Shake thoroughly to homogenize the mixture.
16. Transfer the supernatant to the centrifuge tubes and run the centrifugation at
20 °C in centrifugal field 450 000g for 4 hours.
for Beckman-Coulter Optima L-90K Ultracentrifuge with 70.1 Ti Rotor
- 70 000 RPM
17. Carefully collect the precipitate (sic!). Attempt to collect as little volume as
possible (200 – 300 μm). Dispose the supernatant according to waste management rules.
18. Place the collected precipitate in a glass vial and homogenize in bath-type
sonicator for 30 min.
19. Filter the final CNT dispersion through ≤1.2 μm pore size membrane filter
20. Characterize the CNT dispersion. To compare the results with results reported in the thesis use settings from FIGURE A 1 − FIGURE A 3.
21. Store at 4 °C. An additional filtration through 1.2 or 0.45 μm membrane filter
is recommended prior to use.

Appendix B

Microfluidic chip manufacture protocol
This protocol describes the manufacture of the most complex microfluidic device
developed in this work. For simpler devices, one or several steps may be omitted.
LaserLab:
1. Drill holes to Menzel-Gläser (20 x 20 mm2, #5) coverslips.1
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CleanRoom:
2. Clean drilled glasses.2

3. Activate glass surface.3*

4. Evaporate 80 nm Cr.4

*

The  symbol means that the planning of the particular step is time-critical.

3
5. Spin coat PMMA A4 950 eBeam resist.5

6. Expose, develop, hardbake, and protect – deep channels.6

7. Etch Cr through PMMA mask.7

4
8. Etch glass through Cr mask.8

9. Remove protective tape and PMMA.9

10. Spin coat PMMA A4 950 eBeam resist.10 (see p. 5 above)
11. Expose, develop, and protect – shallow channels.11 (see p. 6 above)
12. Etch Cr through PMMA mask.12 (see p. 7 above)
13. Etch glass through Cr mask.13 (see p. 8 above)
14. Remove protective tape and PMMA.14 (see p. 9 above)
15. Spin coat PMMA A4 950 eBeam resist.15 (see p. 5 above)
16. Expose, develop, hardbake, and protect – electrodes.16 (see p. 6 above)

5
17. Etch Cr through PMMA mask.17 (see p. 7 above)

18. Etch glass through Cr mask.18 (see p. 8 above)
19. Evaporate 50 nm SiO2 + 4 nm Ti + 50 nm Au.19

20. Tape electrode pads. Evaporate 4 nm Ti + 50 nm SiO2.20
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21. Remove tape and lift-off.21

22. Remove Cr mask.22

23. Clean cover glass.23 (see p. 2 above)
24. Activate glass surface.24 (see p. 3 above)
25. Assemble the glasses. Check electrodes.25
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26. TADB.26 

Microfluidic chip silinization protocol (optional)
This protocol describes the hydrophobic surface treatment suitable for W/O
droplet-based microfluidic experiments with hydrocarbon oil continuous phase.
CleanRoom:
27. Terminate the TADB process. Check electrodes.27  (see p. 25 above)
MicrofluidicLab:
28. Assemble the new chip to the microfluidic holder.28
29. Shortly fill the chip with dH2O. Dry with N2 flow.29
30. Prepare fresh OTS solution.30
31. Run OTS solution through the channels.31
32. Push the OTS solution out of the channels.32
33. Run IPA through the channels.33
34. Remove the chip from microfluidic holder and immerse it in IPA.34
35. Thoroughly clean both the holder and the chip with IPA.35
36. Blow the holder and wipe the chip dry.36
37. Assemble the chip back to microfluidic holder.37
38. Clean the channels with repeated IPA and N2 flushes.38
39. Anneal the hydrophobic layer.39
40. CHIP IS READY!40
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Mark the position of the holes according to the MF holder. Protect glass surface from laser induced debris with plastic duct tape. 2000 – 2200 excimer laser pulses should be sufficient. Remove
duct tape.
2 Process 4 drilled pieces together to save time. Put the glass on the CR sheet and clean both sides
with cotton tips and acetone. Focus on the holes surrounding. Do not be afraid to use pressure.
Repeat in cup with boiling acetone using only cotton tips. Rinse with acetone. Sonicate in fresh
boiling acetone for 3 min. Rinse with acetone. Rinse with IPA. Blow dry with N 2.
3 Perform activation right before metal evaporation. Treat in Piranha (H O :H SO – 1:3) at 80 °C
2 2
2
4
for at least 1 hour. Occasionally help the bubbles from the glass surface away. Rinse with dH2O.
Be sure that the Piranha is properly washed away also from the holes. Sonicate for 5 min in dH2O.
Rinse with dH2O. Blow dry with N2 (including the holes). Put the glasses on 160 °C hot plate for
3 min to remove adsorbed water.
4 The Cr mask needs to come from the side, where drilling laser came out. Place all 4 glasses on
the rotational stage. Pay special attention to the cleanliness of the Cr crucible. Clean new pieces
of Cr by sonicating them in boiling acetone (5 min) + rinsing with IPA. Be careful about any possible contamination. Align stage axis with the crucible axis as the stage arm is wobbly. During
the evaporation set evaporation angle 0°, slow rotation, and evaporation speed 0.8 - 1.0 Å∙s-1.
Check the Cr mask quality with microscope in DF mode. Do not use samples with poor Cr mask
quality.
5 Perform spin coating right before eBeam lithography. Blow possible dust away with N . Put the
2
sample on 160 °C hot plate for 3 min to remove possible water (pre-bake). Cool the sample down
on the cleanest Al block. Blow again with N2. Place the sample on the spin coater stage. Set spin
coating program with 500 RPM for PMMA spreading (10 s) and 3000 RPM for spin coating (60 s).
Pipette the PMMA during the spreading phase. After the full sequence is ready, put the sample
on 160 °C hot plate for 2 min to remove the solvent (post-bake). Cool the sample down on the
cleanest Al block. Check the PMMA quality with microscope in DF mode. If the PMMA quality
is poor, remove PMMA by sonicating the sample in boiling acetone (1 min) + rinsing with acetone
and IPA and repeat the spin coating process. PMMA tends to degrade with time, adsorb water
and create bubbles in the spin coated layer during post-bake. If bubbles appear in the PMMA
layer many times in a row, it is time to mix new PMMA.
6 Expose the pattern from GDSII database. Carefully consider the underetching while designing
your patterns (1 µm of the depths widens the channels by 1 µm to both sides). Scratch the PMMA
underneath the clamp properly to avoid charging (and drifting) of the sample. Follow sample
position from the figure. Find a circular particle with ø50 nm for Write Field alignment. Manipulate the sample only by the place where PMMA was scratched from now on. Develop in 'Developer 1' for 40 s and stop by IPA. Blow dry with N2. Check if everything is exposed and developed
as desired with microscope. For etching of deep (≥3 μm) or large (≥2 μm) structures, hardbake
the PMMA on a hot plate at 200 °C for 2 hours. Protect the areas of the sample without exposed
structures as good as possible with plastic duct tape. Do not cover the alignment marks in the
corners.
7 Mix Nichrome etchant and dH O – 1:3. Always prepare fresh mixture as the etch rate and quality
2
decreases with used solution. Put sample in the cup and stir gently. The Cr should be completely
removed on exposed places in 45 – 90 s. Rinse properly with dH2O. Blow dry with N2. Check with
microscope. Tape the alignment marks in the corners.
8 Mix (HF:HCl – 12:1) solution and dH O – 1:5 in HDPE beaker. Put sample in and stir vigorously.
2
It takes 94 s to etch 1 μm away (always use fresh mixture, as the etch rate and quality decreases
with time). Rinse properly with dH2O. Sonicate in dH2O for 3 min to remove etching products.
Rinse properly with dH2O. Blow dry with N2. Check with microscope. Tested up to 6 μm depth.
9 Peel the protective tape away. Sonicate the sample in boiling acetone for 1 min. Rinse with acetone. Sonicate the sample in fresh boiling acetone for 1 min again. Rinse with acetone, rinse with
IPA. Blow dry with N2.
10 Perform spin coating right before eBeam lithography. Blow possible dust away with N . Put
2
the sample on 160 °C hot plate for 3 min to remove possible water (pre-bake). Cool the sample
down on the cleanest Al block. Blow again with N2. Place the sample on the spin coater stage. Set
1
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spin coating program with 500 RPM for PMMA spreading (10 s) and 1000 RPM for spin coating
(120 s). Pipette the PMMA during the spreading phase. After the full sequence is ready, put the
sample on 160 °C hot plate for 2 min to remove the solvent (post-bake). Cool the sample down
on the cleanest Al block. Check the PMMA quality with microscope in DF mode.
11 Expose the pattern from GDSII database. Carefully consider the underetching while designing
your patterns (1 µm of the depths widens the channels by 1 µm to both sides). Scratch the PMMA
underneath the clamp properly to avoid charging (and drifting) of the sample. Follow sample
position from the figure. Find a circular particle with ø50 nm for Write Field alignment. Develop
in 'Developer 1' for 40 s and stop by IPA. Blow dry with N2. Check if everything is exposed and
developed as desired with microscope. For etching of fine structures (<2 μm), hardbake is not
recommended. Protect the areas of the sample without exposed structures as good as possible
with plastic duct tape.
12 Mix Nichrome etchant and dH O – 1:3. Always prepare fresh mixture as the etch rate and qual2
ity decreases with used solution. Put sample in the cup and stir gently. The Cr should be completely removed on exposed places in 45 – 90 s. Rinse properly with dH2O. Blow dry with N2.
Check with microscope.
13 Mix (HF:HCl – 12:1) solution and dH O – 1:5 in HDPE beaker. Put sample in and stir vigorously.
2
It takes 94 s to etch 1 μm away (always use fresh mixture, as the etch rate and quality decreases
with time). Rinse properly with dH2O. Sonicate in dH2O for 3 min to remove etching products.
Rinse properly with dH2O. Blow dry with N2. Check with microscope.
14 Peel the protective tape away. Sonicate the sample in boiling acetone for 1 min. Rinse with acetone. Sonicate the sample in fresh boiling acetone for 1 min again. Rinse with acetone, rinse with
IPA. Blow dry with N2.
15 Perform spin coating right before eBeam lithography. Blow possible dust away with N . Put
2
the sample on 160 °C hot plate for 3 min to remove possible water (pre-bake). Cool the sample
down on the cleanest Al block. Blow again with N2. Place the sample on the spin coater stage. Set
spin coating program with 500 RPM for PMMA spreading (10 s) and 1000 RPM for spin coating
(120 s). Pipette the PMMA during the spreading phase. After the full sequence is ready, put the
sample on 160 °C hot plate for 2 min to remove the solvent (post-bake). Cool the sample down
on the cleanest Al block. Check the PMMA quality with microscope in DF mode.
16 Expose the pattern from GDSII database. Carefully consider the underetching while designing
your patterns (1 µm of the depths widens the channels by 1 µm to both sides). Scratch the PMMA
underneath the clamp properly to avoid charging (and drifting) of the sample. Follow sample
position from the figure. Find a circular particle with ø50 nm for Write Field alignment. Develop
in 'Developer 1' for 40 s and stop by IPA. Blow dry with N2. Check if everything is exposed and
developed as desired with microscope. For etching of deep (≥3 μm) or large (≥2 μm) structures,
hardbake the PMMA on a hot plate at 200 °C for 2 hours. Protect the areas of the sample without
exposed structures as good as possible with plastic duct tape
17 Mix Nichrome etchant and dH O – 1:3. Always prepare fresh mixture as the etch rate and qual2
ity decreases with used solution. Put sample in the cup and stir gently. The Cr should be completely removed on exposed places in 45 – 90 s. Rinse properly with dH2O. Blow dry with N2.
Check with microscope.
18 Mix (HF:HCl – 12:1) solution and dH O – 1:5 in HDPE beaker. Put sample in and stir vigorously.
2
It takes 94 s to etch 1 μm away (always use fresh mixture, as the etch rate and quality decreases
with time). Rinse properly with dH2O. Sonicate in dH2O for 3 min to remove etching products.
Rinse properly with dH2O. Blow dry with N2. Check with microscope.
19 Place the sample on the rotational stage. Use crucible marked 'Au for Microfluidics' and 'SiO
2
for Microfluidics', not the common ones. Clean new pieces of Au/SiO2 by sonicating them in
boiling acetone (5 min) + rinsing with IPA. Be careful about any possible contamination. Align
stage axis with the crucible axis as the stage arm is wobbly. During the evaporation set evaporation angle 0°, slow rotation, and evaporation speed 0.8 - 1.0 Å∙s-1.
20 Vent the chamber. Cover the very ends of the electrode pads with plastic duct tape. Align stage
axis with the crucible axis as the stage arm is wobbly. During the evaporation set evaporation
angle 0°, slow rotation, and evaporation speed 0.8 - 1.0 Å∙s-1.
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Peel the protective tape away. Sonicate the sample in boiling acetone for 1 min. Rinse with
acetone. Sonicate the sample in fresh boiling acetone for 1 min again. Repeat until there is no
electrode material in undesired areas. Rinse with acetone, rinse with IPA. Blow dry with N 2.
22 Mix Nichrome etchant and dH O – 1:3. Always prepare fresh mixture as the etch rate and qual2
ity decreases with used solution. Put sample in the cup and stir gently. The Cr should be completely removed in 3 – 5 min. Be sure, there is no Cr left behind. The process can be accelerated
by changing the etchant for a fresh one or by elevating the temperature to 60 °C. Rinse properly
with dH2O. Blow dry with N2. Check with microscope. It is crucial to remember the patterned
side of the sample from this moment on as it is very difficult to see after Cr removal.
23 Put the cover glass on the CR sheet and clean both sides with cotton tips and acetone. Do not
be afraid to use pressure. Repeat in cup with boiling acetone using only cotton tips. Rinse with
acetone. Sonicate in fresh boiling acetone for 3 min. Rinse with acetone. Rinse with IPA. Blow dry
with N2.
24 Glass surface activation, assembling, TADB and silinization have to be performed in uninterrupted sequence. (Ideal way is to start about 2PM, make thermal bonding overnight and silinize
in the next morning.) Treat the cover glass in Piranha (H2O2:H2SO4 – 1:3) at 80 °C for at least
1 hour. Occasionally help the bubbles from the glass surface away. Rinse with dH2O. Threat the
channel glass in room temperature Piranha for no more than 10 min. Rinse with dH2O. Sonicate
the glasses upright for 3 min in fresh dH2O. Rinse with fresh dH2O. Sonicate the glasses upside
down for 3 min in fresh dH2O. Rinse with fresh dH2O. Sonicate the glasses upright for 3 min in
fresh dH2O. Rinse with fresh dH2O. Put bot the glasses to a glass cup filled with fresh dH2O. (You
can also put tips of the tweezers to Piranha to clean them and sonicate them with the glasses to
prepare them for very delicate assembling.)
25 This step is very sensitive to any kind of possible contamination. Use face mask and work in
laminar flow box with front glass in lower position. Remember to keep both pieces of glass with
side to-be-bonded pointing up. Rinse the glasses with dH2O and blow dry with N2. Place glasses
to hot plate at 160 °C for 2 min. Put glasses on the cleanest Al block to cool them down. Properly
blow the glasses with N2. Use Handi-Vac pen to hold cover glass from the outer side (the side not
to be assembled). Hold channel glass down on the aluminium block very close to the glass edge
using tweezers or utilize the vacuum stage. Carefully place the cover glass to the center of the
channel glass and press firmly. Remove Handi-Vac pen and press both glasses together with your
thumb against the Al block to remove all visible Newton rings. Use all power you have, it is safe.
Properly connected glasses become clear as a single piece of glass. Place assembled chip to hot
plate at 160 °C for 2 min. If it is impossible to remove Newton rings, split the glasses by scalpel
blade, sonicate as previously and try again. (If you fail at first, don't give up, some practice is
required until you get the hang of things.) Check the conductivity of the electrode loops.
26 Blow possible dirt particles from stainless TADB holder away using N gun. Place assembled
2
chip to the holder with inlet holes down. Load the chip with stainless weights and put it to the
furnace. Set slow N2 flow in the furnace. Set temperature ramp 5 °C∙min-1 from room temperature
(20 °C) up to 585 °C, keep 2 hours at 585 °C and let cool down naturally (~3 °C∙min-1). Run the
stirring process of the [3(CHCl3)+2(CCl4)]H2O (see endnote 30) solution overnight.
27 Wait until the temperature drops below 100 °C. Take the microfluidic chip out of the furnace
and remove it from the holder. Check the conductivity of the electrode loops.
28 Take the chip out of CleanRoom. Touch the chip only with gloves before it is assembled into
the microfluidic holder. Be sure that all the O-rings in the holder are Viton® as the NBR O-rings
will cause the destruction of the channels. Assemble the chip to the holder and check the proper
position and contact area with the O-rings.
29 Introduce dH O to the chip and wait until all the channels are filled. Push the dH O away and
2
2
dry the chip with flow of N2. The presence of water adsorbed on the channel surface is crucial for
the silinization process, however, any visible presence of water in the channels will reliably lead
to irreversible clogging of the chip during the silinization. It is worth to spend extra 10 min on
drying here than destroy the chip and spend several days on making a new one.
30 Mix fresh OTS solution. Mix 1 000 μL of hexadecane, 150 μL of CCl4, 50 μL of water saturated
solution of [3(CHCl3)+2(CCl4)]H2O, and 10 μL of OTS solution straight to the Fluiwell vial. Close
the cap to prevent contact with air humidity and mix well.
21
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Insert oil inlet tube to the OTS solution and water inlet tube to another vial with IPA. Use the
Peltier cooler to cool the whole holder to 16 – 17 °C. Introduce the OTS solution to the chip. If the
whole chip is to be silinized, let the OTs solution to enter all the channels, keep only small gas
bubble at the water inlet hole by adjusting the pressure in the IPA vial. If the water inlet channel
cannot be silinized, do not let the OTS solution to enter that channel and set the pressures so, that
gas bubbles are pushed into the flow of the OTS solution elsewhere. The volume of gas in the
tube connected to IPA vial is sufficient for the whole silinization process. Maintain the OTS flow
at 2 000 mbar for 1 hour.
32 Turn the pressure in OTS vial off and set the pressure in IPA vial to 2 000 mbar. Let the gas to
push as much of the OTS solution out of the channel as possible (~5 min).
33 By opening the vent on the holder, bypass the gas and let IPA to enter the channels. The cooling
can be turned off now. Rinse the channels with IPA for ~10 min.
34 Stop the pressure. Disassemble the chip from the holder and immerse it immediately to already
prepared cup with IPA. Try to avoid drying of IPA carrying OTS solution leftovers on the chip
surface.
35 Thoroughly flush the holder with IPA using syringe. Use cotton sticks to carefully rub the surface of the chip. Focus on the surrounding of the inlet holes as they often possess OTS solution
leftovers. Be careful not to push those leftovers to the inlet/outlet holes. A jet stream of IPA from
syringe with needle can be used to clean the inlet/outlet holes.
36 Blow the holder dry with N . Wipe the chip dry using a sheet/cloth which does not leave fibers
2
behind. An eyeglass cleaning cloths, cleanroom sheets, lens or screen wipes serves well.
37 Touch the chip only with gloves before it is assembled into the microfluidic holder. Assemble
the chip to the holder and check the proper position and contact area with the O-rings.
38 Run IPA through the channels for ~5 min. Push IPA away and dry the channels with N . Repeat
2
the sequence until the channels are absolutely clean and dry.
39 Remove the chip from the holder and put it on a hot plate. Anneal the OTS SAM at 200 °C for
2 hours.
40 The chip is ready for microfluidic experiments. For common fluids (water, n-decane) NBR
O-rings are sufficient. For different fluids/solvents, the compatibility of the O-rings must be considered. The OTS layer is stable for months when stored in ambient air conditions.
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Appendix C

Supplementary movies
Online movie folder: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/51290
Supplementary movie M1
Title: M1_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/58966
Description: High-frequency droplet production in step-emulsification microfluidic device. The abrupt change in channel cross section causes creation of the
droplets. The closely-packed droplets automatically order in hexagonal pattern.
Created: 3.2.2017
Chip: no. 26, silinized
Continuous phase: n-decane (3 % w/w SPAN 80) 3 000 mbar
Disperse phase: dH2O 3 000 mbar
Field of view: 425x320 μm2
Playback speed: 1x
Supplementary movie M2
Title: M2_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/58967
Description: Droplet production in flow-focusing microfluidic device. The droplets are cut off from the water phase flow by pressure of oil from the side channels.
The movement of the droplets proves laminar flow in the device.
Created: 25.4.2016
Chip: no. 18, silinized
Continuous phase: n-decane (3 % w/w SPAN 80) 500 mbar
Disperse phase: dH2O 250 mbar
Field of view: 425x320 μm2
Playback speed: 1x
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Supplementary movie M3
Title: M3_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/58971
Description: Droplet production in T-junction microfluidic device. The droplets
are cut off from the water phase flow by pressure of oil. The droplets confined in
the channel proceed at the same speed as the continuous phase.
Created: 28.2.2018
Chip: DEP-T3, silinized
Continuous phase: n-decane (3 % w/w SPAN 80) 800 mbar
Disperse phase: dH2O 845 mbar
Field of view: 115x65 μm2
Playback speed: 0.25x
Supplementary movie M4
Title: M4_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/58972
Description: Size and frequency of the droplets produced in T-junction as a function of continuous and disperse phase pressure ratio.
Created: 25.-27.10.2017
Chip: DEP-T12, silinized
Continuous phase: n-decane (3 % w/w SPAN 80) 1 000 mbar
Disperse phase: dH2O 1 039 – 1 085 mbar
Field of view: 115x65 μm2
Playback speed: 1x/time-lapse
Supplementary movie M5
Title: M5_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/58973
Description: the features of the sorting junction. Pressure balancer helps to equilibrate the pressure difference created by the presence of a droplet. The transition
from shallow to deep channel mediates the transition from free to confined regime. The droplets are separated in the sorting junction according to the flow rate
ratio.
Created: 13.10.2017
Chip: DEP-T13, silinized
Continuous phase: n-decane (1 % w/w SPAN 80) 750 mbar
Disperse phase: dH2O 843 mbar
Field of view: 240x180 μm2
Playback speed: 1x
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Supplementary movie M6
Title: M6_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/58974
Description: the hydrodynamic trap holds an incoming droplet until the arrival
of following droplet. The previous droplet leaves the trap in very rapid manner.
Created: 22.3.2018
Chip: DEP-T18, silinized
Continuous phase: n-decane (3 % w/w SPAN 80) 600 mbar
Disperse phase: dH2O 665 mbar
Field of view: 143x107 μm2
Playback speed: 0.0625x
Supplementary movie M7
Title: M7_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/59018
Description: a comparation of two designs of a droplet trap. While the droplet
exchange is mediated by direct droplet contact in the symmetric design, a short
continuous phase plug mediated the droplet exchange in the asymmetric design.
Created: 3.11.2017
Chip: DEP-T13, silinized
Continuous phase: n-decane (1 % w/w SPAN 80) N/A mbar
Disperse phase: sample O_1:30_cent N/A mbar
Field of view: 90x90 μm2
Playback speed: 1x
Supplementary movie M8
Title: M8_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/59019
Description: a comparation of two sorting strategies. While the shallow channel
guides the droplets more precisely to the sorting point, the confined droplets are
more vulnerable to coalescence and break-up. The deep channel lowers the positioning precision; however, the droplets are more stable.
Created: 20.11. & 27.11.2017
Chip: DEP-T12, silinized & DEP-T14, silinized
Continuous phase: n-decane (1 % w/w SPAN 80) 1 000 mbar & 1 250 mbar
Disperse phase: dH2O 1 079 mbar & 1 320 mbar
Field of view: 500x378 μm2 & 330x250 μm2
Playback speed: 1x & 1x
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Supplementary movie M9
Title: M9_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/59020
Description: the droplets in contact coalesce when exposed to DEP filed.
Created: 9.10.2017
Chip: DEP-T13, silinized
Continuous phase: n-decane (1 % w/w SPAN 80) 750 mbar
Disperse phase: dH2O 843 mbar
Field of view: 250x188 μm2
Playback speed: 1x
Supplementary movie M10
Title: M10_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/59021
Description: Droplets are preferentially directed to the channel with higher flow
rate in the passive sorting junction. When the droplets are exposed to DEP field,
the DEP force pull them to the narrower channel.
Created: 4.7.2017
Chip: DEP-T4, silinized
Continuous phase: n-decane (3 % w/w SPAN 80) 1 000 mbar
Disperse phase: dH2O 1 050 mbar
Field of view: 91x68 μm2
Playback speed: 1x
Supplementary movie M11
Title: M11_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/59022
Description: the subtle solubility of water in n-decane causes leaking of the droplet content. If the n-decane flows by static droplets, it carries the water slowly
away up to the total disappearance of the droplets.
Created: 30.3.2017
Chip: no. 18, silinized
Continuous phase: n-decane (3 % w/w SPAN 80) 1 200 mbar
Disperse phase: dH2O (1 % w/w SDBS) 1 450 mbar
Field of view: 395x296 μm2
Playback speed: time-lapse
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Supplementary movie M12
Title: M12_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/59023
Description: the droplets exchanging in the trap causes visible scattering of the
laser beam focused on the droplet. The obvious change of laser light intensity can
be used for detection of droplet exchange.
Created: 28.11.2017
Playback speed: 1x
Supplementary movie M13
Title: M13_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/59024
Description: Compared to pure water, the CNT dispersion has much lower interfacial tension at the dispersion – glass interface due to the presence of SDBS surfactant. Since the behavior of microfluidic system in the confined regime is driven
by liquid – solid interfacial tension, the droplet formation and droplet propagation are unstable and unpredictable.
Created: 1Left – 28.2.2018, 1Right – 28.2.2018, 2Left – 20.6.2017, 2Right – 7.7.2017
Chip: DEP-T3, silinized
Continuous phase: n-decane (3 % w/w SPAN 80) 1Left – 800 mbar, 1Right –
800 mbar, 2Left – 700 mbar, 2Right – 650 mbar
Disperse phase: dH2O 1Left – 845 mbar, 2Left – 700 mbar; dH2O (1 % w/w SDBS)
1Right – 765 mbar, 2Right – 650 mbar
Field of view: 1Left, 1Right – 111x83 μm2; 2Left, 2Right – 105x79 μm2
Playback speed: 1x
Supplementary movie M14
Title: M14_Microfluidics_for_CNT
Link: https://jyx.jyu.fi/handle/123456789/59025
Description: the CNT dispersion with low SDBS content allows stable droplet
formation but leads to fast formation of CNT plugs in the hydrophobic channels.
The selective channel surface treatment allows long-term stable functionality of
the microfluidic system.
Created: 5.4.2018
Chip: DEP-T18, selectively silinized
Continuous phase: n-decane (3 % w/w SPAN 80) 600 mbar
Disperse phase: sample B (low SDBS) 655 mbar
Field of view: 167x125 μm2
Playback speed: time-lapse

